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AUSTRALIA 

BRIEFS 

FRENCH RELEASE ‘SOUTHERN RAIDER’ CREW--An Australian, a Swede, and four New 
Zealanders held by French authorities for 3 months on Reunion Island in the 
Indian Ocean have now been freed. They were arrested by the crew of a French 
naval vessel after their trawler, the "Southern Raider", was sunk for allegedly 
fishing in French territory. A lawyer for the group says nonspecific drug 
charges against them would soon be dropped and they are now free to leave. 
fhe Australian skipper of the "Southern Raider", Mr John Chatterton, and his 
first mate, Mr A.istart Annandale, remained in custody on similar charges, 

but these are also Likely to be dropped soon. A French naval patrol vessel, 
the "Albatross," opened fire on the trawler early in October while fishing 
off the island of Saint Paul in the middle of the Indian Ocean. All 23 crew, 
including New Zealand, Australian, South Korean, and Swedish nationals were 

taken unharmed to Reunion, but the Koreans were quickly released while investi- 
gations continued into the other crew members. [Text] [Melbourne Overseas 

Service in English 0430 GMT 4 Dec 86 SK] /6662 

HAWKE TO VISIT MIDEAST--The prime minister, Mr Hawke, will visit the Middle 

East early ne.t year. Mr Hawke will visit Israel, Jordan, and Egypt as part 
of an overseas trip during which he will deliver the keynote address to the 

World Economic Forum in Switzerland. Mr Hawke says he will discuss problems 
in the region with Israeli prime minister, Mr Shamir, King Husayn of Jordan, 
and President Mubarak of Egypt. He said Australia had a close interest in 
Middle East issues, including the need for a peaceful resolution of the Arab- 

Israeli conflict, the situation in Lebanon, and the Iran-Iraq War. [Text] 
[Melbourne Overseas Service in English 0830 GMT 9 Dec 86 BK] /6662 

OFFSHORE PROSPECTING AID--Australia has given more than $90,000 [currency 
not specified] to the coordinating committee for offshore prospecting in the 

South Pacific. The director of the committee, Mr (Geogi Kotabavalu), announc- 
ing the grant in Suva said the money would be used to explore and assess non- 
living marine resources in the exclusive economic zones of member countries. 
Austalia became the 12th member of the committee in September this year. [Text] 

[Melbourne Overseas Service in English 0830 GMT 5 Dec 86 BK] /6662 

cso: 4200/211 



BURMA 

BORDER MERCHANTS, REACT TO NEW CURRENCY 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 2 Sep 86 pp 1, 14 

[Excerpt] Border trade in Mae Sot District in Tak Province is in turmoil 
because of the fact that the value of the Burmese kyat has dropped to its 

lowest level in 10 years. Morever, the Burmese government has issued new 

currency. This has increased the turmoil, because the currency exchange shops 
refuse to accept the new currency. 

Since the end of last month, trade along the border in Mae Sot District has 

declined to an unprecedented degree. In the past, 100 kyat could purchase 
128-130 baht worth of goods. But today, 100 kyat can buy only 69-71 baht 
worth of goods. As a result, Burmese merchants who used to come purchase Thai 
goods such as fruits, slippers, dyes for fabrics, cast and purse nets, 
cosmetics, and various consumer goods have stopped coming. The main business 
areas, that is, along Prasatwithi Road and Intharakhiri Road, which are the 
areas where most Burmese come to shop, are now very quiet. 

One currency exchange shop in Mae Sot talked with a reporter about why the 
value of the kyat has dropped so much. The shopowner said that this began at 

the end of last year when the Burmese government ordered the demonetization of 
the 100-kyat banknote and issued a 75-kyat banknote instead. Businessmen in 
Mae Sot are reluctant to accept the 75-kyat banknote. Some are accepting it 
but at a greatly reduced value. And recently, counterfeit 75-kyat banknotes 
have appeared at the Mae Sot market. As a result, few people are willing to 
accept these banknotes. 

At the end of July, the Burmese governemnt issued 35- and 15-kyat banknotes. 
This threw the trade situation along the Mae Sot border, where the kyat is 

used as the currency of exchange, into even greater turmoil. Because even 
though the Burmese government issued this new currency several weeks ago, many 

merchants have never seen the new banknotes. Also, those with bad intentions 

have been spreading rumors to the effect that these banknotes have been held 
back in order to give counterfeiters time to make counterfeit bills before 
merchants have a chance to see what the real bills look like. The reporter 
asked a well-known merchant at the Mae Sot market about this. He said that it 



is true that the new Burmese currency has not yet appeared at the market. But 

he does not believe that anyone could make counterfeit currency so quickly. 

Because even though Burmese currency is frequently counterfeited, it takes 

time to do this. 

The most. recent news report in border trading circles stated that today, even 

though the Tha Trong checkpoint on the Burmese side has not been officially 
opened, Burmese merchants are using this checkpoint to come purchase goods at 

a time when the jungle trails are closed because of the fighting between Karen 
and Burmese government forces. During the past 20 days, Purmese officials have 

mobilized ‘ces and seized narcotics along the trails to the border, 
including trails leading to Mae Sot District and to Tha Khi Lek in Mae Sai 

District, Chiang Rai Province. This has affected inspections of goods 

purchased from Thailand, too. As a result, Burmese merchants are not coming to 
the Mae Sot market as usual. 

At the same time, merchants who have already purchased goods cannot transport 

their goods back to Burma. Large quantities of goods have piled up along the 

border. Several shopowners have said that some merchants have asked them to 

store their goods for the present. They have borrowec money from the shops to 

pay their travel expenses. Some have even had to sell back the goods at a 

great loss. But most of the shops sympathize with their customers and refuse 
to take advantage of the situation. They have been doing business together for 

many years. Some of the shops are holding the goods and have returned some of 
the money. 

11943 
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BURMA 

CURRENCY CHANGES AFFECT TRADE ON THAI BORDER 

Bangkok BAF MUANG in Thai 8 Sep 86 pp 1, 16 

[Excerpt] The most recent reports from border traders on the trade situation 
along the border in Mae Sot District, Tak Province, state that even though the 

checkpoint across from Thailand, that is, the checkpoint in Myawadi District, 
has not been officially opened, Burmese merchants are still coming to make 

purchases. It seems that Burmese and Thai officials are allowing Burmese 
merchants to use Myawadi District as a border crossing point so that they can 
carry on trade as usual. In carrying on unauthorized trade, Burmese merchants 

usually use routes and cross over at points controlled by minority groups. 

These points include Ban Mun Rutchai in Phop Phra Branch District, Ban Phalu 
in Mahawan Subdistrict, Ban Wang Kaeo in Mae Pa Subdistrict, Mae Sot District, 
the Yecho checkpoint in Mae Ramat District, and Mae La and Mae Tawo in Tha 
Song Yang District. But at present, Burmese government forces are carrying on 

operations to suppress the minority forces. They have seized control of these 
routes used by Burmese merchants. As a result, customers and merchants cannot 

get out. Burmese merchants who came to purchase goods cannot return to Burma. 
In the view of the Burmese government, those who use minority group routes are 
violating the law. Because when they do that, the Burmese government does not 
profit. Those who are caught will be punished. The merchants who have used 

these routes are very afraid. 

A senior merchant in Mae Sot said that, surprisingly, the currency exchange 
Situation has improved since BAN MUANG printed a story on the kyat a few days 
ago. The exchange rate for the kyat, which is used at the markets, had dropped 

to only 69-71 baht per 100 kyat. But since 5 September, the exchange rate on 
the black market has risen to 75-76 baht. 

At the end of 1985, the Burmese government announced the demonetization of the 
100-kyat banknote and issued a 75-kyat bill instead. Fusiness circles in Mae 
Sot hesitated to accept this new currency. Even though some shops accepted it, 
the value was set at only 5-10 kyat. Today, merchants at the Mae Sot market 
are very careful about using the 75-kyat banknote. Whenever they have 
sufficient cash in their stores, they immediately take this currency to the 
shops that exchange Burmese currency. 



The Burmese government also issued 15- and 35-kyat banknotes at the end of 
July. Some of these banknotes have now reached the border markets. These seem 

very strange to those merchants who have not yet seen them. They all want to 

see these new bills. 

Most recently, Burmese government forces have interdicted the jungle routes 
used by Burmese merchants carrying on unauthorized trede, including the routes 

into Tha Song Yang, Mae Ramat, and Mae Sot districts. Twe days ago, Burmese 
government forces launched an operation to suppress narcotics along the border 

areas occupied by the Karen. This included suppressing the illegal felling of 

trees. The government forces destroyed more than 10 sawmills located near the 

Thai border that were operated by Karen soldiers. As a result of the fighting 
and suppression operations, border trade has come to a standstill. 

A border merchant whose business is tied to trade inside Burma told a reporter 

that border trade should improve. The Burmese government's decision to 
demonetize the 100-kyat banknote has effectively destroyed black-market 

trading and produced good results for the Burmese government, that is, this 
has weakened the minority groups. Inside Burma, the probiem is that although 
China contacted Burma last year about trade activities, it is well kmown that 

Chinese goods cannot satisfy the needs of the Burmese. The producti:n 
techniques used and the quality of the goods are not in accord with Burmese 
tastes. For example, in producing textiles, the Chinese do not use modern 
machinery. This gives Thailand an opportunity to satisfy Burmese demands by 

providing them with high-quality goods. The value of the kyat has begun to 
rise. This is definitely a good sign for border trade. 

Mr Panithi Tangphati, the deputy secretary of the Tak provincial Chamber of 
Commerce and a member of the Border Trade Subcommittee, told BAN MUANG that 
borcer trade in Mae Sot and nearby districts has suffered as a result of the 
Burmese government's decision to demonetize the 100-kyat banknote at the end 
of last year. Because when the Burmese government took that action, the 

Burmese people were required to exchange their money at state cooperatives. 

Trade all along the border from Ranong Province to Chiang Rai Province 
immediately came to a halt. Some merchants holding kyat were able to exchange 
this money using customers in Burma. Others lost everything. The Tak Chamber 

of Commerce has not sat by idly. The Border Trade Subcommittee has held 
meetings to discuss how to help the merchants exchange the 100-kyat banknotes 
in their possession. It is felt that negotiations should be held with the 
Burwese government in order to ask it to exchange this currency. This will be 

handled through the Ministry of Interior. 

Mr Panithi said that the Ministry of Interior has informed the Chamber of 
Commerce that the ministry is coordinating things with Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has stated that discussing this 
matter with the Burmese will achieve nothing, because there are no legal or 

political grounds to support this appeal. Burma has grounds for refusing this 

request. That is, legally, people are prohibited from bringing Burmese 

currency into the country or taking it out of the country. Politically, the 

Burmese government considers the trade that is carried on along the 

Thai-Burmese border today as illegal trade. Taxes are not paid to the Burmese 
government. The Burmese government has not been at.e to control this trade 
even though it has carried on suppression operations. The Burmese government 

also feels that these illegal trading activities benefit the enemy minority 
groups both directly and indirectly. 

11943 
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ARMY PAPER URGES TROOPS TO VOICE VIEWS ON POLITICAL REPORT 

Vientiane KONGTHAP PASASON LAO in Lao 18 Sep 86 pp 1, 4 

{[Column: “Let Us Express Our Opinions on the Central Party Administration's 
Political Report™] 

[Text ] “pressing our opinions on the Central Party Administration's political 
report is a vital task in organizing a successful gexeral party congress. 

We express our opinions on the Central Party Administration's political report 
in order to make the major principles of the Fourth General Party Congress 
fully reflect the ideals of the general public. Doing so will be an important 

factor in guaranteeing that the party's policies brought up in this general 
congress correctly reflect the pace at which the revolution is growing and will 
respond to the strong wishes of the people. 

Expressing our opinions on the Central Party Administration's political report 
is ultimately based on our unity in the revolutionary goals of out country, 

namely national defense and successful socialist development. Our experience 
confirms and shows us that the collective policies and all the basic revolu- 
tionary goals laid out by the party at the Third Congress are absolutely 
correct. Along with perfect revolutionary policies, our most important 
expectation now is to find appropriate and creative measures aimed at success- 
fully implementing these policies. Therefore, this is the first time we are 
voicing our opinions about the perty's major political guidelines so that all 
party measures are carried out successfully. 

Everyone can express his opinion about party affairs and the revolution, 
including the party's general and specific direction, measures and policies, 
the tasks of building up the party and promoting solidarity and democracy, and 
also the economy, science, the military, public health, culture, education and 
other areas. But it is important that each pereon scrutinize his activities 
and perform his duties. Each person must bring owt correct opinions, present 
creative measures, and build up the strength and potential capability of the 
country in all aspects and in each locale. Each person must jook for new 
ways to earn his living, to be ever more victorious, to overcome difficulties 

in carrying out the revolution, and to step up firmly. 



As for our cadres and soldiers, in addition to expressing their opinions about 
general problems, they should also concentrate on army matters and national 

defense, namely linking the economy with national defense and vice versa, 
improving the efficiency of civilian armed forces, developing reserve forces, 
and commenting on army policies concerning supporting forces. 

There are many ways to express our opinions on the political report, such as 
presenting them directly to the Central Party or sending them to organizations 

that are arranging the general congress. If you want to comment on the way the 

party is doing things at diiferent levels, send a letter through party organi- 
zations or through unit chiefs, or send letters or articles to newspapers or 

radio stations, or use other ways. All levels, sections, and divisions must 

supervise this activity closely, assist the masses in expressing their opinions, 

and guarantee that all opinions are sent to the highest level. 

Expressing our opinions about party principles in the political report is an 
expression of our political responsibility and is everyone's patriotic duty. 
In expressing our opinions to the General Party Congre3s, we must emphasize 

and praise good points and suggest corrections for weak points. After talking 
about political issues, we must criticize each other and ourselves and promote 
the scoring of achievements to commemorate the Fourth Ceneral Party Congress. 

If those who express their opinions about the party's direction are hard working, 
lively, nealthy, wealthy, experienced, and curious, they will make tremendous 
peychological contributions to the majority of the people. Then the directions 

laid out in party resolutions at the Fourth General Party Congress will become 
a torch to guide and encourage the army and the people to step up firmly. 

12597/8309 
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LAOS 

PARTY GROWTH, PROBLEMS IN SAVANNAKHET DISCUSSED 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 3 Oct 86 p 2 

{[Column: "Party Task in Savannakhet Over Past 3 Years"] 

[Excerpt] The work of improving and building up the party in Savannakhet 
Province has been performed seriously and successfully since the Second 
General Congress of the Savannakhet Party Committee from 1983 to the present. 

As we know, the party's tasks were not adequately taken care of prior to the 
provincial party's general congress. The party was destroyed at the same time 
that it was being built up because of the way it was built up without any goals. 
The enemy also took the opportunity to infiltrate and destroy the party 
internally, which is an important lesson. The party must be highly responsible 

and aware in its tasks of expanding and developing. 

Under the guiding light of the Third Congress of the Central LPRP and the 
lessons from the Second Congress with their weak and strong points and unsolved 
problems, the new provincial party committee has given appropriate directions 
to review party cadres and members quickly, to improve and built up correctly 
all party bcdies and party chapters in the rural and urban areas by employing 

many methods, and, above all, to inspect all existing party members and train 
them to follow party regulations correctly. In 1983-86, the party in 
Savannakhet Province has added more than 900 comrades, for a total membership 

of 3,000. Two hundred party chapters have been set up and hundreds of cantons 

and villages of the old regime have been liberated. Grassroots party bodies 
and various party chapters have been coordinated with organizations, offices, 
basic production units, districts, cantons, villages and coops, militia forces, 

and other mass organizations. 

12597/8309 
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LAOS 

SRV, MOUNTAIN DEVELOPMENT UNIT COOPERATE ON PLANT, EXPORTS 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 30 Sep 86 p 2 

[Article: "Mouang Mai Km 20 Pine Resin Processing Plant"] 

[Excerpt] Up until 1986, more than 3,000 ha of pine forests on the Na Kai Plain 
have been exploited and maintained for use in the Pine Resin Processing Plant. 
This plant was built in the beginning of July in the new development area in 
Mouang Mai District at Km 20 of Bolikhamsai Province. It was built by the 
Mountain Development Company with the aid of neighboring Vietnamese technical 
experts. 

This plant is small, with only 13 workers. Vietnamese experts assisted in 
installing the machinery and training the Lao workers. The machinery consists 
of one mixing pot, one filter, one [word missing], one gasoline [word missing], 
one kiln and a 350-Kw generator, one machinery building, one workers dormitory, 
and one cooking building. 

A plant expert stated that this plant can process 2 tons of pine resin per 
month. One ton of raw resin produces 70 percent processed resin and 20 percent 
oil; 10 percent is waste water. We will use the processed pine oil for lighting, 

which can also be used domestically and for exports for perfume and balm oil; 
it can geneiaute quite good revenues for the country. The Mountain Development 
Company also has set up a worker unit to preserve the pine forests of Na Kai and 
an exploitation unit for raw resin to supply the plant on a regular basis to 
guarantee that production will not come to a sudden halt by guaranteeing the 

plant's long-term production along with the exploitation of raw resin to 

supply it. 

12597/8309 
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LAOS 

EDITORIAL HAILS BORDER DEMARCATION TREATY WITH SRV 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 30 Sep 86 p 1 

[Editorial: "Treaty Reflects Total Sincerity Between Laos and Vietnam") 

[Text] On 19 September 1986 at Hanoi, the capital of the SRV, representatives 

of the governments of the LPDR and the SRV officially exchanged a joint border 
demarcation treaty between their two countries. This is an important event in 
improving and promoting friendly relations and special solidarity between Laos 
and Vietnam. This foundation firmly guazantees their joint treaty of friend- 
ship and cooperation. This border demarcation treaty between the countries is 
legal and has also been implemented to make friendship and cooperation a 
reality. it has given special solidarity, total cooperation, and mutual 
understanding a brighter future and eternal security. It is an important factor 
to guarantee that the people of both countries of Laos and Vietnam succeed in 
performing their two strategic duties, 

The border demarcation treaty between the LPDR and the SRV is a clear symbol 
that reflects the strong wishes of each country's party and the state, which 
always want to improve and expand their special relationship, based on the 
principles of full equality, respect for independence, sovereignty, and their 
abundant lands. Neither wants to interfere in the other's domestic affairs. 
Both want to increase their solidarity and mutual trust continuously and 
their total cooperation based on mutually bene -:ial guidelines and on complete 
mutual assistance. This new type of relationship between the two parties, the 

two states, and the two socialist peoples has become the beautiful heritage 

of Laos and Vietnam. 

The two countries are closely related historically, geographically, and 
economically and in the evolution of their longlasting revolutionary struggles, 

and they share the same destiny. Therefore, under the leadership of the 
Indochinese Communist Party--which was founded by Chairman Ho Chi Minh and has 
now become the LPRP and Communist Party of Vietnan--the peoples of the two 
countries have always carried on their countries’ liberation struggles, side 
by side, against imperialist intruders and together have won total victory. 
They have always been faithful and sincere with each other and respected each 
other based on their brotherhood, their same family, and a genuine spirit of 
international proletarianism. For example, the people of Vietnam have always 
decided to assist the Lao revolution every time it has needed help, in spite 

of the difficulties involved. 

10 



There is deep gratitude toward the Vietnamese revolution embedded deeply in the 

conscience and imagination of each cadre and each worker of the Lao people of 

all ethnic groups. Now this precious heritage is also a factor that is being 
raised and promoted, and it is also a firm foundation for the revolutionary 
task of the two countries to together seize a new, greater than every victory. 

The parties, the states, and the peoples of the two countries have always been 

close. This not only has been expressed in the past and the present but will 
also be preserved and enriched to their very best in the future, so that their 
close relationship, majestic friendship, special solidarity, and total 
cooperation between Laos and Vietnam and also between Vietnam and Kampuchea 
will forever flourish. The people of Laos of all ethnic groups have been 
deeply touched and admire the beautiful success of this historic treaty in 
responding to the party's wishes. The states of Laos and Vietnam will take 
every measure stated in the border demarcation treaty between them to see that 
they are implemented correctly and fully. And the peoples of Laos and Vietnam 
will make this border line into a majestic line of friendship between *he two 
nations. This will be a contribution to promote and expand the speci: * colidarity 
and total cooperation between Laos and Vietnam and will also help the Laos- 

Vietnam-Kampuchea border to flourish forever. 

12597/8309 
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LAOS 

ARTICLE ASSAILS U.S. FOR REYKJAVIK SUMMIT FAILURE 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 16 Oct 86 pp 1, 4 

[Article: "The United States Fails To Respond to the Expectations of the 

People of the World"] 

[Text] Before the Soviet-American summit meeting at Reykjavik there were great 
expectations and hopes for the results of this meeting among the masses of the 

world, as was shown by the statements of the leaders and politically important 
people of various countries and the letters of praise sent to the leaders of 
the United States and the Soviet Union before they went to Reykjavik. The 
Soviet Union tried to the best of its ability to respond to the expectations 
of the people of the world, but after the meeting there was broad criticism 
from the politicians and the masses of various countries. In summary the great 

opportunity of the Soviet-American summit in Reykjavik, Iceland, on 11-12 October 
was unfortunately lost. This opportunity arose because of great effort on the 
part of the Soviet Union, as was confirmed in a statement by Mr Mikhail Gorbachev 
during an interview with correspondents in Reykjavik after the summit meeting. 
At the meeting Mr Mikhail Gorbachev proposed to President Ronald Reagan of the 
United States a 50 percent reduction in strategic weapons in three areas, 
including land-based missiles, submarine-based missiles, and strategic aircraft 
with nuclear weapons. He also proposed that Soviet and American medium-range 
missiles be eliminated from Europe. In order to reach a broad agreement on 
strategic weapons, the Soviet position aimed at bringing all nuclear weapons 
able to reach the territory of the other side within these categories; this 
also meant the medium-range missiles and nuclear weapons of the United States 
in various bases which have been specified. In order to achieve the plan to 
eliminate medium-range missiles in Europe, the Soviet side did not refer to the 
nuclear stockpiles of England and France so as to be in accord with the proposal 

which the United States had made. The Soviet Union also agreed to all forms of 

inspection and demonstrated its willingness to start talks on missiles with a 
range of less than 1,000 km and on ways to prohibit nuclear testing completely. 

But this period of opportunity in Reykhavik to achieve the goals mentioned 
here was unfortunately lost. It was not the fault of the Soviet Union in any 
way. That this opportunity of historic meaning was lost has caused great regret 
among the masses throughout the world. The Soviet Union went to Reykjavik with 

the important proposals mentioned here, which if approved by both sides would 
have led to real progress in reducing weapons, limiting nuclear weapons, and 
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avoiding the threat of nuclear war. That the United States went to Reykjavik 
emptyhanded stunned the people of the world initially, and after the meeting 
world opinion was again critical; for example, on 13 October Mr Claiborne Pell, 
a member of the United States Senate from the Democratic Party, expressed his 
deep disappointment over the stubbornness of the U.S. side, which caused this 
opportunity to achieve an agreement in Reykjavik to be lost; in an interview 

with a reporter from the U.S. news service AP he expressed the hope that 
President Reagan would change his thinking with regard to the proposals of 
the Soviet Union. Mr Jack Mendelson, an important expert on arms control 
from the United States and director of the “Arms Control Society," expressed 
his deep dissatisfaction that the United States had blocked an agreement aimed 
at ending the arms race. The 13 October issue of the newspaper HUMANITE, the 
voice of the Central Committee of the French Communist Party, stated: "The 
U.S. President refused to compromise on the ‘Star Wars’ project and for this 
reason an agreement to end the arms race was not achieved." On this same 
occasion the Indian prime minister, Rajiv Gandhi, said that “what blocked an 
achievement in reducing arms was the plan to expand the arms race into new 
battlefields," by which he meant space. The news service of (Austria) reported 
that "the reason that the Reykjavik summit did not reach an agreement was because 
of the ‘Star Wars’ project of the United States. These various assessments 
and appraisals would be difficult to refute because if maintaining the peace 
and ending the arms race are just given lip service there will be no achieve- 
ments; one must put these worlds into practice also. In response to these 
critical opinions, which were quite to the point, President Reagan gave a 
speech on television in order to make excuses; he said that the ‘Star Wars 
project’ was like a policeman which maintained Washington's security." However, 
it would appear that one would have more security if one reduced nuclear weapons 

to a great extent. And if one did this it would not be necessary to use these 
things in space or to have a policeman provide security. But in fact U.S. 
officials have a plan to expand the arms race in order to produce new types of 
weapons without end and use space as a base for first-strike weapons and not for 
defense at all. In President Reagan's speech he indicated this problem clearly: 
he said that “the United States will make progress in weapons reduction from a 
position of strength." This sort of thinking is very dangerous, and it shows 
that the United States does not have a new stratcgy in keeping with the 
requirements of the new era. The use of a position of strength will without 
a doubt just lead to a steadily fiercer arms race. The road to arms reduction 
does not start from a position of strength but from a great feeling of 
responsibility for the fate of the masses who are more oppressed now than at 
any other time by the peril of nuclear weapons. This road was cleared by the 
Soviet Union, which traveled it on the way to Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland. 

The great responsibility and untiring efforts of the Soviet Union have received 
the admiration and support of all the people of the world. This confirms that 
the proposals of the Soviet Union are not just for the security of the Soviet 
people but are also for the security of all people including the American 
people. This is true and the great heroism of the Soviet people in history 
attests to it. Mr Mikhail Gorbachev emphasized in an interview with corres- 
pondents in Reykjavik, Iceland, after the meeting that “the various proposals 
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of the Soviet Union are to the advantage of the American people as well as 

all the people of the world.” Therefore it is up to the United States; it 
still has time to reconsider whether Reykjavik was a loss. It still has 
time to listen to the urgent demands of the masses of the world to cooperate 
responsibly with the Soviet Union on the road to limiting the danger of 
self-extinction by nuclear weapons, which menace our world now with 
destruction. 

8149/8309 
CSO: 4206/23 
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"TALK' ON THAI SOCIAL PROBLEMS BLAMES WEST 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 14 Oct 86 pp 2, 4 

("Talk" column by Lavangphai: "The Direction of Thai Society"] 

[Excerpt] A summary of the news in Thai newspapers and magazines each day 
would include prominent stories about Thailand in many areas but generally 

they are about how Thailand exploits child labor like a Third World country 
and is a large rice-exporting country in which children are so hungry that 
they must eat dirt and grass and about Bangkok which has world class hotels 

and Third World slums. In addition to these stories Thailand is also well 
known for prostitution. What is the reason for all this? 

Prostitution in Thailand is not insignificant. Thailand has a reputation in 

the world as an exporter of “fresh meat," and it may be the leading country 
in this. It is estimated that there are 20,000 Thai women involved in 

prostitution in foreign countries; in some countries this has caused 
disputes because they have taken over the market. Throughout the country 
there are about 1 million Thai women engaged in various kinds of prostitution 
or about 2 out of 10 Thai women between the ages of 14 and 24. This situation 
has caused great anxiety among the Thai people. Politicians, intellectuals, 
and those Thais who love their country and its beautiful culture are wondering 
how this shameful situation got started and what its effect will be. In an 
article in the magazine SU ANAKHOT of 8-14 August 1985 Soetsavi Senglan wrote: 
"Western influence which penetrated the country during the past 20 years (when 
American bases were in Thailand during the time of the war of aggression in 
Vietnam and the countries of Indochina) created the conditions, which made it 
easy for the sex business to expand into an industry." In fact the primary 
cause of this was the lack of social and economic equality, the exploitation 
of the workers by the upper classes, unemployment, poverty, pong disease (murder), 

and the evil influences resulting from the political and economic crisis. 

But they are just concerned with prostitution and not those conditions which 
are related to it and which are directly responsible for the fate of the Thai 
nation. They will take measures to suppress it and then will leave it alone 
and concentrate their attention on other matters, especially exploitation 
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for the advantage of their own group or party in order to create wealth 
out of the blood and tears of the Thai people and to increase the investment 
in the military; this can be recognized by the increase in the military 

budget while the social budget is many times smaller, as is always the case. 
In addition they have concentrated their efforts and funds on the plan to 
build an arms depot which would be a positive factor for the redeployment of 
U.S. invasion forces in Thailand, and this would encourage even more Thai 
women to become prostitutes than in the past. 

Thai people of all classes, and especially students and intellectuals, 
know well that the increases in the military budget and the building of the 
American arms depot in Thailaad are not just a threat to the peace and 
security of the countries surrounding Thailand as well as various other 
countries in the area but will also not solve the urgent provlems of the Thai 
people and will cause the crisis on every side to deepen greatly, including 
the crisis within the Thai Government. 

8149/8309 
CSO: 4206/23 
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LAOS 

USSR, SRV ASSIST AT SAVANNAKHET TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 16 Oct 86 pp 2, 3 

[Article by Daophengphan: "The Technical School of Savannakhet Province Makes 
Progress" ] 

[Excerpt] The technical school of Savannakhet Province is an important crucible 
for skilled technicians. It performs the duty of creating various kinds of 
technicians and thus responds to the needs of economic and social construction 

in Savannakhet Province and the provinces of the south. 

At present this technical school has primary and intermediate levels. The 
primary level includes seven technical branches: construction, lumbering, 
electricity, automotive repair, metalworking, sewing, and food preparation. 
The intermediate level includes three technical branches: construction, 

automotive repair, and machinery. Each primary-level class lasts 2 years, 
and each intermediate-level class lasts 3 years. In the course of study at 
the primary level they study the theory of their specialty 20 percent of the 
time, practical application 60 percent of the time, and general studies 
20 percent of the time, for example, arithmetic, materials, chemistry, and 
language. At the intermediate level they study the theory of their specialty 
40 percent of the time, practical application 35 percent of the time, and 
general studies 25 percent of the time. In addition, each year at the end of 
each course Sefore the students take their examinations they get 6 weeks of 

practical experience in the various branches of study around the province. 

In 10 years of service in building our socialist nation, this technical school 

has succeeded in developing 600 workers with primary-level specialties. The 
intermediate level opened in the 1980-81 school year and by 1983 had developed 

&3 workers with intermediate-level specialties. In 1984 they completed 
developing 75 more. In the 1985-86 school year they developed more than 100 

workers with primary-level specialties and 91 with intermediate-level 
specialties. From the 1975-76 school year until the 1985-86 school year, 
more than 750 workers have gotten their primary-level diplomas from this 
technical school, and more than 240 have completed the intermediate level. 
There are now a total of 85 teachers, which is twice as many as in the 
1975-76 school year. Of these, 20 are advanced teachers. The level of the 
teachers has steadily been raised. The support equipment at the school, for 
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example, the school buildings, training areas, tools, and utensils, are 
sufficient. What is most imporcant is the support the school receives from 
the party committee and administrative committee of the province and especially 

the educational service of the province which gives close support and helps out 
in special situations as, for example, last year when Vietnamese experts from 
Binh Tri Thien Province provided assistance and when in 1986 experts from the 
Soviet Union provided additional assistance, they helped assemble various 
pieces of equipment which help in teaching and in practicing and they gave 
the teachers additional training in various technical branches. This gradually 
solved various problems. 

Instructor Khambon Chanthavong of the administrative committee of the school 
reported that in the 1986-87 school year there were 108 students who entered 
the primary level and 80 students who entered the intermediate level. The 

students come from seven provinces in the south: Khammouan Province, Savannakhet 
Province, Saravane Province, Champassak Province, Attopeu Province, and 

Sekong Province. 

8149/8309 

CSO: 4206/23 
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BRIEFS 

ROUTE 10 CONSTRUCTION--Restoration work on the section of Route 10 connecting 
Ban Hai, Hat Kiang Canton, Saithani District, to Vientiane Capital in Vientiane 

Province is ahead of schedule, and work is progressing on the last part of the 
road. Work to restore and clear Route 10 has been underway since 1985. This 
section is 53 km long and has 101 secondary roads connected to it. The project 
18 being funded by Asian Development Bank loans of USS8& million, in combination 
with domestic funds. The construction project calls for 25 km of roadway to be 
paved by October 1986. This road will be completely paved between Tha Ngone, 
Saithani District, and Pakkagnung, Toulakhom District, in 1988. [Excerpts] 
[Vientiane PASASON in Lao 1 Oct 86 p 1] 12597/8309 

LUANG PRABANG, KHAMMOUANE BANK DEPJSITS--The people in Hinh Boun District, 
Khammouane Province, are very interested now in depositing their savings. Since 

the beginning of this year, they have deposited 300,000 kip from their savings 
and the money they have made from selling their products in the State Bank 
branch in their district. At present, the people of Mouang Ngoy District, 
Luang Prabang Province, have also deposited a total of 100,000 kip in the 
State Bank. [Excerpt] [Vientiane PASASON in Lao 3 Oct 86 p 1] 12597/8309 

XIENG KHOUANG LOCAL BANK DEPOSITS--Since the beginning of the year, the people 
of Kang Seng Canton, Pek District, Xieng Khouang Province, have deposited a 
total of 469,000 kip in savings accounts in their hometown State Bank branch. 
The Ban Phon and Ban Xieng Dy Agricultural Coops have been the outstanding 

ones. [Excerpt] [Vientiane PASASON in Lao 30 Sep 86 p 1] 12597/8309 

VIENTIANE BANK DEPOSITS--At present the masses of Phon Hong District, 
Vientiane Province, are showing an interest in depositing money in savings 
accounts, and this activity is expanding broadly. Since the beginning of 
the year the masses in this district have deposited more than 170,000 kip 
in savings accounts in the district branch of the State Bank and have pur- 
chased more than 120,000 kip of savings bonds. These savings deposits of 
the masses of Phon Hong District and other districts throughout Vientiane 
Province are an accumulation of capital for the state to use in developing 

the national economy and are also savings for the masses to use when there 
are difficult times within the family. [Text] [Vientiane PASASON in Lao 
16 Oct 86 pp 1, 4] 8149/8309 
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LUANG PRABANG ECONOMIC REFORMS--Now Luang Prabang Province has converted the 
howe construction enterprise to the new economic system. This is the third 
corporation after the electric corporation and the machinery repair corpora- 

tion. which were already announced, to be part of the first conversion 
period. Honored participante in the ceremony announcing this conversion to 
the business system included Mr Maisouk Saisompheng, a member of the party 
Central Committee and minister of industry and handicrafts as well as vice 
chairman of the leadership committee of the central authority for converting 
to the business system, and Mr Vongphet Saikeuyachongtua, a member of the 
party Central Committee, secretary of the party committee of Luang Prabang 
Province, aad a cadre who has been very involved in this matter. [Excerpt] 
[Vientiane PASASON in Lao 14 Oct 86 p 1] 8149/8309 

CSO: 4206/23 
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THAILAND 

COLUMNIST WANTS END TO PRO-U.S. FOREIGN POLICY 

Bangkok DAILY WEWS in Thai 18 Oct 86 p 2 

{Around the World column by Trairat: "The Survival of Thailand") 

[Text] When the world's giants, the United States and the Soviet Union, began 
baring their teeth at each other again after the failure of the talks in 
Iceland, many people began asking what Thailand's policy should be. 

By chance, 2 days ago I received an invitation from the House Foreign Affairs 
Subcommittee to give my views on Thailand's foreign policy. I discussed 
various problems and pointed out the consequences of our following the ass of 
the United States and acting like a slave. Whenever the United States issues 
an order, Thailand immediately submits. We have committed our future to then. 
This has been going on for a long time. We depend on them for everything and 
are afraid of them, just like a mouse is afraid of a cat. This is particularly 
true of senior officials who play a role in setting the country's policy and 
important politicians. These people have benefited from the influence of the 
United States. There have been rumors that many people who hold important 

positions must act like underlings of Washington. Those who object are removed 
from their positions. 

Thailand's policy has served U.S. interests ever since the Korean War. There 
has been only one short period when we made an effort to stand on our own and 
that was after the events of 14 October 1973. The important thing was that we 
reestablished relations with China. 

We tend to regard the United States as a god. Regardless of what the United 
States says, we a)ways agree. Our national policy follows the American line. 
For example, when the United States began having problems with Laos, Cambodia, 

and Vietnam, we got into an argument with the Indochina countries, too. The 

United States and the Soviet Union are competing for world domination and 
hurling invectives at each other. Thailand works hand in glove with Uncle Sam 
against the Soviet Union. We refuse to estabish close relations with the 

Soviet Union out of fear of angering the United States. We even refuse to 
have much to do with other communist countries regardless of whether it is the 
East European countries, Forth Korea, Cuba, or Nicaragua. 
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Our policy toward our Indochina neighbors is a policy of obstruction. We 

refuse to trade with them or have any dealings with them. We have promulgated 
so many laws that no one wants to have anything to do with them. We are overly 

afraid of being attacked by Vietnam. As a result, we consider ourselves to be 
an enemy of Vietnam. 

We must change our policy in order to survive. We must associate with all 

camps. We must stop acting like an underling of the United States. We must 

make a distinction between trade and politics and engage in trade with every 

country. We must accept the fact that even though the United States and the 

Soviet Union are engaged in a dispute, they still trade with each other. 

The world is changing. Friendly countries now pose an economic threat to us. 

Unless we adjust in time, we will not survive. We must make changes in accord 

with the situation. We must open our eyes and seek the truth. If we do, things 

will become brighter. Thailand's policy must face the facts and be based on 

what is right. We can't afford to make any more mistakes. 

11943 
CSO: 4207/50 
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THAILAND 

CARTOON SPOOFS NEGATIVE U.S. VIEW OF THAILAND 

Bangkok DAILY NEWS in Thai 30 Oct 86 p 5 

[Cartoon] 
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CARTOON LAMPOONS PREM'S RELATIONSHIP WITH U.S. 

Bangkok DAILY NEWS in Thai 18 Nov 86 p 5 

[Cartoon] 
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THAILAND 

CAMBODI*NS ARRESTED FOR WEAPONS TRAFFICKING 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 27 Aug 86 pp 1, 2 

[Excerpts] Police Maj Gen Phot Bunyachinda told reporters that from an 
investigation conducted by Police Col Pramot Pansakun, the Zone 2 Border 
Patrol Police superintendent in fTrat Province, it was learned that at 
1405 hours on 25 August 1986 at Ban Mamuang in Dan Chumphong Subdistrict, Bo 
Rai District, Trat Province, weapons traffickers were going to purchase a 
quantity of weapons from a group of Cambodians. He ordered Police Lt Col 
Seksan Unsamran, the deputy Zone 2 BPP superintendent, and five policemen to 

disguise themselves as merchants and go purchase the weapons from these 
weapons traffickers. Police Col Pramot Pansakun and 10 men formed a_ support 
team and took up a position about 1 km away. At 1405 hours, the operations 
team, disguised as merchants, met the four weapons traffickers. They had 
7 AK-47s, 162 rounds of AK ammunition, and 6 long AK ammunition clips and 1 
short clip. The officials revealed their identity and told the men that they 
were under arrest. The weapons traffickers resisted arrest and fired at the 
officials. The clash lasted approximately 15 minutes. The support team rushed 
to the aid of the operations team and helped put an end to the clash. 

All four weapons traffickers were arrested. They were identified as Mr Prayong 
Yaemkasem, Mr WNaen Chottung, Mr Thet Chon, and Mr Charan Ong. All were 
Cambodians. Officials seized 7 AK-47 rifles with folding stocks, a 100-cc 
Kawasaki motorcycle, 162 rounds of AK ammunition, six 30-round AK clips, and 
one 20-round AK clip. The suspects and evidence were turned over to the 
officer on duty at the provincial police station in Bo Rai District for 

further handling of the case. 

11943 
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THAILAND 

LABOR ACTIVIST SENATOR AMAT EXPLAINS 9 SEPTEMBER COUP ROLE 

Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in Thai 12-18 Oct 86 pp 54-55 

[Interview with Senator Amat Kamthetthong; date and place not given] 

[Text] [Question] What is your educational background and career? 

[Answer] I studied at the Muslim College of Thailand. After that, I became 
an apprentice craftsman with the State Railway of Thailand and received a 
certificate and graduated as a skilled craftsman on the State Railway of 
Thailand. I became an hourly employee of the State Railway of Thailand and 
was paid 2.8 baht per hour in 1961 as a welder. In the end, I was a senior 
welder. 

Since 1972, I have been participating in the labor movement because the 
government had announced Revolutionary Order No 103, authorizing the Interior 
Ministry to set up protection for labor and labor relations, at that time. 
This allowed employees to establish employee organizations. I participated 
in supporting the establishment of a State Railway of Thailand employee 
union, but there was not much action. 

The reason I joined was because at that time, the State Railway of Thailand 
offered very little in compensation and the most important point was that the 

employees were divided between staff members and workers ever since it became 
a state railroad. In 1951, when it was changed from a state railroad to the 

State Railway of Thailand, the employees were still classified in two 
categories, staff members and workers. Staff members were still the civil 
servants of the State Railway and the workers were the laborers of the State 
Railway. Both staff aad workers work in the same place, but the compensation 
is extremely different. Let me give you an example. Five percent of the 

earnings of the staff and workers are deducted for the State Railway of 
Thailand Emplcyee Welfare Fund. This fund is used for employee loans, 
deposited in Yanks to earn interest, and the State Railway of Thailand matches 
10 percent of the deductions; all these form the basis of fringe benefits for 

the employees (including staff and workers); for example, child support, 
educational support, medication, bonuses and a retirement fund. 
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The difference is that in the case of a retiring staff member, the State Railway 
of Thailand will pay either a bonus or a pension. If he chooses the bonus, it 

is calculated by multiplying the last month's saiary by the number of years he 
worked; if he chooses a pension, it will be base. “he Bonus and Pension 

Act. But when a worker retires, he does not hav right to receive either 
a bonus or a pension. The only thing the State : vw of Thailand pays is 
subsistence money, which amounts to 20 per-ent 0: ~ last month's salary. This 
money is from the welfare fund, therefore +e can e the difference. If the 
staff member retires, he will get at least 50 percent of the last month's 
salary, and if he has served longer, he will get up to 75 percent. But the 
worker, no matter how long he has served, only gets 20 percent; this is evidence 

of injustice. Some people work until they retire, but have never been slotted. 

This should have been improved. We participated in workers’ groups in 1972, 
and in 1973 we started to demand fringe benefit and compensation improvements. 

It was thought that we had done something useful for the employees. 

[Question] Why are you involved in politics? 

[Answer] When we demanded chang¢s in the hiring practices of the State Railway 
of Thailand, we found each time there was a demand, and whether or not the State 

Railway of Thailand agreed depended on political power. The director of the 
State Railway of Thailand and the Committee of the State Railway of Thailand 
would toss it to the government; in some cases and at some times when the 
situation was clearly unfair, the State Railway of Thailand admitted that it was 
unfair, but claimed that it did not have the deciding authority and had to go to 

the minister to ask for cabinet approval. All this illustrates that whether 
the workers got benefits or not depended upon political power. In 1974, I worked 

on the labor union committee, and in 1975, I became chairman. Besides the 

State Railway of Thailand union, I have much experience helping my friends support 

and establish many labor unions. I helped them solve problems; for example, 
in some factories some employees were not getting justice; the employer used his 

power to fire employee representatives and sometimes even injured them. 

In some places where I was involved, I found that the employer or manager was 

connected with powerful people: politicians, political party secretaries, 
and political party leaders. Sometimes we tried to negotiate with the manage- 

ment of the factory, but could not come to an agreement; however, negotiating 

with the people we identified as being powerful made it possible to come to an 
agreement. This experience made us realize that operating with labor union 
methods would not be beneficial to workers because the Labor union regulations 

were established by the Labor Union Act, which was writ*en by powerful 

capitalists in Parliament. 

I feel that if we operate according to labor union rules which were established 

by the capitalists, workers would be at a disadvantage. One of my methods is 
to lay a political foundation which will benefit the workers. There are many 

newspapers which understand these things, but they wrote that I use political 

tactics while other groups use labor union tactics. I have tried to explain 

this, but they do not try to understand. Even SIAM RAT did not understand. 
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[Question] Why did you get involved in the 9 September affair? 

[Answer] Concerning the 9 September affair, because the labor unions were being 
weakened, a group of my friends and I were discussing how to strengthen the 
labor unions. Occasionally, we had meetings at the labor unions, restaurants, 
and coffee shops in hotels where we discussed problems, how workers could be 
strong, how labor unions would unite as one, how to solve the problems of workers 
who had not received justice, and how to protest the government's exclusion 
of government enterprises from the labor laws; currently, there is a government 
tendency to take government enterprises out of labor unions. In addition, we 
were thinking about publishing a labor book called FRONTLINE. We talked about 
these matters regularly, sometimes we met once a week; the expenses were shared 
among us, and whoever had more paid more, whoever had less paid less, and 
whoever had nothing paid nothing. 

By meeting regularly, others who were observing us had the opportunity to 
interject themselves. On 9 September, we had a meeting at the Baron Hotel; 
we did not know anything about the coup. Mr Sawat (Luugdood) and I did not 
know either. On that day, we talked about three or four subjects; publishing 
the labor book, how we would pay the staff, how we would distribute it to the 
workers, where we would distribute it, and who had responsibility; we talked 
about developments, how the labor unions would be united into one. Labor 
unions were being weakened, and we talked about how we would strengthen them. 
We rented a hotel room and shared expenses. About 8-9 pm, after we had paid 
our bill, we ate at the hotel. Someone came in, asked for cooperation, and let 
us know that there would be a coup. We did not know that person, who he was, 
and where he was from, but later we learned that members of the coup had 
contacted and asked Mr Sompong Satkawee where the labor union leaders meet. 
I learned from Mr Sompong afterwards—-I ask that you print precisely what I 
say~-I learned from Mr Sompong how the military came to the Baron Hotel. 

Mr Sompong said that he was asked by Mr Ekyut and Mr Sombat Tamrungtanyawong 
where the labor union leaders meet and how to contact them. Mr Sompong was 

the one who informed them that we had a meeting on 9 September at the Baron 
Hotel. Therefore, this is how the military got involved (I am also confused). 
On that day, a sol’ier came in and asked us to cooperate and to remain in the 

hotel; he did not allow us to use the telephone, 

[Question] Then why were you arrested? 

[Answer] After the affair the newspapers said that the police issued a warrant; 
I learned this from the newspapers aad on the 15th, I contacted and reported 
to the police, but was not arrested. I reported to the police chief, Police 
Major General Kasem Saengmit, who let me go home and told me to go to the 
Parliament meeting. On the 17th, they took me to the closed-session Parliament 

meeting. 

[Question] Were there similar requests before? 

[Answer] What kind of requests? 
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[Question] Similar to those of 9 September. 

[Answer] Umm...I have to clarify these requests. They never contacted us 
before they went to the hotel where we were. Otherwise, you will write that 
there was collusion. 

[Question] No, but in other coups, were there similar requests? 

[Answer] Never (laughs). 

[Question] How did they ask you to remain neutral? 

[Answer] They asked for assistance. They said tonight there will be a coup 
and asked, therefore, for cooperation from the laborers not to protest the 
coup. 

[Question] Did you support this? 

[Answer] They said they needed support. We were of the opinion that we laborers 
did not have either the power or the influence to join the coup. Finally, we 
agreed that when there is a coup we will support the right government. 

These are the things we discussed at the Baron Hotel. We told them that we are 
willing to support the right government because when there is a coup or a 
revolution, if it does not succeed, the right government is the present govern- 
ment; if it succeeds, the right government will be the new government. 

We said that we were willing to support the right government, but we did not 

say that we would cooperate with the coup. However, we were being guarded. 

[Question] You were there all night? 

[Answer] Yes, but I escaped at 3 or 4 am because I had my car. When I got 
out, I did not return. 

[Question] Were you frightened? 

[Answer] Yes, I was frightened (laughs). 

[Question] This was not the first coup. 

[Answer] There are two parts to this; one is the coup and the other is that 
a soldier suddenly appeared in uniform asking for cooperation, which frightened 

me. 

[Question] Mr Amat was already fired from the State Railway of Thailand. 

[Answer] Yes, I was fired in August because I persuaded the workers to stroke. 
I think it was 2 August 1985. 
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[Question] Did you sue the State Railway of Thailand? 

[Answer] I did not. I was about to do so, but I was convicted in this 
9 September case and was imprisoned. 

[Question] Howwas prison? 

[Answer] The first thing is that you lose your freedom, and you are under 
the sway of the prison guards. 

[Question] Are there political prisoners at Bang Khaen? 

[Answer] Yes, communism and deportation cases. There are about 20 persons 
involved in communism cases. Some people have been imprisoned for 2 years, 
some for 4 years. The person who has been in prison the longest is Mr Damri 
Ruansuwan, but he has been moved to the big prison already, After being 
convicted, Mr Damri stayed in prison the longest, more than 4 years. There 
are many others who are in the same class as teacher Phirun, who is the 
boyfriend of teacher Chon. 

[Question] Did you talk to the teacher? How is his health? 

[Answer] There is no problem with his health. We talked regularly because 
there was nothing much to do besides reading. 

[Question] Did you anticipate being in this kind of politics? 

[Answer] Since I have been involved in labor and have fought for the benefit 
of the workers, I prepared myself for three eventualities: first, to get fired; 
second, to get hurt; and third, perhaps to be imprisoned. I thought that if I 
traveled this road, these would be the three eventualities I would face cone 

day and they really happened (laughs). 

[Question] For the political movement, who do you think has to be on what side 
to win and to be safe? 

[Answer] ‘s this about the coup? 

[Question] Political infighting. 

{Answer} Ahh...I think political infighting is always possible because politics 

in Thailand is the politics of a dictatorship. 

[Question] Should we be on the side of the powerful to be safe rather than 
on the side of the political parties? 

[Answer] Yes...but I think that is a selfish idea and it is not my stance. 
I will join whoever is right. 
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[Question] Which side is more often right? 

[Answer] From what we have fought for and experienced, I feel that the govern- 
ment is rather wrong. Every past Thai Government was mostly wrong. 

[Question] There can be two kinds of government, dictatorships and democracies. 

[Answer] Yes, this is the idea newspapermen and academics have of military and 
civilian governments. If a military government is not right, is a civilian 
government right? In my opinion, both military and civilian governments are not 
right, they are both dictatorships. 

[Question] Why? I would like you to give some examples. 

[Answer] Because they use dictatorship in Parliament. The reason why I say a 
dictatorship is that most of the past Thai governments, whether military or 
civilian, were not concerned with benefiting the majority of the citizens. Most 
of the policies were made for the benefit of the minority, the people behind 

those governments. 

13217/8309 

CSO: 4207/33 
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THAILAND 

RESERVE FORCES’ MOBILIZATION, PAY SCALES REPORTED 

Bangkok SENASAN in Thai Aug 86 pp 18-21 

{[Article: "Troops Called up for Training") 

[Text] In any era, soldiers always have the duty to defend their country from 
internal and external enemies so that its people can live safely and the 
country can enjoy complete sovereignty and not be a colony or dependent upon any 
party. At present, the army, one of Thailand's armed forces, has been delegated 
the duty of defending the country and preserving its sovereignty and interests 
to oring peace to the people. It has also received the additional duty of 
developing the country. 

The army will be able successfully to perform the duties delegated by the 
government and the people if it is organized in an appropriately modern fashion, 
in line with the situation in the country. It should have the necessary full 
complement of men and war equipment ready to defend the country efficiently. 
However, our country is a developing one, so the required budget must be used 
in developing it in many areas; consequently, we are not able to use a large 
budget to organize and prepare our forces. Consequently, we are now organizing 
our military forces in line with the country's economic state and its level of 
requirements for self-defense with the aim of using troops other than active- 
duty personnel, namely, inactive-reserve commissioned and noncommissioned 
officers, whom the army calis up for military training each year. It does 

this to increase the capabilities of reservists and prepare them to be an 
efficient force able promptly to fight in combat, side by side with active- 

duty soldiers, when the country needs them. 

In calling up active and inactive reservists for military training, the army has 
been thinking about the various difficulties they will have. As a result, it 
has given various privileges, such as for travel and various disbursements, to 

active- and inactive-duty reservists in order to assist adequately those called 
up for military training. Reservists must be informed about these things so 
that they will not be worried when they are called up or ordered to report, 
and they will be ready and willing to come to training. 
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These are the various privileges that the reservists should know about: 

l. Travel expenses from their duty residence or their professional work 
residence to their mobilized unit or specified official station and back to 
their residence after mobilization is completed. Reservists have these 
privileges: 

1.1 A cabinet resolution in accordance with the cabinet secretariat's urgent 
confidential letter No 219/1953, dated 24 February 1953, waives the fares for 

reservists on official vehicles or state enterprise vehicles. Reservists must 
present a proof of mobilization letter to vehicle station manager~ and gust 
follow the guidelines for mobilized reservists. 

1.2 Round-trip fare for reporting and returning to their residence for all 
reservists mobilized, in accordance with the current rates specified by the 
Ministry of Defense in agreement with the Ministry of Finance. 

Majors, lieutenant commanders, squadron leaders, or their equivalents receive 
120 baht per person. 

Second lieutenants, sub-lieutenants, officer pilots, or their equivalents 
receive 100 baht. 

Noncommissioned officers and enlisted men receive a maximum of 80 baht. 

2. Lodging: In cases where a reservist must travel for no more than 3 days 
before the reporting date because his residence is far from the station, the 
rates of reimbursement are set in accordance with the royal decree governing 
expenses for official trips since 1 April 1983, types A and B. 

Type A Type B 

Colonel, lieutenant colonel Maximum of 160 baht 80 baht per day 
Major, captain Maximum of 130 baht 65 baht 
Sergeant, enlisted man Maximum of 100 baht 50 baht 

Note: 

Type A: Travel from municipal outskirts to the municipality. 

Type B: Travel from various districts outside of municipal districts and city 

municipalities. 

3. Meals: The mobilizing unit or the unit responsible for expenses for 
reservists mobilized for inspection or military training pays per-diem expenses 
to reserve troops who are called up for combat readiness testing or are 

mobilized, based on rank. 
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3.1 Enlisted men or commissioned officers in the active reserves receive 

meals or per diem at the current active-duty soldier rate (24 baht). 

3.2 Reserve commissioned or noncommissioned officers receive the same meal or 
per-diem expenses as active-duty officers of the same rank receive for travel 
expenses, in accordance with the royal decree on official travel expenses. 

Major, captain: 70 baht per person 

Master sergeant to lance corporal: 50 baht per person 

4. Compensation: The mobilizing unit pays reservists receiving military training 
in accordance with the Ministry of Defense agreement with the Ministry of 
Finance, as follows: 

4.1 Compensation is not to be paid to the following parties: 

4.1.1 Permanent civil servants or salaried employees of the government must 
receive their salaries from their originating units for the entire time they are 
mobilized. 

4.1.2 Salaried employees and hirelings of state enterprises are to receive their 

monthly salaries from their originating unit the entire t'me they are mobilized. 

4.1.3 Reservists mobilized for inspections or military training for 15 days or 

less. 

4.2 Partial compensation is co be paid as follows: 

4.2.1 Daily or hourly-wage employees are to be paid by their originating 
units; officials will consider compensation only for the days for which the 
originating unit does not pay them, such as weekends, for example. 

4.2.2 Temporary monthly-salaried workers who are mobilized each year for 

military training for not longer than 2 months are to be paid by their 
originating unit; if training lasts longer than 2 months, the authorities will 

pay compensation for mobilization to test readiness and for general mobilization 
for a maximum of 30 days, with the originating unit paying. If training lasts 

more than 30 days, officials will pry compensation. 

4.3.2 Temporary daily and hourly-wage workers are to follow the same rules as 
in 4.2.2. Authorities will consider compensation for wages that originating 

units do not pay, such as for weekends. 

4.3 Regulations governing the calculation of wage compensation: 

4.3.1 Compensation will be paid on the date of demobilization. Payment covers 
from the reporting date through the date they are dismissed to their residences, 

based on their average daily pay, which is calculated from their current 

monthly salary, excluding other special compensation. 
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4.3.2 For reservists formerly on active duty or for active-duty soldiers, 

payment is to be calculated based on their salaries for their last month 
of service before discharge. 

4.3.3 For reservists who have never been on active duty or for active-duty 
troops, calculations must be based on the monthly pay for their rank. 

For enlisted men, compensation is the same as their salary on the date of 
discharge: 

Rank Salary compensation (baht) 

Lance corporal 1,395 

Corpora! 1,545 
Sergeant 1,780 
Staff sergeant 2,065 
Sergeant Ist Class 2,205 

Master sergeant 2,345 

Sub- lieutenant 2,485 

Lieutenant 3,535 

Captain 4,425 

Major 5,745 

Remarks: 

Reserve commissioned or noncommissioned officers from the military academies 

receive the same compensation. 

Only those who are self-employed or who work with private companies are 
compensated. 

Civil servants or those who work with state enterprise units are not to be paid. 

5. Uniform Privileges 

5.1 Reserve troops called up for inspection are not to be compensated for 
uni forms. 

5.2 The army will consider paying, based on need, for the uniforms of reservists 

called up for military training and for readiness testing. 

5.3 The army will pay the same for uniforms for mobilized reservists as that 
approved for active-duty soldiers. 

6. Medical Privileges: 

6.1 Mobilized reservists who get ill during their military service will receive 

medical treatment as set forth in "Army Regulations Governing Peacetime Medical 

Benefits and Returns, 1986." Mobilized inactive-duty reservists called up will 
receive privileges equivalent to those of active-duty troops, namely, they are to 

be exempt from paying for medicines, laboratory fees, special examinations, or 
patient meal costs. Medical units themselves will request patient meals for 

in-house patients. 
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6.2 Reservists still ill after their mobilization is terminated can receive 
medical privileges until they recuperate or cannot be treated anymore. 

7. Funeral Fund Privileges: 

The army will assist with the funeral expenses of reservists who die during 
mudilization, up to a maximum 5,000 baht (the rate agreed between the Ministry 
of Defense and the Ministry of Finance); this sum is broken down as follows: 

7.1 A maximum 2,000 baht per person basic funeral fee. 

7.2 A maximum 3,000 baht per person for religious funeral rites. 

8. Promotion Privileges: 

8.1 Reserve commissioned and noncommissioned officers called up for military 
training or combat readiness testing and for general mobilization will be 
promoted. 

8.2 Regulations for promotion reviews in accordance with item 8.1 must follow 
Ministry of Defense and army orders. The important regulations are summarized 
as follows: 

8.2.1 Promotions cannot be made to ranks above major, squadron leader, or 

lieutenant commander. 

8.2.2 Promotees must have been mobilized for military training or for combat 
readiness testing at least once; in addition, they must have held their rank 

for at least 3 years. 

8.2.3 Salaries will not be adjusted higher than what promotees previously 
received immediately prior to discharge from active duty. 

In 1986, the army will call up troops for the fifth time. It will call up a 

total 1,484 inactive-reserve commissioned and noncommissioned officers, 
including infantrymen, technicians, and signal corpsmen who reside in Military 
Zones 1 and 2 to come for reviews and military training for 30 days. Training 
will start 1 August 1986 for tne army's llth, 12th, 15th and 16th Infantry 
Divisions, the 3d and 9th Technical Battalions, the 2d and 3d Signal Battalions, 

and the army's Noncommissioned Officers School. 

Any inactive reservist ordered to mobilize or called from government service 
should report in accordance at the date, time, and place specified in the 

document of mobilization. This army reserve callup does not apply to every 
reserve soldier. Anyone with questions can inquire at their provincial army 

inactive-reserve unit. 

Participation in military training is an important duty for each inactive-duty 
reservist. Even if he has been discharged from duty, he is still an integral 

part of the army in joining to build security for the country. 

12587/8309 
CSO: 4207/37 
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THAILAND 

EDITORIAL WANTS STRONGER GOVERNMENT ANTIJOBLESSNESS EFFORT 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 28 Aug 86 p 4 

(Editorial: "Emergency Plan Must Be Implemented" ] 

[Excerpts] Mr Thanong Phothi-an, the president of the Employees Labor Council 
of Thailand, said that this year, the unemployment problem will be just as bad 
as last year. Domestic hiring, which normally stands at 65 percent, is 
espected to drop. This is because the industrial market has not expanded 

because of poor sales. Both new and old industrial plants are purchasing more 
machinery to replace workers. High-level graduates are having trouble finding 
work. The commercial banks used to hire 3-4,000 people a year. But this figure 
has now dropped to approximately 1,000. The state enterprises are not hiring 
additional workers because of their limited budgets. 

The unemployment figures put out by the public and private sectors are not in 
agreement. The government estimates that there are approximately 2 million 

people unemployed. Even that is a very high figure for a country such as 
Thailand where the per capita income is very low. These 2 million people must 

live with others whose incomes are low. As a result, the low per capita income 
is pushed even lower. The private sector estimates that unemployment stands 
at about 3 million. There are also approximately 400-500,000 seasonally 

unemployed who come to look for work. This creates great turmoil for the 
domestic labor market, because these people are prepared to work without 

haggling over wages. 

Mr Chamnan Photchana, the director-general of the Labor Department, said that 
it will be several years before the government's economic poiicies begin to 

show results, which will be too late to help those experiencing problems 
today. The government should promote small-scale industry, develop technology, 
improve the complex tax structure, which hinders private-sector investment and 

job creation, and take quick action to make use of the country's natural 
resources. It should also increase public-sector hiring from the present 
2 percent to 3 percent. The government or administrative sector should use 

these proposals to formulate a short-term plan in order to achieve visible 

results within the next 6-12 months. 

11943 
CSO: 4207/50 
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CARTOON VIEWS POLITICIANS, SYSTEM AS TOOL OF CORRUPTION 

Bangkok DAILY NEWS in Thai 3 Nov 86 p 5 

[Cartoon] 
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THAILAND 

BRIEFS 

MUSLIM STUDENTS INSTRUCTED--Mr Thanu Sawaengsak, the secretary general of the 
Private Education Commission, discussed the help being given to the Islamic, 
or Ponoh, schools in the south in order to improve the Muslims’ knowledge and 
understanding of the Thai language. He said that the Office of the Private 
Education Commission has sent more than 700 instructors to provide 
instruction, given these schools 13 million baht a year in support funds, 
provided the schools with various instructional materials, and helped them 
improve school facilities. These Islamic schools in the south were established 
by Thai Muslims approximately 20 years ago to teach Islamic studies and the 

Yawi language. As aresult, Thai Muslims in the south do not have a good 
command of the Thai language. The Private Education Commission has sent 
instructors to give them instruction in the Thai language. The Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction Development will develop a curriculum for teaching 
Islamic studies in Thai. Mr Thanu said that there are about 240 of these 
schools. Some of these teach Islamic studies only. At other schools, the 
Department of Non-Formal Education provides vocational instruction. There are 
also schools that teach both religious studies and general studies at the 
secondary level. [Text] [Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 6 Sep 86 p 3] 11943 

CSO: 4207/50 
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COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

KPNLF'S SON SANN ON STATUS OF DISSIDENT GENERAL 

BK220257 Bangkok THE NATION in English 22 Nov 86 p 2 

[Text] Khmer People’s National Liberation Front (KPNLF) President Son Sann 
has assured Thai authorities that his forthcoming trip to Bangkok and the 

Thai-Kampuchean border will have nothing to do with the front's internal 
conflict, one of his aides told THE NATION yesterday. 

Son Sann, who is also prime minister of the Kampuchean coalition government, 
is scheduled to arrive in Thailand on November 26. He plans to meet the 
civilian KPNLF followers in evacuation areas along the Thai-Kampuchean frontier. 

The pro-Son Sann official said the KPNLF presideut is always pleased to meet 
members of the dissident faction in the front, "if they come to see him." 

The KPNLF, allied to the National Sihanoukist Army (ANS) and the Khmer Rouge 
in the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea (CGDK), has been plagued 

by leadership conflict since last year when a dissident group led by Gen Sak 

Suksakhan set up the Salvation Committee to challenge Son Sann's power. 

The senior KPNLF official also disclosed that four or five battalion comman- 
ders from the dissident faction in the front had met Son Sann during his lat- 

est visit to Site II, and evacuation camp for displaced Kampucheans in Ta 

Phraya District, in October. 

The official, who declined to be identified, said the challenged KPNLF presi- 
dent does not recognize Gan Sak as the front's commander-in-chief. A Khmer 
Rouge radio broadcast had earlier reported Sak's presence in a recent meeting 
of commanders-in-chief of the three Khmer factions in the resistance coali- 

tion. 

The meeting, chaired by Prince Rannarit of the ANS, was also attended by the 
Khmer Rouge Commander-in-Chief Son Sen. 

However, the official said Son Sann accepted that Gen Sak could attend the 

Tuesday meeting only because he was still o wember of the resistance. "But 
not because he was the front's commander-in-chief," he added. 
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He said Gen Sak was stripped by Son Sann from his post as the front's mili- 
tary leader in December last year. 

Asked whether Thach Reng, a former KPNLF senior military officer, will accomp- 

any Son Sann during his trip to Thailand, the pro-Son Sann official said it 
depends on whether the Thai Government will issue him a visa. 

Thach Reng was reportedly nominated by Son Sann's as Gan Sak's replacement 
during a meeting held in a foreign country on November 9. 

It was also reported that Son Sann has already appointed Thach Reng as com- 
mander-in-chief of a France-based High Command and Col Chhim Uyon as chief- 
of-staff. 

The pro-Son Sann official aiso denied that a bulletin had been put up early 
this month at Site II at Son Sann's order announcing that {m Chhudet, a pro- 
Son Sann military officer, has been made "field commander-in-chief" of the 
KPNLF armed forces. 

The official added that Son Sann may stay a few months in Thailand this time. 

/6662 

cso: 4200/202 
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COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

KPNLF INTERNAL CONFLICTS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE WAR EFFORT 

BK210121 Bangkok THE NATION in English 21 Nov 86 pp 1, 2 

[Excerpt] Khmer People's National Liberation Front (KPNLF) President Son 

Sann is due to fly here [Bangkok] next week and take a border trip amidst 
signs of trouble arising from his drawn-out conflict with KP [Khmer People's] 
Armed Forces Commander-in-Chief Gen Sak Sutsakhan, Khmer sources told THE 

NATION yesterday. 

Reliable sources also quoted Foreign Minister ACM [Air Chief Marshal] Sitthi 
Sawetsila as recently advising Son Sann to concentrate on the struggle 
against the Vietnamese troops in Kampuchea, and not on “internal bickering.” 

Shortly before Son Sann's planned arrival, Gen Sak issued a statement dated 
Nov 19 seen by observers as a move to exert his leadership over the non- 

communist resistance armed forces. 

Sak said in his statement: "In order to dispel some confusion in the minds 

of some people, I declare without ambiguity today, once and for all, that 

the Khmer People's National Liberation Front (KPNLF) has only one army under 
my command, and that I am the commander-in-chief of this army." 

Sak also said that under his directive, the KPNLF High Command has moved 
away KPNLF units from certain areas close to the Thai-Kampuchean border "to 

be regrouped and resupplied for operations in the interior." 

Informed sources said that the units belong to Chea Chhut, a pro-Son Sann 
base commander, and Liv Ne, who controlled the notorious "Chamkar Kor" 
black market on the Thai-Khmer border. 

Gen Sak said the Chamkar Kor black market there had been ordered closed down 

and is now declared off-limits to all commanders and troops. 

The crux of his statement is to demonstrate his decisive moves against human 
rights violations, corruption and Slack marketeering in the rank and file of 

the KPNLF military force. 
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In this context, the statement said that he recently sacked two battalion 
commanders who fled into the interior to avoid arrest after having been 
found involved in violations of human rights of the Khmer population under 
the resistance movement's control. 

He also asserted that the KPNLF General Staff is now responsible for civilian 
affairs in the field and in order to maintain law, order and security of the 

Khmer population, he had ordered that travel in and out of the areas by the 
military and civilian personnel must have the approval of the General Staff. 

Khmer sources on the border in Aranyaprathet also reported that a bulletin 
had been put up early this month at Site Two evacuation area for displaced 

Kampucheans, announcing that Im Chhudet was "field commander-in-chief" of the 
KP force. 

Im Chhudet is defence minister for the KPNLF in the tripartite Coalition 
Government of Democratic Kampuchea and a member of the Executive Committee 

led by Son Sann. 

Word has also been circulated among the Khmers that Son Sann plans to name 
Thach Reng as Sak's replacement. One version has it that he has already 
appointed Thach Reng as commander-in-chief of a France-based High Command 
and Col Chhim Om Yon as chief-of-staff. 

But a Bangkok-based source close to Son Sann, contacted by THE NATION Last 
night, said he had no knowledge of the reported appointments and described 
as impossible the rumour that Son Sann had set up a new High Command in France. 

"No possibility so far--as the question of the military leadership has not 

been settled," the source said. 

He confirmed that Son Sann was scheduled to arrive here from Europe on Nov 26 

and will take a trip to the border as soon as possible. 

Asked whether Son Sann would see Gen Sak and his followers during the visit, 

the source said that Son Sann would be "too busy" to see them as a result of 

his open-ended tight schedule. 

/6662 
CsO: 4200/202 
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COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

BRIEFS 

MARITIME GUN SMUGGLING--Deputy Commander of the Provincial Police Zone 4 Police 
Colonel Udom An-atngam reported on the border situation in the lower area of 
the northeast. He said border villagers, especially those in Sisaket Pro- 

vince, are frequently wounded by land mines planted by patriotic Cambodian 
forces to defend their camps and weapons storage areas. Border smuggling of 

food, marijuana, and weapons between Thai civilians and Khmer resistance forces 
has led to cheating and crimes. Members of the Khmer forces were also re- 
sponsible for deforestation and water pollution--they cut wood to make houses 
and throw dirt into the rivers. This has caused trouble to Thai border resi- 
dents who also use the rivers. The police officers said efforts had been 

made to coordinate with leaders of the Khmer forces to preserve natural 
resources, but this also depends on higher levels. Cambodian border people 
also smuggled in cattle to sell to Thai villagers in Ban Kruat, Lahan 
Sai District, Buriram Province. This led to thefts of cattle belonging to 

Thai people. [Text] [Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 9 Dec 86 p 3 BK] /6662 

CsO: 4200/202 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID VIETNAM 

VIETNAM, LAOS SIGN COMPLEMENTARY BORDER DELIMITATION TREATY 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 20 Sep 86 p 2 

{Text of treaty: "Complementary Treaty to the Border Delimitation Treaty 

Between the SRV and the LPDR Signed on 18 July 1977") 

{Text ] The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the SRV and the President 

of the LPDR, 

On the basis of the actual on-spot delimitation of the border and the planting 
of border markers along the entire Vietnam-Laos border as the Border 
Delimitation Treaty Between the SRV and the LPDR (being hereunder called 
delimitation treaty for short) signed on 18 July 1977 has planned, 

Have decided to sign this complementary treaty in order to affirm the changes, 
which the two sides agreed to make to the border during the on-spot 
delimitation, compared to the border that has been drawn in accordance with 

the delimitation treaty, and to appoint their plenipotentiary representatives, 

The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the SRV appointing Nguyen Co 
Thach, minister of foreign affairs, 

The President of the LPDR appointing Phoun Sipaseut, vice chairman, Council of 
Ministers, and minister of foreign affairs. 

The plenipotentiary representatives of both sides, after having exchanged 
credentials which were found to be valid, have agreed on the following 
articles: 

Article I 

The border in the area of the three mountain villages of Na Luong, Wa Un, and 

Na Son from the point having coordinates of 20°53'38.5"-103°07'18" (marker C- 
5) to the point having coordinates of 20°49'58.2"-103914'24.2" (marker C-7), 
drawn in three 1:25,000-scale sketches bearing Nos 5650 IV-A, 5650 IV-B, and 
5650 IV-D of Section C (corresponding to coordinates of 23°21'83"-111997'27" 
and 23°15'04"-112910'44" in the 1:100,000-scale map, Sop Cop 45-W, No 9 
section, attached to the delimitation treaty) between Lai Chau Province (of 
Vietnam) and Luang Prabang Province (of Laos) has been changed as follows: 
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"From the mountain peak at the source of Ta La Stream and Lao Thao Streaz, 
coordinates of 20°53'38.5"-103907'18", the border goes along the mountain 
ridge in the north-northeastern direction to the mountain peak at. coordinates 

of 20°54'27.5"-103°07'S8.3", changes to the southeastern direction along the 
mountain ridge, and comes to the three-way junction of Ta La and Chen Streams 
at coordinates of 20°54'19.2*-103°08'08.1". From there it changes to the 
eastern direction going downstream along Chen Stream until it comes to the 

three-way junction of Chen and Hua Streams at coordinates of 20°5%'12.5"- 
103°09'38" and continues by changing to the northeastern direction going 
downstream along Hua Stream to the three-way junction of Hua Stream and an 
unnamed stream at coordinates of 20°5%'51.7"-103°10'14.9"; changing to the 
general southeatsern direction, going upstream along the unnamed stream, and 
coming to the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°5%'01.8"-103°11'33"; changing 
to the general east-southeastern direction, going along the mountain ridge and 
through the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°54%'14.9"-103912'08.2" and Hill 
1288 to a saddle near the trail at coordinates of 20°53'50.2"-103°13'06.6"; 
changing to the general southeastern direction along the mountain ridge 
through coordinates of 20°53'18.5"-103°13'02.2" and Hill 1447 to the mountain 

peak at coordinates of 20°52'19. 3"-103°914'21.8"; changing to the general 
southern direction along the mountain ridge through the sountain peak at 

coordinates of 20°50'27.8"-103°13'5%.1" and Hill 1472 to a point on the 
mountain ridge at the source of Hua and Vai Streams at coordinates of 
20°49'58.2"=103°14" 24.2," 

The mountain villages of Na Luong, Na Un, and Na Son belong to Laos. 

Article II 

The border in the area of Na Cay and Na Hoi from the mountain peak at 
coordinates of 20°53'57.3"-103°55'20.3" to the mountain peak at coordinates of 
20°53' 37. 4"-103°56'52.7", drawn in the 1:25,000-scale sketch No 5750 I-B of 
Section D (corresponding to coordinates of 23°22'40"-112°986'20" and 23°21'62"- 
112°88'95" in the 1:100,000-scale map Muong Het 46-W, No 13 section, attached 
to the delimitation treaty) between Son La Province (of Vietnam) and Hua Phan 
Province (of Laos) has been changed as follows: 

"From the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°53'57.3"-103°55'20.3" the border 
goes along the mountain ridge in the general eastern direction through the 
mountain peak at coordinates of 20°53' 37. 1"-103°56'53.5", the saddle of Co Mun 
Pass near the trail at coordinates of 20°54'05.2"-103°56'19.2", and Hill 855 
to the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°53'37.4"-103°65'52.7"." 

The territory north of the border as mentioned in the delimitation treaty 
belongs to Laos. 

Article III 

The border in the area of Phu Ta Me from the point having coordinates of 

20°55'33"-108°917'12.2" to the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°55'22.5"- 
104°17'46", drawn in the 1:25,000-scale sketch No 5850 I-A of Section £ 
(corresponding to coordinates of 23°25'36"-113926'52" and 23°24'75"=-113°27' 66" 
in the 1:100,000-scale map Muong Het 46-E, No 14 section, attached to the 
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Gelimitation treaty) between Son La Province (of Vietnam) and Hua Phan 
Province (of Laos) has been changed as follows: 

"From the point having coordinates of 20°55'33"-108°17'12.2" the border goes 
in the general east-southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through 
the maountain peak at coordinates of 20°55'3%.5"-108°17'15" and the mountain 
peak at coordinates of 20°55'26.8"-10%°17'32.3" to the mountain peak at 
coordinates of 20°55'22.5"-108°17"46"." 

The entire mountain village of Keo Muong belongs to Vietnaz. 

Article IV 

The border in the area of Na Ham from the point in Phuxavit Province having 

coordinates of 20°26'11.4"-108°42'23.2" to the mountain peak at coordinates of 
20°21'41,2"-108°37'22.8", drawn in four 1:25,000-scale sketches bearing Nos 
5949 IV-A, 5949 IV-B, 5949 IV-C, and 5949 IV-D of Section G (corresponding to 
coordinates of 23°68'95"~-113°73'37" and 22°62'67-113°64'23" in the 1: 100,000- 
scale map Hoi Xuan 59-W, No 16 section, attached to the delimitation treaty) 
between Thanh Hoa Province (of Vietnam) and Hua Phan Province (of Laos) has 
been changed as follows: 

"From the peak of Phuxavit at coordinates of 20°25'11.8"-108°42'23.2" the 
border goes downstream along an unnamed stream, comes to Khiet Stream at 
coordinates of 20°2%'25.1"-108°4%3'26.2", and continues by changing to the 
south-southwestern direction along the mountain ridge to the mountain peak at 
coordinates of 20°23'53.2"-108°43'08"; changing to the general western 
direction along the mountain ridge to the mountain peak at coordinates of 
20°24'09.2"-108°41'20.3"; changing to the general southwestern direction along 
the mountain ridge, cutting across Khua Stream at coordinates of 20°2%'02.5"- 
104°41'19", going up along the mountain ridge and then going downward to the 
three-way junction of Xiatop and Pa Khom Streams at coordinates of 
20°23'26.5%=-100°U0' 44.8", gol upstream along Pa Khom Stream to a point at 
coordinates of 20°23'00.9"-108°39'56.3", then continuing to go upward along 
the mountain ridge through the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°22'39.7"- 
104°39'04.4", cutting across a small stream at coordinates of 20°22'31.3"- 
104°39'10.7", going along the mountain ridge and again going downward and 
cutting across Son Stream at coordinates of 20°22'05.1"-108°38'10.8", and then 
going along the mountain ridge to the mountain peak at coordinates of 

20°21' 41.2% 108°37' 22.8"," 

The territory southeast of the border as mentioned in the delimitation treaty 
belongs to Laos. 

Article V 

The border in the area of Vang Ang Nguoc from the mountain ;. voordinates 
of 20°10'08.8"-108°49'27.9" to the mountain peak at coo uinates of 
20°08' 39.5%-108°52'47.5", drawn in two 1:25,000-scale sketches Nos 5949 II-A 
and 65949 II-B of Section II (corresponding to coordinates of 22°41'08"- 
113°86'52" and 22°38'29"~113°92' 38" in the 1:100,000-scale map Sam Teu 70-E, 
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Wo 19 section, attached to the delimitation treaty) between Thanh Hoa Province 

(of Vietnam) and Hua Phan Pruvince (of Laos) has been changed as follows: 

"From the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°10'08.8"-108°49'27.9" the border 
gves along the mountain ridge in the general southeastern direction through 
the saddle at coordinates of 20°09" 37. 3"-108°%9' 36.5" and the mountain peak at 

coordinates of 20°09'18.6"-108°50'21.8", comes to Ang Nguoc Top Stream at 
coordinates of 20°08'54%.5-108°50'42.9", and continues by going downstreaz 
along Ang Nguoc Top Stream and coming to Nam WNiem at coordinates of 
20°08" 44. 3"-108°51'39.9", then going downstream along Nam Niem to the three- 
way junction of Nam WNiem and Ang Nguoc Noi Stream at coordinates of 

20°08" 45. 3"-108951'32.7", going upstream along Ang Nguoc Noi Stream to the 
maountain peak at coordinates of 20°08'30"-108°52'07.2", and changing to the 
general east-northeastern direction along the mountain ridge to the sountain 
peak at coordinates of 20°08' 39.5-108°52'47.5"." 

Article VI 

The border in the area of Pieng Tan and Ban Duc from the mountain peak at 
coordinates of 20°05'00"-108°59'0" 1" to the mountain peak at the source of 
Nam Han at coordinates of 19°59'42.6"-108°55'26.5", drawn in two 1:25,000- 
scale sketches Nos 5949 II-D and 5949 I-B of Section II (corresponding to 

coordinates of 22931'°47"=114°90%'31" and 22°21'95"-113°98'00" in the 1:100,000- 
scale map Sam Tew 70-E, Wo 19 section, a'cached to the delimitation treaty) 
between Thank Hoa Province (of Vietnam) and Hua Phan Province (of Laos) has 
been changed ar follows: 

"From the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°05'00"-108°59'04.1" the border 
goes in the general south-southwestern direction along the mountain ridge 

through the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°0%'45"-108°59'07.5", cuts 
across Pa Hoc Stream at coordinates of 20°03' 36"-108°58' 36.7", and continues 
by going upward along the mountain ridge and then going downward and cutting 
across Kheo Stream at coordinates of 03'09. 1%=108°58'02.9"; cutting across 
the old autoroute at coordinates of 20°03'07.4"-108°58'02.1"; changing to the 
general southwestern direction along the mountain ridge through the peak of 
Phu Huot at coordinates of 20°02'41.5"-108°57'09.6", then cutting across Canh 
Com Stream at coordinates of 20°02'01"-100°56'18", going upward along the 
mountain ridge through the peak of Canh "ha Mountain at coordinates of 

20°01' 34.5"=100°55'59.5", the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°00'48.3"- 
104°55'18.9", and the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°00'07.6"-108°55' 12.5" 
to the mountain peak at coordinates of 20°00'00"-108°54%'56.1"; changing to the 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to the mountain peak at 
coordinates of 19°59'39"-108°55'08.2"; changing to the general  east- 
northeastern direction along the mountain ridge to the mountain peak at the 
source of Nam Han at coordinates of 19°59'42.6"-100°55' 26.5"." 

The mountain viliages of Ban Ruong, Ban Kheo, and Ban Duc belong to Vietnam. 
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Article VII 

Article [II of the delimitation treaty is revised as follows: 

te The border in all sections of border rivers and streams from north to 

south is delimited in a unified manner in accordance with the following 
principle: 

a. In the case of border rivers where boats and junks can travel, the border 
is in the middle of their course or in the middle of their main course if they 

have many tributaries at the time of lowest water level. 

b. In the case of border rivers and streams where boats and junks cannot 

travel, the border is in the middle of these rivers and streams. 

The border in all sections of border rivers and streams which has been 
Gescribed and drawn as going along one of their banks in the delimitation 

treaty and in the 1:100,000-scale map attached to the delimitation treaty, as 
well as in the on-spot delimitation and markers-planting sinutes and the 
1:25,000-scale border sketches made before this complementary treaty, now has 
no value. 

The removal of unnecessary markers and the erection of new markers in sections 

of border rivers and streams in accordance with paragraph 1, article VII, of 
this complementary treaty will be decided by the two sides in their 
discussions. 

2. When there are bridges across border rivers and streams, the border is in 
the middle of these bridges, no matter how it goes along these rivers and 

streams. 

3. The islands and silty banks on both sides of the border in border rivers 
and streams belong either to Vietnam if they are on the Vietnamese side or 

Laos if they are on the Lao side. 

The islands and silty banks in border rivers and streams which are cut across 
by the border are divided in accordance with what has been mentioned in 

paragraph 1, item 3, of this article VII. 

The islands and silty banks that will appear after the total solution of the 
border issue will also be resolved in accordance with the principle mentioned 

in paragraph |, item 3, of this article VII. 

4. In the case border rivers and streams change their course, the border will 
remain the same in relationship to the new course if both sides do not have 

any other agreement. 

Article VIII 

The handling of unnecessary markers and the planting of new border markers a5 

mentioned in article VII will be included in a protoco. bearing the signatures 
of representatives of the two countries. This protocol takes effect on the 
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day the governments of the two countries exchange official approval documents 

and becomes an appendix of the delimitation treaty and this complementary 
treaty. 

Article IX 

The other articles of the delimitation treaty that are not revised by this 

complementary treaty will remain valid. 

Article X 

The border that has been changed as mentioned in articles I through VI above 

is drawn in 13 1:25,000-scale sketches bearing Nos 5650 IV-A, 5650 IV-B, 5650 

IV-D, 5750 I-B, 5850 I-A, 5949 IV-A, 5949 IV-B, 5949 IV-C, 5949 IV-D, 5949 II- 
A, 5949 II-B, 5949 II-D, and 5948 I-B. 

These 13 sketches are appendixes of this complementary treaty and are 

designated with successive numbers as follows: 

Appendix 1 consists of three sketches Nos 5650 IV-A, 5650 IV-B, and 5650 IV- 
of the area of three mountain villages of Na Luong, Na Un, and Na Son. 0 

Appendix 2 is sketch No 5750 I-B of the Na Cay-Na Hoi area. 

Appendix 3 is sketch No 5850 I-A of the Phu Ta Me areca. 

Appendix 4 consists of four sketches Nos 5949 IV-A, 5949 IV-B, 5949 IV-C, 
and 5949 IV-D of the Na Ham area. 

- Appendix 5 consists of two sketches Nos 5949 II-A and 5949 II-B of the Vang 
Ang Nguoc area. 

- Appendix 6 consists of two sketches Nos 5949 II-D and 5948 I-B of the Pieng 
Tan-Ban Duc area. 

Article XI 

This complementary treaty will be ratified and will take effect on the day the 

ratification documents are exchanged. The exchange of ratification documents 

will take place in Hanoi, the capital of the SRV. 

Made in Vientiane, the capital of the LPDR, on 24 January 1986 in duplicate in 

Vietnamese and Lao, with oth copies having the same value. 

Empowered by the Chairman of the Council of State of the SRV, 
Nguyen Co Thach, Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Empowered by the President of the LPDR, 
Phoun Sipaseut, Vice Chairman, Council of Ministers, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 

5598 
CSO: 4209/69 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID VIETNAM 

TEXT OF LAOS-VIETNAM BORDER DELIMITATION TREATY PUBLISHED 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 20 Sep 86 pp 2, 3 

[Text of treaty: "Border Delimitation Treaty Between the SRV and the LPDR"] 

[Text] The President of the SRV and the President of the LPDR, 

With a desire to continuously consolidate and develop the special Vietnam-Laos 

relations on the basis of the principles of total equality; respect for each 
other's independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity; respect for each 
Other's legitimate interests;  nonintervention in each other's internal 
affairs; continuous strengthening of solidarity and mutual trust; cooperation 

in all fields in accordance with the principle of mutual benefit and 
wholehearted mutual assistance, 

In order to officially determine the national boundaries between the SRV and 
the LPDR for the purpose of building a lasting border of fraternal friendship 

between the two countries, 

Have decided to sign this treaty and to appoint their plenipotentiary 

representatives, 

The President of the SRV appointing Pham Hung, vice premier of the SRV, 

The President of the LPDR appointing Phoun Sipaseut, vice premier of the LPDR. 

The plenipotentiary representatives of both sides, after having exchanged 
credentials which were found to be valid, have agreed on the following 

articles: 

Article I 

On the basis of respecting the border that existed at the time the two 

countries proclaimed their independence (Vietnam on 2 September 1945, Laos on 

12 October 1945) the two sides unanimously agree to use the 1:100,000-scale 
French map printed by the Geographic Service of Indochina in 1945 as the 
principal document to delimit the border between the two countries. Wherever 

the French map published in 1945 is not available, the two sides agree to use 
the French map drawn on the 1:100,000 scale and published nearest to 1945. 
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The two sides unanimously use 48 map sections which their representatives have 
compared and signed to affirm, in accordance with a list attached to this 
treaty (Appendix I), 

Wherever the two sides find that it is necessary to adjust the border and 
wherever the border was not yet drawn on the above-mentioned French map the 

two sides have delimited the border on the basis of total unanimity and mutual 
respect and for the interests of the special Vietnam-Laos relations. 

Article II 

On the basis of the principle of delimiting the border between the SRV and the 

LPDR as mentioned in Article I of this treaty, and on the basis of the minutes 
which the two delegations signed on 21 July 1976, 30 August 1976, and 11 
December 1976, the two sides agree to delimit the border between the SRV and 
the LPDR in a general direction from north to south as follows: 

1. Starting from the point having coordinates of 110°89'03"-24°989'06" which 
is 120 meters north-northwest of Hill 1865-Khoan La San (with triangle 
symbol), the border goes in the southeastern direction along the mountain 

ridge to Hill 1850 (with triangle symbol), then in the southwestern direction 
along the Y Ma Ho mountain ridge, back in the southeastern direction along the 
San Cho Kay mountain ridge through Hill 1830-P. Ya Ho Yen (with triangle 

symbol), Hill 1680-P.Ho Nam Ma, Hill 1823-P.Pha Sang (with triangle symbol), 
Hill 1896-P.Den Dinh, along the P.Pa Long mountain ridge through 
Hill 1859-P.Nam Khe (with triangle symbol) to coordinates of 
111930'62-24°48'00", changing to the southwestern direction to 
coordinates of 111927'25"-24°44"15"; then changing to the southeastern 
direction to coordinates of 111937°70"-24937'06"; changing to the 
southeast-eastern direction to Hill 1614-Pou Den Dinh 2 (with triangle 
Symbol); changing to the southeastern direction to Hil. 1533-Pou Den Dinh 
(with triangle symbol); changing to the southern and scuth-southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge through coordiizates of 111946" 32"- 
24922'23" and coordinates 111946'03"-24°19'32"; tirrough an unnamed rocky 
mountain peak to coordinates of 111948'78"-24906'07"; from there changing to 

the northeastern direction along the P.Ta Te Son mountain ridge to coordinates 
111964'98"-24915'03"; changing to the northern direction along the 
mountain ridge to coordinates of  111963'90"-24926'76"; changing to the 
eastern direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 111967'80"- 
24926'95"; then changing to the southern direction along the mountain 
ridge to coordinates of 1119081'50"-24°16'15" 15", about 600 meters southwest 
of Hill 1454-P.Y. Houei; from there going back to the south-southeastern 

direction along the mountain ridge and cutting the two tributaries of the 
N.Thin stream at coordinates of 111°982'60"-24° 13'82" and coordinates of 
111982'95"-24912'78", continuing in the southern direction along the mountain 
ridge to the three-way junction of Nam Lam and N. Thin at coordinates of 111° 
2'00"-24°906' 35"; from there going along the right bank of N. Thin (as shown in 
the French map) to the mouth of Nam Meuk, going along the left bank of Nam 
Meuk Stream (as shown in the French map) to the mouth of N. Ti at coordinates 
of 111° 82'99"-23°98'43", changing to the southwestern direction along the 
mountain ridge to Hill 871 to coordinates of 111969'88"-23980'65"; then 
changing to the northeastern direction along the Nam Ouap mountain ridge to 



coordinates of 111977°87"-23°84'15"; changing to the southwestern direction 
along the mountain ridge through Hill 1455 (with triangle symbol) and Hill 
1326-Nam Oun (with triangle symbol)to coordinates of 111973'07"-23°74'00"; 
changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge through 

coordinates of 111°72'25"-23°69'81" to Nam Noua at coordinates of 111972'65"- 
23°67'30"; from there going along the left bank of Nam Noua (as shown in the 
French map) to the mouth of an unnamed stream at coordinates of 111°64* 30"; 
then going along the left bank of this stream (as shown in the French map) in 
the eastern and southeastern direction to coordinates of 111974'31"-23°59' 10"; 

changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge to the peak of Tay 

Chang Pass at coordinates of 111973'86"-22957'65". 

2. From the peak of Tay Chang Pass, the border goes in the southern direction 
along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 111973'09"-23952'36", changing to 
the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
111°78'40"-23948'75", coordinates of 111977'35"-23°47'50", coordinates of 

111979'70"-23°46'00", coordinates of 111985'66"-23940'60", coordinates of 
111°90'81"-23933'62", coordinates of 111993'73"-23928'62", coordinates of 
111996" 22"-23923'52", coordinates of 112°02'71"=-23917'27", to coordinates of 
112°08'70"-23914'20"; then changing to the eastern direction and continuing 
along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 112°16'99"-23°915'19"; changing to 

the southwestern direction to coordinates of 112°28'55"-23°09'28"; changing to 
the northeastern direction through Hill 1897-Phou Sam Sao (with triangle 

symbol) to coordinates of 112°35'38"-23°14'39"; from there changing to the 
southeastern direction to coordinates of 112°40'30"-23°06'44", then in the 
eastern direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 112°50' 60"- 
23°05'20"; changing in the southeastern direction to Hill 1697-Tam No (with 
triangle symbol); going in the common eastern and northeastern direction along 
the mountain ridge to coordinates of 112°67' 12"-229°97'59"; then changing in 
the north-northwestern direction to coordinates of 112°65'72"-23°03'86"; from 
there changing in the northeastern direction to coordinates of 112°72'26- 
23°05'67"; then going in the north-northwestern direction to coordinates of 
112970'52"=-23911'85"s then going in the northeastern direction to coordinates 
of 112°74'50"-23°917'30"; then changing to the northern direction to 
coordinates of 112°74'30"-23°18'60"; changing to the eastern and northeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 112°81'90"-23°21'90" 
to coordinates of 112°83'90"-23°22'80"; from there going in the southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 112°86'16"- 
23°22'40", cutting across an unnamed stream at coordinates of 112°87'80"- 
23°20'60"; then changing to the northeastern direction to Ma River at 
coordinates of 112°92'40"-23°23'70"; going down along the Ma River's deepest 
current in the lowest-level flood season to Sop Khon at coordinates of 
112°92'80"~23°923'60"; cutting across Ma River in the eastern direction through 
Hills 519 and 634 to Hill 1113; changing to the northeastern direction through 
Hills 1053 and 1370 to Hill 1263; changing to the southeastern direction 
through coordinates of 113°09'55"-23928'70" to Hill 1078; then going toward 
the east and cutting across Sop San Road to Co Noi at coordinates of 

113°10'69"-23927'63"; cutting across four streams being close to one another 

at coordinates of 113°11°41%23927'61", 113911°79%=23927'90", 113°12'22"- 
23°28'09", and 113°913'94"~23°28'34" to Hill 1270; then changing to the 

southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through Hill 1224 to 
coordinates of 113°25'30"-23°923'80"; changing to the northeastern direction to 



coordinates of 113926'70"-23°26'30"; going in the southeastern direction along 
the mountain ridge through coordinates of 113°27'49"-23°923'71", through Hills 
1295, 1356, and 1519 (with triangle symbol) and coordinates of 113°39'80"- 
23°12'80" and 113°44'd0"-23°10'80" to coordinates of 113°47'70-23°08'20"; from 

there changing to the south-southeastern direction through Hills 1331 and 
13471, cutting across Sop Bau-Moc Chau Road at coordinates of 113°48'80"- 
23°02'40"; changing to the southeastern and eastern direction along the 
mountain ridge to Hill 1130; going in the southwestern direction to 
coordinates of 113951'54"-23901'22" and in the southeastern direction along 
the mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°53'02"-23°00'00"; then changing to 
the northeastern direction through Hill 1249 to Hill 1309-Khao Quam; crlanging 

to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
113°60' 11"-22°97'81" to Hill 1880-Pha Luong (with triangle symbol); changing 
to the south-southwestern direction along the mountain ridge through 
coordinates of 113°66'29"-22994'74" to coordinates of 113°62'00"-22°89'21"; 
going in the western direction to coordinates of 113°55'36"-22°88'58"; going 
in the southwestern direction through coordinates of 113953'92"-22°84'09" to 

coordinates of 113°50'78"-22982'80"; from there going downward and cutting 
across Ma River at coordinates of 113°49'50"-22981'50" about 100 meters 
northwest of the mouth of Nam Sim; then going along the mountain ridge through 
coordinates of 113°46'08"-22979'28" and Hill 928 (with triangle symbol) to 
Hill 1205; going in the south-southwestern direction through Hill 1201-Phou 
Long (with triangle symbol) to Phou Chom at coordinates of 113°37'12"- 
22°71'60"; from there changing to the southeastern direction through Hill 1107 
to Hill 1037-Ban Bo (with triangle symbol); changing to the southwestern 
direction along an unnamed stream (being locally called Ai Stream) and cutting 
Nam Sim at coordinates of 113°40'18"-22967'99"; changing to the south- 
southeastern direction to coordinates of 113°40'90"-22°65'71" and along a 
Straight path to coordinates of 113°41'04"-22964'82"; then changing to the 
eastern and southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 

113°45'58"-22°63'90"; changing to the northeastern direction along the 
mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°54'71"-22967'86"; changing to the eastern 
direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°62'99"-22969' 13"; 
changing to the northeastern direction along the mountain ridge through 

coordinates of 113°966'10"-22974'19" to coordinates of 113°68'58"-22°74'90"; 
changing to the southwestern direction to the three-way junction of an unnamed 
stream (being locally called Sau Noi Stream) and another unnamed stream (being 
locally called Bon Nam Stream) at coordinates of 113°68'°40"-22974'36"; then 
changing to the northeastern direction and cutting across an unnamed stream 

(being locally called Co Phay Stream) at coordinates of 113°69'28"-22974'60"; 
going in the southeastern direction upstream along Co Phay Stream to 

coordinates of 113°69'77"-22°73'94"; changing to the southwestern and 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to the three-way junction of 
N.Sao Lu (being locally called Sau Top) and an unnamed stream (being locally 
called Pieng Stream) at coordinates of 113°70'53"-22°71'85", along the 
mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°973'35"-22968'96"; then going in the 
southwestern direction to coordinates of 113°70'99"-22°68'2(", along the 

mountain ridge and ocutti a large tributary stream of Luong River at 

coordinates of 113°70'00"-22°66'50", along the mountain ridge to coordinates 
of 113°66'11"-22°64'90"; changing to the northwestern direction to coordinates 
113°64' 30"-22965' 30"; changing to the southwestern direction to coordinates of 

113°62'52"-22963'12"; then changing to the southeastern direction along the 
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mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°64%'35"-22°62'60"; changing to a southward 
course along an unnamed stream (being locally called Huoi Ta Ngon Stream) and 
cutting Nam Poun at coordinates of 113°63'95"-22955'45", then going along Nam 
Poun Stream down toward the mouth of N. Soi to Na Meo Bridge at coordinates of 
113964" 25"-22955' 10", 

3. From Na Meo Bridge the border goes upstream along N. Soi southward to 
coordinates of 113°63'04"-22952'40" (Khua Hop), going in the same direction 
from there along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°63'50"-22°49' 15"; 
changing to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge and cutting 

across an unnamed stream (being locally called Cha Khot Stream) at coordinates 
of 113°65'64"-229%7'62", about 100 meters north of the three-way junction of 
Cha Khot Stream and an unnamed stream (being locally called Chia Stream); then 
changing to the eastern direction along the Pou Boun Gium mountain ridge to 
coordinates of 113°69'44"-229%7'45"; going southward and eastward along the 
mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°80'65"-22°944'50"; then going in the 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
113°82*70%=-22943'B1", «= 113983" 75"=-22943'10", 113985" 10"-229%1'91", 113°86'50"- 
22°41'11", and 113°88'30"-22940'71" to the three-way junction of an unnamed 
stream (being locally called ang Nguoc Top Stream) and another unnamed stream 
at coordinates of 113°89'82"-22°40'20"; changing to the southeastern direction 
along Ang Nguoc Top Stream to its mouth joining with Nam Niem River at 
coordinates of 113°90'82"~22939'50"; then going along Nam Niem River to the 
mouth of an unnamed stream (being locally called Ang Nguoc Noi) at coordinates 

of 113°91'20"-22°39'6U"; changing to the southeastern direction upstream along 
Ang Nguoc Noi Stream, then turning toward its northern bank and going to the 
mountain peak at coordinated of 113°92'11"-22938'60"; changing to the 
northeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
113°93'00"=-22938'20", 113°96"40"=-22939'10", and 113°97'70"-22°39'75" to 
coordinates of 113°98'40"-22939'92"; from there changing to the southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 114°905'45"-22°32'60"; 
changing to the southwestern direction along the mountain ridge to cordinates 

of 114°02'80"-22°31'60"; then going southward along the mountain ridge to the 
three-way junction of an unnamed stream (being locally called Luong Stream) 
and another unnamed stream at coordinates of 114°03'20"-22929'90" (in this 

area there are two mountain villages, or ban: Ban Ruong belonging to Vietnam 

and Ban Pa Hoc belonging to Laos); from there going along Luong Stream to 
coordinates of 114°03'40"-22°29'12"; then going in the southwestern direction 
along an unnamed stream (being locally called Huoi Hin Cha Stream) to the peak 
of the mountain at coordinates of 114°02'80"-22928'85"; changing to the 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 114°03'10"- 
22°28'45"; then going down along an unnamed stream (being locally called Huoi 
Ho Stream) to another unnamed stream (being locally called Kheo Stream) at 
coordinates of 114°03'10"=-22928'20"; going upstream along Kheo Stream 
southward to Pieng Tan Bridge at coordinates of 114°02'70"-22926'90"; from 
Pieng Tan Bridge along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 114°02'90"- 
22°25'20" to coordinates of 114°02'83"-22°25'10"; then changing to the eastern 
direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 114°0%'00"-22925'05"; 
changing to the southwestern direction to coordinates of 114902'05"-22921'46"; 
changing to the western direction to coordinates of 113°98'10"-22921'95"; from 
there changing to the southwestern direction and coming to Nam Han Stream, 
going downstream along this stream and coming to Chu River (the Lao name being 
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Nam Sam River) at coordinates of 113°89'10"-22913'20"; then changing to a 
general southward course along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
113°89*"80"-22908'00" and coordinates of 113°88'55"-22°06'50" to coordinates of 
113°86" 36"-21998'18"; oc ng to the southwestern direction through 
coordinates of 113°79'31"-21994'75" and coordinates of 113°69'02"-21989'32" to 
coordinates of 113°66'12"-21980'26"; from there changing to the western 
direction to coordinates of 113°51'60"-21°80'35"; changing to the northwestern 
direction through coordinates of 113°42'59"-21985'79" to the source of H. 
Leung Stream at coordinates of 113°42'25"-21988'75", continuing in the same 
direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°41'70"-21989'48"; 

‘changing to the western and southern direction along the moun¥ain ridge to 

coordinates of 113°40'18"-21988'77", then coming to an unnamed stream (being 
locally called Huoi Pa Stream) and going westward along this stream to H. May 
at coordinates of 113°36'70"-21988'45", going along the right bank of H. May 
(as shown in the French map) and coming to Ca River (the Lao name being Nam 
Neun River) at coordinates of 113°30'81"-21985'30"; from there changing to the 
western direction and going along the left bank of Ca River (as shown in the 

French map) to the mouth of N. Song Stream at coordinates of 113°03'10"- 
21986'91"; then going upstream along N. Song to the peak of the mountain 
(being locally called Sung Mountain) at coordinates of 113°07'24"=-21974'45"; 
changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge and coming to an 

unnamed stream (being locally called Huoi Duoc Stream) about 400 meters from 
the three-way junction of Huoi Duoc and H. Khat at coordinates of 113°07'24"- 
21°73'00"; go‘ng along Huoi Duoc to the three-way junction of Huoi Duoc and H. 
Khat and following the right bank of H. Khat (as shown in the French map) to 
the three-way junction of H. Khat and N. Tham (being locally called Huoi Tam) 
at coordinates of 113°07'58"-21971'34"; then going along the left bank of N. 
Tham (as shown in the French map) to the three-way junction of N. Tham and H. 
Met at coordinates of 113°06'90"-21°969'07"; from there going in the 
southeastern direction along the left bank of H. Met (as shown in the French 
map) to the three-way junction of H. Met and an unnamed stream at coordinates 
of 113°09'00"~21967'10"; then going in the southwestern direction upstream 
along an unnamed stream and along the mountain ridge to the peak of P. Cang at 
coordinates of 113908'30"-21°66'30", then continuing along the mountain ridge 
to coordinates of 113°06'00"-21966'00", then going along the left bank of an 
unnamed stream being locally called Phi Nha Vai Stream (as shown in the French 
map) and coming to Nam Kan Stream, going along its left bank (as shown in the 
French map) to Nam Kan Bridge at coordinates of 113°04'80"-21963'14"; from 
there following the right bank of Nam Kan Stream (as shown in the French map) 
to the three-way junction of Nam Kan Stream and an unnamed stream (being 
locally called Huoi Din Dam Stream), then going upward along P. Den Din 

Mountain to the peak of the rocky mountain at coordinates of 113°902'98"- 
21961'62"; changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge and 
coming to Nam Mo River at coordinates of 113°903'43"-21°57'40"; going in. the 
southwestern direction along the left bank of Nam Mo River (as shown in the 
French map) to the mouth of Houei Hang at coordinates of 112°82'33"=-21°94%4'60"; 
from there changing to the eastern direction along the left bank of Houei Hang 

(as shown in the French map) to the three-way junction of Houei Hang ang Houei 
Na Than; then going in the northeastern direction along the left bank of Houei 
Na Than (as shown in the French map) and coming to an unnamed stream at 

coordinates of 112°83'75"-21945'39"; changing to the southeastern direction 
along the ridge of Phou Pa Khna Mountain through Hill 1290 to coordinates of 
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112°86'94"-21942'86"; from there going in a straight line to coordinates of 
112°89'30"-21°940'86", then going in the southeastern direction straight to 
Hill 1734 along the ridge of Phou Mieng Mountain to Hill 2339 (with triangle 
Symbol); then changing to the east-northeastern direction along the ridge of 

Phou Sam Tie Mountain to coordinates of 113°03'05"-21983'60"; changing to the 
southeastern direction along the ridge of Phou Tong Chinh Mountain through 
Hill 2348 (with triangle symbol) to Hill 2343; changing to the northeastern 
direction to Hill 2290; going in the southeastern direction along the ridge of 

Phou Xong Mountain through Hills 2365, 2297, and 2287 to Hill 2711-Phou Xai 
Lai Leng (with triangle symbol); from there changing to the southeastern 
direction along the ridge of Phou Lom Mountain through Hills 2470, 2272, and 

2052 to coordinates of 113°19'29"-21924'33"; changing to the eastern direction 
along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 113°928'90"-21923'50"; then going in 
the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
113°30'20"-21920'54" and coordinates of 113°34'60"-21918'93" to coordinates of 
113°45'09"-21909'62"; changing to the northeastern direction to Hill 1640-Phu 
Van (with triangle symbol); changing to the southeastern direction to Hill 
1841-Phu Mate (with triangle symbol) and going along the ridge of Phu Den Din 
Mountain through Hill 1540, through coordinates of 113°59'62"-21900'07" and 
coordinates of 113°74'75"-20°93'50" to Hill 1788 (with triangle symbol); 
changing to the eastern direction to coordinates of 113996'73"-20°87'85"; 
changing to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates 
of 113°99'69"-20°82' 19"; changing to the eastern direction along the mountain 

ridge to coordinates of 114°08'76"-20°83'28"; changing to the southeastern 
direction to coordinates of 114°11'92"-20°78'70"; changing to the eastern 

direction through coordinates of 114920'30"-20°79'30" to Hill 1016-N. Truyen 
(with triangle symbol); then going in the southeastern direction through Hill 
987 (with triangle symbol) and Hill 1020 to Hill 935 (with triangle symbol); 
from there going southward then westward along the ridge of N. Toc Nac Lec 

Mountain to Hill 1044; then changing to the southwestern direction through 

Hill 1190 to coordinates of 114°18'75"-20°56'30"; changing to the southern 
direction to coordinates of 114°18'20"-20°51'05"; changing to the southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge to the peak of Keo Neua Pass and cutting 
across Route 8 at coordinates of 114°23'73"-20°43'06". 

4, From the peak of Keo Neua Pass, the border goes in the general 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through Hill 1671-Phou Ngam 
and Hill 1839, along the ridge of Hong Leu Mountain to coordinates of 

114°39'62"-20926'50" and continues by going in the northeastern direction to 
Hill 1540; from there changing to the southern and southeastern direction 
through Hill 1922-Rao Co I (with triangle symbol) to Hill 2255-Rao Co (with 
triangle symbol); changing to the northeastern direction to coordinates of 

114°57'50"-20°922'99", then going back in the general southeastern direction 
through Hills 1339, 1407-Giang Man (with triangle symbol), 1113, 1145-Giang 

Mai (South) (with triangle symbol), and 1100-Ong Giao (with triangle symbol) 
to Hill 1284-Phou Cu Tang (with triangle symbol); from there going in the 
“Qutheastern and southern direction along the mountain ridge through Hill 1069 
to coordinates of 114°74'40"-19987'56"; going in the general southeastern 
direction through Hills 1145, 1506, 2017-Phou Co Pi (with triangle symbol), 
and 971 to coordinates of 114°89'95"-19°63'29" to the peak of Mu Gia Pass and 
cutting across Route 12 at coordinates of 119991'23"-19°63' 30". 



5. From the peak of Mu Gia Pass, the border goes in the northeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge to Hill 930 and continues by changing to 
the southeastern and eastern direction through the rocky mountain range to 

coordinates of 114°97'06"-19°62'20"; changing to the southeastern direction 

through Hill 107% along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 115°02'18"- 
19°58'20"; from there going in a straight line in the southeastern direction 
through the rocky mountain for a distance of about 37 kilometers to Hill 623, 
then along the mountain ridge through Hill 743-Phou Vong, and cutting across 
Route 20 at coordinates of 115°38'26"-19°20'70". 

6. From Route 20, the border goes in the general southeastern direction along 

the mountain ridge through Hill 774, Along the ridge of Co Pou Pan Mountain, 
through Hill 929 (with triangle symbol), to Co Roman Mountain at coordinates 
of 115°45'32"-19916'25" and continues by changing to the northeastern 
direction through Hill 915 to coordinates of 115°48'18"-19921'76"; going 
eastward along the mountain ridge to Hill 1624-Co Ta Roun (with triangle 
Symbol); changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge through 

Hills 711, 903, 866, and 940 to coordinates of 115°51'72"-19913'15"; then 
changing to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through Hills 
811, 906-Co Regor Mountain, 869-Elephant Mountain, 1080 (with triangle 

symbol), and 1107 (with triangle symbol) to Hill 1272 (with triangle symbol); 
changing to the northeastern direction through Hill 795 to Hill 1221; then 
going in a straight line southward through Hill 944 to coordinates of 
115°78'70"-18°80'60"; changing to the western direction and going along an 
unnamed stream to Cu Bai Stream (the Lao name being Ca Pai, and the name in 
the map being Houei Co Bai) at coordinates of 115°76'40"-18°80'60", going 
downstream along Cu Bai Stream southward to the three-way junction of streams 
about 500 meters south of the mountain village of B. Tapang at coordinates of 

115°75'40"~18977'50", continuing the southward course to the rocky mountain 
peak at coordinates of 1715°975'50"-18°76'65", then changing to the southeastern 
direction to the mouth of Cu Bai Stream, where it empties into Se Bang Hieng 
River at coordinates of 115°76'35"-18°76'20", and cutting across P. Talaigne 
Mountain and coming to an underground stream at coordinates of 115°77'30"- 
18°975'35"; changing to the southeastern direction and going along a small 

stream to coordinates of 115°78'75"-18°74'25"; from there going straight 
southward through Hill 1054, which is Hill 1094 in the Lao map, to Ta Puc Cave 

at Hill 1020, which is Hill 1021 in the Lao map, (with triangle symbol); from 
there going in the south-southeastern direction along the mountain ridge 

through Hills 688 and 334 to Xa Ot Bridge on Route 9 at coordinates of 

115983! 15"-139487"02". 

7. From Xa Ot Bricge on Route 9, the border goes along Xa Ot Stream, comes to 
Se Pone River, and goes along the right bank of Se Pone River (as shown in the 
French map) upward to the mouth of Khe A Giai and along the left bank of Khe A 
Giai (as shown in the French map) to the three-way junction of Khe A Giai and 
an unnamed stream at coordinates of 116°03'32"-18929'74", and continues by 
going eastward to Hill 505-Co Plang, which is Hill 583 in the Lao map; from 
there changing to the northeastern direction along the mountain ridge to Hills 

538 and 502 to Co Pat Mountain at coordinates of 116°09'98"-18°38'60"; going 
in the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through Hills 648, 

which is Hill 649 in the Lao map, 900-Dong Deck, which is Hill 894 in the Lao 
map, 977, 1080, and 1411-Co Ka Leuye (with triangle symdol) to Hill 1050; 



going in the eastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 

116°34"09"-18911'14" to Hill 1193-Tam Boi (with triangle symbol); from there 
going in a straight line in the southeastern direction and cutting across the 

mountain and two unnamed streams at coordinates of 116°40'62"-18910'74" and 
coordinates of 116°41'79"-18°09'90", then coming to a large unnamed stream at 
coordinates of 116°44'88"-18°07'60" (at a point south of A Le Lock), going 
along the right bank of this stream (as shown in the French map) southward to 
Rao Lao at coordinates of 116°45'45"-17998'84"; then going in the southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 116°58'04"-17°93'58" 
and Hill 14%03-Ha Cop (with triangle symbol) to cordinates of 116°66'07"- 
17°83'43"; changing to the northeastern direction along the mountain ridge 
through coordinates of 116°70'90"-17985'85" to coordinates of 116°78'59"- 
17°87'57"; changing to the southeastern direction to coordinates of 
116°80'63"-17°80'42"; the: hanging to the southwestern direction along the 
mountain ridge through cov; dinates of 116°73'26"-17°966'03" to coordinates of 
116952" 42"-17959'31"; changing to the southern direction along the mountain 
ridge through coordinates of 116°52'18"-17951'64" and coordinates of 
11695 1°55"-17°48'90" to coordinates of 116°51'70"-17°48'60"; changing to the 

northeastern direction along the mountain ridge and cutting across the source 
of the Dak Poyo Stream at coordinates of 116954'70"-17°49'40"; then changing 
to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through coordinates of 
116°56'00"-17948'75", coordinates of 116°56'14"-17°48'63", coordinates of 
116959'68"~17°36'31", and coordinates of 116968'79"-17°28'82" to coordinates 
of 116°71'55"-17921'20"; changing to the eastern and southeastern direction 
through coordinates of 116°87'15"-17°17'83" to coordinates of 116°91'65"- 
17°11'G3"s; changing to the northeastern direction through coordinates of 
116°94'00"-17912'20" to soordinates of 116°95'95"-17912'90"; going eastward to 
coordinates of 116°93'70"-17°912'00"; changing to the southwestern direction 
through coordinates of 116°97'65"-17911'20" to coordinates of 116°95'15"- 
17909'20"; changing to the southeastern direction through coordinates of 
116996" 40"-17905'45" and coordinates of 116°96'55"-17°03'80" to coordinates of 

116°99'60"-17°902'00"; from there changing to the southwestern direction along 
the mountain ridge, cutting across Dak Bla Stream, then coming to coordinates 
of 116°98'30"-17901'10"; changing to the southern direction along the mountain 
ridge to coordinates of 116°98'00"-16°99'30"; going in the southwestern 
direction, cutting across an unnamed stream, and then coming to coordinates of 

116°97'40"-16°98'80"; going southward and coming to an unnamed stream at 
coordinates of 116°97'60"-16°98'00", going upstream along the stream southward 
to coordinates of 116°999'20"-16992'10"; changing to the southwestern direction 
downstream along the stream and coming to the three-way junction of unnamed 
streams at coordinates of 116°96'10"-16°989'45", and going djownstream along the 
stream in the southwestern direction to coordinates of 116°994'10"-16°88'50"; 
then going upstream in the southeastern direction to coordinates of 

116°98'00"-16°982'60"; going in the southwestern direction along the unnamed 
stream to coordinates of 116996'00"-16981'50"; from there changing to the 
southeastern direction along the mountain ridge through Hill 1808 to Hill 1782 
(with triangle symbol); then changing to the southwestern direction along the 
mountain ridge to Hill 1609; changing to the southeastern direction through 
Hill 1718-N. Peng Dia to Hill 1800; changing to the western direction along 
the ridge of Peng Lak Mountain through Hill 1769 to coordinates of 116°94'80"- 
16°72'20"; changing to the southwestern direction to coordinates of 
116°93'75"-16°69'95"; then changing to the northwestern direction along the 
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mountain ridge to coordinates of 116°88'23"-16°72'65"; changing to the 
southwestern cirection along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 116°80'55*"- 
16°89'20"; changing to the southern direction along the mountain ridge to 
coordinates of 116°80'51"-16°66'82"; from there changing to the southeastern 
direction along the mountain ridge through Hill 1294%-Ngoc Tong Hoi (with 
triangle symbol) to coordinates of 116°93'50"-16°954'15"; changing to the 
southern direction along the ridge of N. Hoe Blok Mountain to coordinates of 

116°93'40"-16951'00"; changing to the southwestern direction along the 
fountain ridge and cutting across Dak Su at coordinates of 116°84%'65*"- 
16°42'85"; changing to the southeastern direction along the mountain ridge to 
coordinates of 116°88'84"-16°38'80"; then changing to the southwestern 
direction along the mountain ridge to coordinates of 116°86'49"-16°36" 33";, 
then going eastward to coordinates of 116°90'45"-16°35'43"; changing to the 
southern direction to coordinates of 116°90'4%0"-16°31'60". 

The border between the SRV and the LPDR as set above is shown by red crosses 
(+) and drawn in the 1/100,000-scale map consisting of 48 sections as 
mentioned in the first paragraph of article I. These map sections are parts 
of this treaty. 

Article III 

1. When there are bridges across border rivers and streams, the border is in 
the middle of these bridges, no matter how it goes along these rivers and 
streams. 

2. The islands and silty banks on both sides of the border in border rivers 
and streams belong to either Vietnam if they are on the Vietnamese side or 
Laos if they are on the Lao side. 

The islands and silty banks in border rivers and streams which are cut across 
by the border are divided in accordance with what has been mentioned in 

paragraph 1, item 2 of this article III. 

The islands and silty banks that will appear after the total solution of the 

border issue will also be resolved in accordance with the above-mentioned 

principle. 

3. In the case border rivers or streams change their course, the border will 

remain the same in relationship to the new course if both sides do not have 
any other agreement. 

Article IV 

The two signatories set up a Joint Committee for On-spot Border Delimitation 
(Joint Committee for short) having an equal number of members of each side and 
assign tasks to it; on the basis of articles II and III of this treaty, 

proceed with on-spot delimitation of the border; decide about the locations of 
border markers; draw a map showing the national boundaries between the SRV and 

the LPDR and containing locations of border markers; draft a Protocol on the 
On-spot Delimitation of the Border for representatives of the governments of 
the two countries to sign; and proceed with official planting of border 



markers. 

The Protocol on the On-spot Delimitation of the Border will be an appendix of 
this treaty. The map of national boundaries between the SRV and the LPDR to 
be drawn by the Joint Committee will replace the 48-section map mentioned in 

article I of this treaty and will be used as official basic document. 

The Joint Committee begins to operate right after this treaty becomes 
effective, proceeds with its work according to plans it decides, meets 
alternately in the capitals of the two countries, and ends its activities 
after completion of the assigned tasks. 

Article V 

The two sides will sign as soon as possible documents to define the border 
status between the two countries including the movement of the people on both 
sides of the border, the locations of ports of entry, and soon, for the 

purpose of ensuring the sovereignty of each country and creating favorable 
conditions for the work and living of people on both sides of the border and 
the cooperation in all fields of the two countries. 

Article VI 

This treaty needs to be ratified and takes effect on the day the ratification 
documents are exchanged. The exchange of ratification documents will take 
place in Hanoi, the capital of the SRV. 

Made in Vientiane, the capital of the LPDR, on 18 July 1977 in duplicate in 
Vietnamese and Lao, with both copics having the same value. 

For the Chairman of the SRV, 
Pham Hung, vice premier, Council of Ministers of the SRV; 

For the President of the LPDR, 
Phoun Sipaseut, vice premier, Council of Ministers of the LPDR. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID VIETNAM 

FOREIGN TRADE STRATEGY FOR TRANSITIONAL PERIOD DISCUSSED 

Hanoi NGOAI THUONG in Vietnamese Jun 86 pp 9-13 

[Article by Luu Van Dat: “Canvasing Foreign Trade Strategy in the First Stage 
of the Transitional Period of Our Country”) 

{Text} 1. The foreign trade strategy is the substantiation of the party's 
policies in foreign trade in a relatively extended period of time. It in- 
cludes a development strategy and is an integral component of the general 
socioeconomic strategy. Therefore, it must encompass development viewpoints, 
major objectives which are a synthesis of smaller goals, and implementation 

policies and measures that have a regulatory nature. 

In the context of the import-export situation in the recent past, and based on 
the realities of foreign trade relationships, on the needs to address primarily 
and essentially the import wants of the economy, and on party policies and the 
general socioeconomic objectives in the first stage of the transitional period, 
the major objectives of the foreign trade strategy may be defined as follows: 

a. To accumulate original capital under socialism and to build the initial 
material and technical bases of socialism. 

b. To solve the imbalances in the economy and, on this basis, to stabilize 
and develop production and to stabilize and improve the livelihood of the 
people. 

c. To exploit efficiently the labor sources and national resources, based 
upon a rational international labor distribution and a profitable exchange of 
goods. 

d. To support the party's foreign policies actively. 

2. From the above objectives, the following issues must be addressed in the 

field of foreign trade: 

2.1 To secure international assistance from all sources and by all forms with 
emphasis on the assistance from the international socialist economic system, 
and to use that assistance efficiently. 



In building socialism, gathering capital for the socialist industrialization 
can be done from many sources, but the primary source must be th: domestic 

source from which capital is basically obtained from production development 
and from the enhancement of labor productivity. 

However, in the initial phase, when labor productivity fs still low and labor 
surplus, the principal source of capital accumulation, .3 limited, in order to 

break the vicious circle that “when productivity is low, accumulation is margi- 
nal; when accumulation is marginal, productivity is low,” and to secure 
original capital for the building of the material bases ofsocialism, we must 
rely a great deal on foreign capital. 

The law of original capital accumulation under socialism determines the rela- 
tionships between socialist countries possessing different levels of develop- 
ment. 

On the other hand, original capital accumulation must create necessary condi- 
tions to build a new economic system. Therefore, the assistance stemming from 
foreign capital has to achieve a certain importance in order to trigger a 

meaningful change in socialist production. 

The assistance of brotherly countries must, in the first, aim at building and 
expanding the most significant projects having a primordial impact on the 

economy, especially in agriculture, ‘ransportation and communications, the 
food industry, light industry, mineral exploitation industry, engineering 

industry, and metallurgy, and in those production sectors that address the 
needs of the CEMA countries, in order to lay the foundation for the effective 

participation of our country in international labor distribution and for 

socialist economic linkages. 

The cooperative assistance of progressive socialist countries in the develop- 

ment of our export potential in the first stage of the transitional period has 

a peculiar importance. It is a sine qua non for the graéuwal expansion of 
export and import activities on the basis of a balance of values and of goods. 

Therefore, the assistance of socialist countries cannot be limited in the forms 

of economic and technical aid and the granting of credit under most favored 

conditions, but encompasses all other forms of cooperation serving the in- 

terests of both parties. The realities of building socialism in our country 
as well as in others have eloquently demonstrated this fact. 

On the other hand, being a developing country, we need to secure the assistance 
of countries outside the socialist system and of international organizations. 

Naturally, this is a fundamentally different ball game, which has several 

limitations. 

Recently, we have obtained significant assistance from capitalist countries 
and from international organizations. This assistance is gradually decreasing, 

but with appropriate measures and a clever use of economic interrelationships, 
we still have the capability of maintaining it at certain limits. 
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Parallel with securing international assistance, an important issue being 
posed is the efficient use of this assistance. We have presently many limi- 
tations in this domain. 

The enormous assistance of brotherly socialist countries has been instrumental 

in our achievements in building the material and technical bases of socialism 
and in easing certain imbalances in our economy. Nevertheless, we must recog- 
nize that that assistance has not been optimally used for the exploitation of 

the domestic potential and for the creation of solid, large-scale foundations 
for export in order to accrue indispensable foreign currency for the socialist 
industrialization of our country. 

2.2 To participate in international labor distribution, primarily in socialist 

in.ernational labor distribution, and to establish economic linkages with other 
countries in the socialist community. 

In the process of building socialism, international assistance aiming at gene- 
rating original capital accumulation is most important. However, regardless 
of its size, this assistance is limited. The major source of capital accumu- 
lation must come from our own country. 

Only on the basis of our participation in international labor distribution 
and of socialist economic linkages that we can efficiently exploit our national 
potential, build a rational industrial and agricultural infrastructure, and 
build original capital accumulation from our internal economy in the socialist 

style. 

The potential immediately exploitable to build capital accumulation in the 
first stage includes our tropical agriculture and forestry, the sources of 
marine products from the sea and the land, our labor sources, some minerals 
with substantial reserves, and our processing industry, which is still weak 

but has taken shape. 

We began our involvement in international labor distribution just recently. 
The delay was due to the small scale of our exports, the piecemeal distribu- 
tion of export goods, and our very low per-capita export value, and it has 
limited to a certain extent our economic development. Therefore, the early 
linkage of our economy with the international economy, starting with the eco- 
nomic system of international socialism, is of crucial importance in our 
foreign trade strategy, chiefly in the first stage of the transitional period. 

In our participation in the world market under the conditions of international 
labor distribution that has taken form, given the fact that this market has 

been divided in certain way between countries, transactions of commodities 

that we are capable of producing and exporting on a relatively large scale 

(rubber, tea, and coffee) are generally conducted through export and import 
associations. Under these conditions, since competition in the world market 

has become more acrimonious than ever, the tendency to trade protectionism is 
prevalent in many capitalist countries, and trade relationships between 

northern and southern countries are continually deteriorating. Countries 

which are not members of the a’ ve-mentioned associations run into scores of 
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difficulties in the export of those commodities. Therefore, we must stay close 

to the socialist market, use international labor distribution as our bulwark, 

and in the meantime, create favorable conditions to address the needs of the 
capitalist market in terms of commodities, quantity, quality, and prices in 
order to enable ourselves to hustle our way into other markets besides the 
socialist sphere. 

On the other hand, socialist and capitalist countries are in the process of 
changing their economic systems to enhance the efficiency of production. Like- 
wide, our country is in the process of building our economic structure. There- 
fore, it is the ideal time for us to choose those leading production and export 
sectors that are attuned to the current changes in the world economy and to the 
scientific and technical revolution which is experiencing the newest develop- 
ments in biology, electronics, etc. 

By the same token, the establishment of our agricultural structure must, at the 
start, be linked to international labor distribution and to socialist interna- 
tional labor distribution in the first place. 

Starting from this premise, in designing our short- and long-term export and 

import structures, we must take into account the preponderance of international 
labor distribution. 

2.3 To lay a solid base for a large-scale export apparatus, and to focus on 

internaily oriented capital accumulation in order to implement socialist indus- 

trialization. 

Our party has relentlessly emphasized the importance and the role of exports 

in the national economy. 

"In the entirety of our economic activities, the task of our party and our 
people, which has a strategic meaning, is to increase exports over imports." 
(Resolution of the Fifth Party National Congress) 

"To trigger a mighty change in exports is of crucial importance. Exports must 
be increased and the increase must be multifold. In the late 1980's, we must 
be able to balance the import value of retail goods and to pay a portion of 

the national debt that falls due." (Resolution dated 17 July 1984 of the 
Political Bureau) 

In the first stage of the transitional period, we must urgently increase the 
scale and speed of exports in order to trigger a powerful change in this field. 

Up to now, in the whole country, the scale of exports is still at the low 

level compared with our needs and capabilities. In terms of speed, the in- 
crease has been very slow: in the period 1976-80, it almost did not budge, 
and since 1981, its increase has been marginal. 

The chief cause of this situation is our inability to create an infrastructure 

allowing large-scale exports. 
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The scale and speed of exports depend on the scale and speed of production. 

“There may be production without trade, but trade necessarily involves pro- 
ducts. Therefore, there cannot be trade without production." (Friedrich 
Engels, “Anti-Duhring" Su That Publishing House, Hanoi, 1971, p 219). 

In an economy where small-scale production is widespread, where the economy of 
goods is not developed, and where the volume of goods in circulation is still 
small, it is obvious that the scale of exports is small and that the speed of 

exports is slow. By itself, small-scale production cannot produce a large 
quantity of export goods nor have a high speed of export. That is the root of 

the problem. 

Besides, the prevailing export development speed is independent from the 
development speed of the economy in general. In other words, the speed of the 
former may be higher than the latter's on the express condition that the pro- 
duction sectors making export goods must develop faster than other sectors 
and investments must be commensurate with this speed. 

From this analysis, in order to establish a large-scale and high-speed export 
system, we must reorganize the economic structure, revert to an economy of 
goods from the old economy of self-procurement and self-sufficiency, establish 
linkages with the world market on the basis of international labor distribu- 
tion, redesign the production sectors, and create the sources of export goods 
(agriculture, forestry, fisheries, food industry, light industry, and small 
industry and handicrafts), focusing on the rapid increase of the ratio of the 
export products from within the outputs of those sectors. 

Under these conditions, our country will be able to generate an export power 
greater than the existing one and to lay the foundation for a large-scale 
export structure. 

The decisive factors in expanding the scale and increasing the speed of exports 
are investments (with capital stemming from domestic and foreign sources, 

including equipment, material supplies, and goods) and labor assigned to the 
production of export goods to make certain major products in large quantities 
and of a high quality which are able to withstand competition in the world 
market. 

2.4 To expand economic cooperation and scientific and technological coopera- 

tion with other countries, chiefly with countries in the world socialist 

community. 

Expanding economic, scientific, and technological cooperation is the prevailing 
tendency of our age. Due to the speedy internationalization of production and 
trade, the current scientific and technological revolution is offering slow- 

developing countries a chance to bring their backward economies up to a modern 
level. 

This tendency is totally suited to the theory of V.I. Lenin: "The inclination 

to build a unified world economy and consider it an entity is clearly visible 
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in capitalism, and this inclination will continue to develop and will be per- 
fected under socialism.” 

For our country, economic, scientific, and technological cooperation is an 
urgent need in this very stage of the transitional period. What we possess 
are primarily iand, forests, the sea, labor, and natural resources. What we 
lack are capital, technology, a material and technical infrastructure, and 

organizational and management experience. Therefore, expanding economic 
cooperation and scientific and technological cooperation creates conditions 
for us to develop the strengths and to strengthen the weaknesses of our eco- 
nomy on the basis of linking, right at the outset, our economy, which is an 
independent economic unit, with the world economy, which is an entity compri- 
sing independent economies. Economic cooperation is a two-way relationship 
serving the aspirations and interests of both parties. Therefore, it is at the 
top of our agenda and has a strategic meaning. It helps us solve many thorny 

economic problems: development, a general tendency to decrease international 
assistance, difficulties in getting foreign loans because of our limited capa- 
bilities in paying back, and an inability to expand export activities rapidly. 
In this context, economic cooperation with foreign countries is a most impor- 

tant approach to expand exports and, on this basis, increase imports to support 
socialist industrialization. 

The short- and long-range direction for our cooperation with foreign countries 
is toward the Soviet Union and other countries in the socialist community. 

This is also the main direction of the foreign trade strategy of our party 
which was contained in the resolution of the Fifth National Party Congress. 

Meanwhile, since the capabilities of existing brotherly countries in terms of 
capital and technology are still limited, we must give proper attention to 
economic cooperation and scientific and technological cooperation with other 
countries outside the socialist sphere, chiefly with developing countrinvs. 
Naturally, cooperation with non-socialist countries has many limitations. For 
developing countries, the most important limitations are capital and technology, 
and for capitalist countries, the limitations lie in differences in political 
systems and in business styles and methods. Therefore, for the latter, large- 
scale cooperation is not easy. Political relationships are closely related to 
economic relationships and also affect them. However, they have a relatively 

independent nature vis-a-vis economic relationships. In conformity with the 
basic economic laws of capitalism, if the capitalists can obtain an appropriate 
profit margin, we can still secure their capital and technology. Anyway, 
we must correctly assess our own capabilities in securing capital and tech- 
nology from capitalist countries at present in order to streamline the appro- 
priate strategy and policies. Capital invested in developing countries by 

capitalist countries is limited and the competition between developing coun- 

tries in snatching this capital is becoming hotter, (2 

3. Generally speaking, the foreign trade strategy must thoroughly cover the 
following: 

3.1 To develop economic relationships with foreign countries aiming at expand- 

ing goods circulation between our country and foreign countries on the basis 

of a rational international Labor distribution. 
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Not only is this concept not contradictory to the need to build an independent 

economy, to reduce economic dependency on foreign countries, and to implement 

two-way economic relationships, but on the contrary, it supports it. 

3.2 On the basis of developing foreign trade relationships, actively boost 
import activities to support the development of the national economy and 
socialist industrialization. 

From the realities, we may conclude that in a developing country, when its 

economy is still dependent on the foreign markets in many aspects, the speed 
of imports has a decisive impact on the speed of its economic development. 

Besides, because of our Limited capability in paying for imported goods, we 
must carefully study the actual needs in importing goods and weigh their eco- - 
nomic efficiency when making decisions on what to import and how to use the 
imported goods. Under socialism, the principal purpose of imports is not to 

serve consumer needs and to take advantage of discrepancies between domestic 
and foreign prices, but to develop production, to increase exports, and to 
address the needs of the scientific and technological revolution and of the 
building of a new economic infrastructure. 

Adhering to his concept, the import system must be rational and efficient. In 
the first stage of the transitional period, that system must ensure a normal 

conduct of the operations of the sectors and the stabilization and gradual 
improvement of the people's livelihood, on the premise that imports must serve 
in priority the provision of material supplies, raw materials, and staple 
commodities. In terms of complete sets of large equipment, we must import 
only those serving the construction of material and technical outfits that 

will constitute the original infrastructure of socialism. In terms of single 

pieces of equipment, we must import cnly the indispensable machines needed 
for equipping the economic sectors. The imports must agree with the missions 
assigned to the first stage of the transitional period. 

3.3 To step up exports at a fast speed and to improve the export structure. 

On the basis of the development of the production of export goods both in 
width and in depth, we will diversify the varieties of goods for export and 
meanwhile concentrate on the production of major export items. 

In the first stage of the transitional period, we will pay appropriate atten- 
tion to the production in depth of export goods (concentrate on major export 
items, enhance the quality of export goods, improve the goods structure to 
make it consistent with the demands of the market, rapidly apply technological 
progress in the sectors and production units in charge of producing export 
goods, quickly raise the quality of export goods through processing, etc.) in 

order to trigger a fundamental change in the export system in a relatively 

short time. 

3.4 Strictly carry out the principle of economy in the export field. 

While our economy is still suffering many imbalances, the principle of economy 
must be considered as a major policy of the state and must be carried out in 
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all domains of activities, primarily in imports and exports. We must be 

thrifty in our consumer wants in order to increase the sources of export goods 
and in the meantime, we must decrease and move toward eliminating the import 

of those items not yet needed by the economy or those which can be domestical- 

ly produced to save foreign currency. Minimizing imbalances in the export 

field and in international financial settlements is a crucial requirement in 

the first stage of the transitional period. 

3.5 To lean solidly on socialist countries, first on the Soviet Union, and in 

the meantime seek a plurality of economic linkages with other areas and other 

countries. 

The development concept in the domain of foreign trade can be translated as, 

to lean solidly on socialist countries and on the socialist markets in order 
to create favorable conditions for the extention of economic relations with 

other countries and the expansion of the market. Finally, we seek a plurality 

of economic relations and an expansion of the market to the effect of stimula- 

ting and strengthening our ties with socialist countries. 

FOOTNOTES 

|. If the profit is right, the capitalist can become bold. If the profit is 

assured for 10 percent, one can use capitalism everywhere, etc. (Karl 

Marx, “Capital,” Chapter I, Volume 3, Su That Publishing House, Hanoi, 

1960, p 285) 

2. Up to present, the total amount of capital invested abroad from capitalist 
countries every year is approximately $40 billion, and investments are 

made primarily between capitalist countries. Only one-fourth $10 billion) 

is invested in over 100 developing countries, including 40-60 percent 

investment profit. 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

MAI CHI THO REPORT TO HO CHI MINH CITY PARTY CONGRESS 

Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG in Vietnamese 23 Oct 86 pp 1, 4 

[Article: "The Situation and Tasks of the Ho Chi Minh City Party 
Organization" ] 

[Text] Editorial Note: at the opening session of the Ho Chi Minh City party 
organization congress, Mai Chi Tho delivered the report on the situation and 

tasks of the city party organization. After reviewing the implementation of 
the resolution of the 5th Congress, Resolution 01 of the Political Bureau and 
the resolution of the 3rd Congress of the city party organization, the report 
evaluated the building of the party and analyzed the major strengths and 

weaknesses of the city party organization during the recent term. We have 

published this portion of the report in today's issue. 

Party building: 

In its more than 11 years of struggle, the city party organization has 

gradually built a dynamic party organization, an organization marked by unity 

and consensus, and has begun to develop the potentials of basic units and the 
masses. In particular, it has built a corps of young cadres who show good 

prospects. In 3 years, we trained more than 14,000 cadres and party members 
under the programs in political theory, economic management and state 

management. The Municipal Party Committee and the party committees on the 
other levels have given their attention to strengthening the various types of 

basic units and assigned additional leadership cadres to a number of important 
economic sectors. We have gradually developed the independence of the 

precinct, district, subward and village levels. Attention has been given to 
developing the party among youths, women and direct production workers. More 

than 13,000 new members have been accepted into the party, more than 2,000 of 
whom are direct production workers. We have begun to inspect the 

implementation of resolutions on the precinct and district level. 

Disciplinary action has been taken against 2,257 party members, 731 of whom 

were expelled from the party. 

However, in the new stage of the revolution, the party organization has not 

been fully equipped or educated from the standpoint of steadfastly adhering to 
the stand of the working class and the mass view or the proper application of 

this stand and this view in the socialist revolution in the initial stage of 
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the period of transition. In this struggle, we have utilized the private and 

self-employed segments of the economy while steadfastly following the path to 
socialism. We have steadfastly adhered to the stand of the working class but 
have also had to be very practical, have had to learn aud properly apply 

socio-economic laws in the initial stage of the period of transition ina 
country that is advancing from small-scale production to socialism, a country 

whose starting point is exceedingly low. While making the shift from the 
national, democratic revolution to the socialist revolution, we have had to 

Wage a struggle against the wide-ranging war of sabotage of the enemy, a 
struggle that has been closely tied to the struggle to defend the fatherland. 

Because we were not well prepared for these issues, we have at times been 

impetuous, been "leftist" in our actions and disregarded laws. At other 
times, we have been "rightist" in our actions, relaxed the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, relaxed our efforts in transformation, not closely combined 
transformation and the defense of the fatherland, lacked vigilance and failed 
to foresee all that is involved in plans to effectively deal with the negative 
phenomena in society, as a result of which these phenomena have been allowed 

to have an impact even within the party. When we became a party in power 

after being a party engaged primarily in clandestine, guerrilla activities, we 

were not fully vigilant against every symptom of bureaucracy, which is the 
greatest danger to a party in power. These are the bureaucracy of being 

remote from the masses and issuing orders to the masses instead of holding 

democratic discussions with the masses and mobilizing and enlightening then. 
They are the bureaucracy of authoritarianism, a cumbersome organization, 

excessive red tape, intimidation of the masses and causing a bother to the 

people. They are bureaucratic centralism and state subsidies in economic 

management, politics, cultural and social work and security and national 

defense, instead of making our starting point tapping the revolutionary 
potentials of the laboring masses and basic units. As a result of not being 

fully vigilant against the symptoms of bureaucracy, we have allowed laxity to 
develop in the order of party life, have allowed discipline to become less 
than strict, have failed to properly uphold the principle of democratic 
centralism, have given light attention to criticism and self-criticisn... 
This has affected our thoroughly revolutionary spirit, steadfast working class 

Stand and solid mass view. This, in turn, has given rise to many other 

symptoms of decline and negative behavior, such as embezzlement and bribery, 

selfishness and looking after personal interests; thinking that one is a 
meritorious official and seeking status; departmentalism and localism; 
conservatism and inertia; covering things up and being authoritarian; 

suppressing, poorly treating or violating the right of collective ownership of 

the masses... 

Our city possesses characteristics that few other localities of the country 

share or exhibit in such a full and diverse manner. One is that the city's 

population consists of persons from practically every locality in -he country 
and encompasses many different ethnic groups and religions (nearly one-half 

the ethnic Chinese and one-fourth the Catholics of the entire country) as well 

as five different economic segments. One is that five different cadre forces 
live within the city (cadres who returned from combat zones, cadres trained 

under socialism who came here after liberation, cadres who were engaged in 

local, clandestine activities prior to liberation, cadres trained locally 

since liberation and retired cadres). Another is that the city is a regional 
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center, a fact which demands uni'’.y and cooperation in many fields with the 

rest of the country and internationally, especially with the friendly 
countries of Cambodia and Laos... 

The above characteristics demand that the party organization and people of the 

city recognize the responsibility that they have to build a city that truly 

Sym@bolizes unity of the laboring people without ethnic or religious 

discrimination with the aim of transforming, building and defending the city; 

symbolizes development toward socialism by all five segments of the economy in 
the initial stage of the period of transition; and symbolizes unity within the 

party, the unity and good utilization of all five cadre forces and unity and 

close cooperation with the other localities of the region and the country and 
with southern Indochina in a way that fully reflects the proletarian 
international spirit of our party. 

The five cadre forces assembled in the city are a very precious asset. Each 

force has its own strengths and weaknesses but they all augment and make one 
another richer: 

--The comrades who returned from combat zones were seasoned and challenged in 

many ways in the realities of the long and hard struggle in the South, possess 

revolutionary zeal, have a good mass view and are the central force in the 
process of transforming and building the city. However, many of these persons 
have a low level of education and have not received well coordinated or 
systematic training in political theory, economics and culture... During the 
past 11 years, despite efforts to correct these weaknesses, the standards of 

many of these persons have still failed to meet the demands of their tasks. 
Signs of a guerrilla mentality in their thinking and actions continue to be a 
problem that we must guard against and correct in these comrades. 

--The comrades trained under socialism who have come here since liberation 

day have received basic, systematic and well coordinated training in politics, 

economics, culture and science-technology, possess revolutionary zeal and have 

made important contributions in the fields of administrative, economic and 

social management to the recovery, transformation and building of the city. 

During the past 11 years, these comrades have also been seasoned, have learned 

about the masses of the city and made positive contributions to dismantling 
the mechanism based on bureaucratic centralism and state subsidies within the 

city. However, the city’s social situation is quite complex and these persons 
must delve even more deeply into gaining an understanding of and sympathizing 

with the masses. At the same time, it is necessary to guard against and 

correct the existing problems posed by the mechanism based on bureaucratic 
centralism and state subsidies because this mechanism has been exerting an 

impact upon these comrades for some time. 

--The local comrades who were here prior to liberation have been challenged in 

Clandestine activities. Many of them were imprisoned and ruthlessly tortured. 
The majority of them are still young, are rather highly educated, possess 
revolutionary zeal, possess a good view concerning the masses and are 

enthusiastic and spirited in their work. Many of them have contributed to the 
overall movement of the city, particularly in the precincts, districts, 

subwards and villages. The majority of them are former petty bourgecisie and 



students who previously engaged in clandestine and guerrilla activities. 

During the past 11 years, many of them have actively improved and forged 
themselves and gade much progress. However, it is still necessary to guard 
against and correct their petty bourgeois spontaneity, impetuousness and 
subjectivism and their practice of giving little attention to working in 
accordance with principles, working within the system... These comrades are 

capable of learning while working and we must make every effort to provide 

them with training. 

--The comrades who have been trained and have matured since liberation and 

emerged from within mass movements are close to the masses and understand the 

masses. In addition, they are very young and possess revolutionary zeal. 

With the exception of a number of comrades who have returned to the city after 
fulfilling their military obligation or completing their tour of service in 
the Assault Youth, the majority of these persons, even though they have 11 
years of experience in movements, have not been challenged ina struggle as 

hard and bitter as those who fought prior to liberation. We must give our 

attention to assisting and training these comrades in their everyday work and 

cultivating in them revolutionary qualities, a steadfast working class stand 
and a solid mass view. With the party being a party in power, it is easy for 
persons to join the party for improper, opportunistic motives... 
Consequently, we should help to educate and forge the comrades who have joined 
the party since liberation and train them in militancy and party 

consciousness. 

--Retired comrades are a very valuable force that has been challenged in many 
different stages of revolutionary activity. The majority of them are 
qualified in theory and are experienced. In addition, they currently make up 

the largest force in many party organizations, party chapters, subwards and 
villages. At many places where they are utilized well, these persons have 

become the solid foundation of the local party organization or chapter and are 
a force that competently supports young comrades. However, these comrades are 

old and their health is frail. Their sources of information are few and we 

are not supplying them with all the information they need. Consequently, 

their activities are limited. Practically all these comrades set good 

examples in their ethics and style. But, in the case of some of these 

comrades, it is necessary to guard and struggle against the thinking of being 

a meritorious official and a lack of true confidence in or full sympathy for 

young cadres. We must create every possible favorable condition for these 

comrades to develop upon their strengths and correct their weaknesses so that 
they can continue to contribute to the revolution in a manner consistent with 

their health and age. 

The above characteristics demand that each force be fully aware of its 
strengths in order to build upon them and its weaknesses in order to correct 

them, demand that these forces sympathize with, support and supplement one 

another. We must protect the unity of the party, of the corps of cadres as 
though it were, in the words of Uncle Ho, "the apple of our eye.” We cannot 
tolerate a lack of internal unity at any place or in any case. The analysis 

presented above is very necessary in Duilding and strengthening the party 

organization. In our cadre work, we should not emphasize one force of cadres 

or another. Of importance is the need to give our attention to discovering 
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and boldly training, promoting and utilizing competent cadres who possess good 

qualities, with importance attached to cadre from the working class and young 

and female cadres. 

In the recent past, the laboring people and party organization of the city 
have proven themselves worthy of their honor and responsibility, worthy of 

being the city that bears the name of the highly esteemed Uncle Ho. However, 
we must be frank and admit that at one place or another, in one area or 

another within the party, there are still some manifestations of the thinking 
of the farmer and urban petty bourgeoisie, such as partialisama, localissa, 
narrowmgindedness,. departaentaliss, prejudice and so forth, which we have not 
promptly waged a proper struggle against through self-criticism and criticiss 
based on the working class stand and the political line of the party in order 
to build stronger unity and consensus within the party and among the people of 
the city. The loss of unity that has occurred within some units is an 
unwholesoge phenomenon, one contrary to the views and line of our party. 

Here, we need to reiterate some words of a profoundly educational nature 
spoken by Le Duan at the 3rd Congress of the Municipal Party Organization: 

"For the sake of the entire country and along with the rest of the country, 
the Saigon of yesterday was liberated.” 

"For the sake of the entire country and along with the rest of the country, 
the Ho Chi Minh City of today will surely successfully build socialiss." 

Our party organization also has not built itself in terms of the awareness, 
the standards of organization and the style of work befitting the city’s 
position as an industrial center, a cultural center, a scientific-technical 

and international trade center...o7 the South that has close relations with 
the rest of the country and southern Indochina. 

Although advances have been made in organizational and cadre work, we are 
Still taking the same old approach. Change is coming slowly and we have yet 
to meet the requirements of dismantling the old management mechanism and 

establishing the new. There is no cadre planning. The training and 
assignment of cadres are still uncoordinated in many respects and quality and 
effectiveness are still low. Bureaucracy and authoritarianism still exist in 
cadre work. There are even places at which the appointment and promotion of 
cadres are based on personal feelings, bribes or sophisticated suppression. 
Competent cadres who have many achievements to their credit are usually only 
extolled and praised. Little attention is given to educating them and 
guarding against the thinking that they are special because of their 
achievements, against romantic thinking, against abuse of their position or 
authority, against attempts to further personal interests... The inspection 
of the implementation of directives and resolutions, preliminary reviews and 
final reviews are still very poorly organized. Some cases of disciplinary 

action have not been dealt with in a serious manner and have taken a long time 

to conclude. 

The Ho Chi Minh Comagunist Youth Union has conducted gany creative, shock 
activities in many different fields: politics, the economy, the cultural and 
social fields, security and national defense, science-technology... It has 
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trained a corps of dynagic and zealous cadres. The Assault Youth Force has 

become the city's largest model of a work-study school and is one of the very 
good ways to train cadres for the party and state. At tiges, however, the 

various party committee echelons have been lax with regard to supporting, 

building and developing the Assault Youth Force. They have failed to maintain 
the quality of the assault youth movement and confused the Assault Youth 
Force with youths who are forced to work and backward youths. The sunicipal 
Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union has also failed to appropriately concern 
itself with guiding this force. Generally speaking, the forces of the Youth 
Union have developed rapidly but efforts to improve the quality of the Youth 
Union have not kept pace with this development. Some shock activities have 
not been properly invested in or supported by the You: Union. As aresult, 

the movement is not truly stable, is not continuous aad lacks depth. The 
Youth Union has not given it* attention to including in its training plans 
Youth Union members who have been challenged in various sovemsents, 
particularly those who have fulfilled their military obligation or completed 
their tour of service in the Assault Youth and returned to become the activist 
force of the Youth Union. 

The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Municipal Party Organization 

a) Viewed against the background of abnormal circumstances involving many 
more acute and complex difficulties than encountered during the previous tern, 

the salient strongpoints of the municipal party organization are: 

1) It has steadfastly maintained and continued to display the revolutionary- 
offensive spirit and not retreated in the face of difficulties. It has made 
every effort to build upon its strongpoints and correct its weaknesses. It 

has looked for every way to move ahead in order to successfully implement the 
lines and policies of the Party Central Committee, particularly Resolution 0! 
of the Political Bureau and the policies shifting the focus of the party's 
leadership of the economy, as expressed in various resolutions, from the 
resolution of the 6th Plenum of the 4th Party Central Committee to the 
resolutions of the 6th, 7th and 8th Plenums of the 5th Party Central 
Committee. It has taken determined steps to dismantle the management 
mechanism based on bureaucratic centralism and state subsidies, implement the 

management mechanism based on democratic centralism, enable basic production 

and business units to take the initiative with regard to their plans, grant 
them financial autonomy and implement economic accounting and socialist 
business practices. 

In this spirit and in the face of a very difficult situation, the party 
organization and people of the city have continuously looked for every way to 

increase production and continued to carry out socialist transformation so 

that production continued to develop and distribution and circulation were 

maintained and not obstructed. Prior to the money exchange, certain aspects 
of the standard of living of the laborer were, at times, more stable. The 
majority of the farmers in the outskirts of the city have been brought into 
various forms of collective production, mainly production collectives. A 
number of suitable transitional forms of organization have been established 



and a nugber of advanced godels of a new and effective method of operation 

have made significant contributions to the overall guidance of the effort to 
revamp the sanagement mechanisn. 

2) The municipal party organization has maintained political security and 
social order and safety in a very complex situation, thereby h2lping to defeat 
the wide-ranging war of sabotage, in which the city is a key target of enemy 
attacks, actively helping to fulfill our international obligation to the 
friendly country of Cambodia and joining the rest of the country in 
successfully defending the fatherland. 

3) The municipal party organization has made steadfast efforts to assign 
@ar agement responsibilities to and strengthen basic units. It has gradually 

increased the independence of the precincts and districts, subward and village 
units, enterprises and corporations... In the process, it has trained a corps 

of young basic unit cadres who meet the political, educational, specialized, 
professional and management standards of the new sechanisn. 

The strongpoints of the party organization were confirmed by the Secretariat 
when working with the Standing Committee of the Municipal Party Committee (6 
October 1986) to prepare for the Sth Municipal Party Organization Congress as 
follows: 

"To begin with, it must be confirmed that the Ho Chi Minh City party 
organization possesses the revolutionary-offensive spirit and a high sense of 

self-reliance, dares to think and act, dares to assume responsibility to the 
Party Central Committee and local people. It has displayed dynamisa, 
creativity and initiative in applying the lines and positions of the party and 

state in a manner consistent with local circumstances, with the life of the 
laboring people and has won the sympathy and support of the broad masses. 

Recently, the city has made many efforts to implement the resolutions and 
policies of the party and state and recorded noteworthy achievements in many 
fields of work, thereby continuing the gradual change from a city of fun and 

enjoyzent, a consumer city into a producing city with a new stratus of 

laborers. Despite encountering very many difficulties and complex problems as 
a result of the impact of the country's overall situation, the consequences of 
the war and the old system and acts of sabotage by the enemy, the city has 

still developed and made progress in many areas through the struggle between 
the two paths and the struggle between ourselves and the enemy. Many good 

results have been achieved in industrial, small industry, handicraft and 

agricultural production and in cultural and social activities. Generally 
speaking, political seourity and social order and safety have been maintained 

well. Advances have been made in building the party, building the 
administration on the various levels and building the political mass 

organizations. Revolutionary action movements are constantly in progress 

within the city. 

From the standpoint of economic managemunt, the city has established a number 
of effective models that have made a significant contribution to removing the 
obstacles posed by the management mechanism based on bureaucratic centralisa 



and state subsidies in order to gradually sake the shift to the sechanissz 

based on economic accounting and socialist business practices. 

One of the strengths of the city is that it has quickly addressed the issue of 

assigning management responsibilities, learned how to rely upon the basic 

level (subwards, villages) and tapped the creativity of the gasses in 

production, circulation-distribution and even in cultural and social 

activities and the maintenance of order and security. 

The Municipal Party Committee has displayed a serious attitude with regard to 
following the leadership of the Central Committee. After the Political Bureau 

issued Resolution 01, the city took positive steps to correct its shortcomings 

and weaknesses while continuing to develop upon its correct thinking and 

effective method of operation. The city has made effective contributions to 
the projects of the region, such as the Tri An hydroelectric power project and 

the fulfillment of its international obligation locally and to the two 
friendly countries of Cambodia and Laos." 

The Causes of the Above Mentioned Strenctns 

First, these strengths are the result of the fact that our city has a working 
Class that possesses revolutionary awareness; a class .f farmers in the 
outskirts of the city who have wholeheartedly followed the party; a corps of 

socialist intellectuals with a zealous desire to make contributions; armed 

forces that struggle tenaciously; and people who work hard, patiently endure 

and overcome difficulties, display a high spirit of dynamism and creativity, 
maintain revolutionary action movements and implement the positions and 

policies of the party and state. 

Secondly, they are the result of the concern and direct guidance of the 

Central Committee, particularly the Political Bureau. Resolution 01 of the 

Political Bureau is a torch lighting the way for the continued advance by the 
city throughout the rest of the period of transition. The guidance provided 
by the Secretariat and Council of Ministers, the instructions and assistance 

of the departments and sectors on the central level and the support of other 

localities have actively contributed to the city’s achievements. 

Thirdly, these achievements have been closely tied to the leadership provided 
by the Municipal Party Committee, to the organization of implementation and 
the management provided by the Municipal People’s Committee, the various party 

committee echelons, the departments, sectors and mass organizations, the 

Fatherland Front and the administrations on the various levels, which have 

acted in unity and consensus and always practiced the slogan “the party trusts 

the people, the people trust the party,” thereby creating a combined strength 

that has enabled the city to overcome seemingly insurmountable difficulties. 

The Municipal Party Committee has seriously complied with and made efforts to 

creatively apply the lines and positions of the Central Committee to the 
specific conditions of the city. It has dared to think and dared to act. It 

has been sincere and courageous in admitting and rectifying its mistakes. It 

has steadfastly defended and proposed to the Central Committee correct 
opinions drawn from practice. 



b) Besides the above mentioned strongpoints, the party organization and 
people of the city face an extremely serious situation partly as a result of 
the country's overall situation but also due to glaring shortcomings and 

weaknesses, mainly on the part of the Municipal Party Committee, the Standing 

Committee of the Municipal Party Committee and the Standing Committee of the 
Municipal People's Committee. 

The Major Weaknesses Are: 

1) The party organizations on the various levels have been somewhat lax in 

maintaining the dictatorship of the proletariat in many fields: distribution- 
circulation, cultural and social work and security-national defense, 

especially in distribution-circulation and the management of the market. The 

Municipal Party Committee has been concerning itself with and looking after 

the living conditions of cadres, manual workers, civil servants, the persons 

who are eligible under the various policies that are now in effect and poor 

laborers. However, it has yet to provide determined guidance with regard to 

confiscating the property of persons who earn their livings illegally nor has 
it taken steps to regulate, in a way that is rational, the income of the 

various strata of the population, thereby allowing some persons to acquire 

illegitimate wealth, to have fun, enjoy themselves and squander money while 
honest cac’¢€*, soldiers, manual workers and civil servants and law-abiding 

laborers envuunter countless difficulties in their everyday lives. It has not 

concentrated on removing obstacles in order to accelerate production and 

increase distribution and circulation. This has adversely affected many 

aspects of social life. 

The current state of disorder on the distribution-circulation front within the 

city is partly due to general mistakes in the implementation of the policies 

on prices, wages and money. However, at the same time, it is also due to the 

failure of the Municipal Party Committee to provide close leauership and the 
Municipal People's Committee to provide close management, as a result of which 

difficulties have been exacerbated. There has been lax management of 

distribution and circulation by the sectors and levels of the city as well as 
by the agencies of other localities and the central sectors operating within 

the city. Efforts to transform private merchants have also been relaxed at 

certain times and places. In addition, timely efforts have not been made to 
stop the trenc toward business for business' sake and the pursuit of earnings 

by taking advantage of differences in prices for the same goods, thereby 

pushing prices upward. 

The Municipal Party Committee also has not appropriately strengthened the 

dictatorship of the proletariat in cultural and social activities. Social 

management is not commensurate with the large size and complex nature of the 

city. Decadent, half-native, half-foreign culture, social ills, a selfish way 

of life, the abandonment of principles and contempt for the law and social 

order continue to exist. The Municipal Party Committee has also failed to 

provide truly appropriate guidance with regard to respecting the law and 

strict, just and timely trials by the court to insure that everyone can live 

and work with peace of mind. 
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2) The bureaucratic practices of not being in touch with the actual 

Situation, acting on one's own, being impetuous, skipping stages and not 

adhering to or properly applying laws; the bureaucratic practices of governing 

by fiat, authoritarianism, being remote from the masses and not attaching 

appropriate importance to the mass organizations, the Front or the People's 

Council; and bureaucratic centralism, state subsidies, excessive red tape, a 

cumbersome organization, posing a bother to the people and obstructing 

production are widespread and serious shoricomings. 

3) The guidance provided in the area of coordinating and organizing 

implementation has been very weak and there has not been appropriate respect 

for scientifically based regulations, standards and norms. The practices of 
holding many meetings and issuing many decisions but not inspecting their 
implementation or conducting preliminary and final reviews to gain experience 
are widespread and rather serious phenomena on practically all levels and in 
practically every organization, even in the activities of the Municipal Party 

Committee, its Standing Committee and the Standing Committee of the Municipal 
People's Committee. 

4) The discipline and order of the party are lax in some areas. At many 

places, party life is still a matter of whatever suits convenience and is 
lacking in quality. In addition, the practice of self-criticism and criticism 
has not been put on a regular basis. There is not strict compliance with the 

principle of democratic centralism or the principle of working as a collective 
in exact accordance with regulations. There is still a lack of democracy and 
a lack of centralism within the party. Some important issues concerning which 
there is still a difference of opinion have not been thoroughly discussed. 
Clear conclusions have not been reached concerning these issues nor have they 
been put to a vote to guarantee a high degree of consensus within the party. 
As a result, when organizing implementation, it frequently occurs that some 
policies are not implemented in the same way at all places or not implemented 

at all at some places. Party discipline is not strict. As aresult of not 

attaching importance to teaching good qualities and ethics to cadres and party 

members, negative phenomena have had an opportunity to develop. Some party 

organizations have allowed a lack of internal unity to persist. The Municipal 
Party Committee, although it detected this problem at an early date, has not 

taken prompt or thorough action to correct it. The Municipal Party Committee 

has not given its attention to or strengthened the departments of the party, 

consequently, they have not been properly fulfilling their function as staffs 

in matters pertaining to policies, measures, organization, cadres and the 

inspection of implementation. The corps of specialists is not commensurate 

with the work assigned to it. 

5) Organizational and cadre work has not been given appropriate attention by 

the various sectors and levels or by individual leaders. This work is still 

being performed by the same old methods, changes are being made slowly and 

things are dealt with on a temporary, case by case basis. There is no cadre 

planning and cadres have not been standardized in accordance with the 

requirements of the political task in each stage or to meet the demands of the 

city as a regional center in many fields. 
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6) Political Bureau Resolution 01 clearly defines the role and position of 
the city as a regional and national center. However, the party organization 

and people of the city, particularly the agencies within the management 

apparatus of the party and administration, still do not have a deep 

appreciation of this correct view. They have not researched or assessed the 

Situation and requirements nor established the organization and work 

regulations needed to insure that this role and position are fulfilled in the 

best manner possible. 

Because there is not a truly thorough understanding of the correct view 

concerning this matter, some sectors and units have been taking a one-sided 

approach in their work by attaching importance to their own interests while 

not giving proper consideration to the interests of other localities or common 

interests. Also as a result of the lack of a full appreciation of this 

matter, the city has not established good ties between itself and the 

provinces of the region. Existing ties focus mainly on procurements and sales 
or two-way trade. Appropriate attention has not been given to establishing 

ties in production in order to help one another move forward in the formation 

of a regional industrial-agricultural structure. 

As Observed by the Secretariat, the Shortcomings of the Party Organization Are 

as Follows: 

"Besides these strongpoints and achievements, the city has also exhibited 

considerable weaknesses and shortcomings. While emphasizing dynamisn, 

initiative and creativity, appropriate attention has not been given to 

negative phenomena nor has the harm caused by them been fully measured. Fora 

time, the city relaxed its efforts in transformation in many fields, 
particularly transformation of the economy. Organization and discipline 

within the party have not been appropriately emphasized. Compliance with the 

laws of the state has not been strict. In business as well as production, 

there are still much confusion and disorder that cannot be controlled. 

Recently, some sectors have developed their businesses in a random fashion and 

the thinking of doing business by taking advantage of differences in prices 
for the same goods has reached serious proportions, not only in the economic 

field, but also in cultural and lLiterary-art activities, physical culture- 

sports activities... Competition in procurements and sales, arbitrary price 

increases and the failure to respect price discipline have not been 

effectively stopped, particularly since the money exchange in September 1985. 

Loopholes in the management of production and business have allowed the enemy 

and undesirable elements in society, together with some degenerate and deviant 

cadres and party members, to commit sabotage, cause many large losses of 

material wealth by the state and limit the ability of the city to develop. 

Negative economic phenomena have had an adverse impact upon the culture and 

society and have caused social ills and violations of criminal law that had 

once been brought under control to now be on the rise. 

This situation exists partly as a result of recent shortcomings of the central 

level in the fields of prices, wages and money and as a result of the common 

difficulties of the country. However, the city must see where its 
responsibility lies. Its major shortcoming has been the lack of determination 
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and poor guidance in the management of the market and the transformation of 

capitalist commerce. Negative phenomena within the party organization are 

also quite serious but determined steps are not being taken to correct then. 

Many cadres and party members who lack necessary qualities and skills have not 

been dealt with in a strict but just manner nor promptly replaced." 

The Causes of These Shortcomings Are: 

First, the Municipal Party Committee has not appropriately concerned itself 
with deeply analyzing the characteristics of the structure and class makeup of 

the membership of the party organization (the majority of members come from 

the backgrounds of farmers and urban petty bourgeoisie and workers make up 22 

percent of the total number of members, only 5 percent of whom are direct 

production workers). It also has not deeply analyzed the characteristics of 

the city's economy (small industry and handicraft production are still 
important, accounting for more than 50 percent of the value of total 

industrial output and two-thirds of the city's total labor force) so that 
measures can be taken to teach and train cadres and party members in the firm 

views and stand of the working class and combat such expressions of non- 

proletarian thinking as petty bourgeois spontaneity, liberalism and 
fragmentation, the lack of a sense of order and discipline, localism and 
departmentalism, private ownership and the pursuit of personal gains, 

alternating leftism and rightism... It has not implemented the general line 

set by the 4th and 5th Congresses of the Party well: "Firmly maintaining the 

dictatorship of the proletariat, upholding the right of collective ownership 
of the laboring people and simultaneously carrying out the three revolutions: 

the production relations revolution, the scientific-technological revolution 

and the ideological and cultural revolution, the key one being the scientific- 

technological revolution..." 

Secondly, the Municipal Party Committee has not been sufficiently vigilant 
against the greatest danger to a party in power, namely, bureaucracy. 

Comprehensive regulations have yet to be implemented concerning the right of 

collective ownership of the laboring people. The regulations and mechanisms 

that have been promulgated also have not been fully implemented. 

Thirdly, a poor command of theory and science has resu)ted in cases in which 

the party organization has not grasped or respected laws. Subjective guidance 

and guidarce based on sentiment have led to a number of decisions that lack a 

scientifiz basis and are not consistent with the actual situation. Asa 

result, some policies have been impossible to implement, have been implemented 

without good results or have produced harmful consequences, as has been the 

case with a number of matters concerning the structure of the economy, the 

management mechanism and capital construction. 

Fourthly, when the shift was made from the national, democratic revolution to 

the socialist r¢volution, neither the municipal party organizetion nor the 

Municipal Party Committee itself were properly prepared in terms of awareness 

of the requirements, targets and tasks of the initial stage or the basic 

issues concerning the period of transition in order to establish for 

themselves the correct class stand and views. 



Fifthly, the style of leadership is one of often being drawn into matters of 

immediate importance and temporary benefit while neglecting matters of basic 

importance, matters of stand and principle, matters that are comprehensive and 

pertain to the whole. With regard to guiding implementation, appropriate 

attention has not been given to conducting inspections, preliminary reviews or 

final reviews or to disseminating experience. Informational work has been 
improved slowly. 

Sixthly, organizational and cadre work has not been revamped to keep pace with 

requirements, consequently, the effectiveness of efforts to lead and organize 

the implementation of lines and policies has been affected. This has been one 

of the important causes of the weaknesses and shortcomings of the party 

organization in the recent past. 

The accomplishments and failures, the major strengths and weaknesses and the 

primary causes reviewed and analyzed above are, at the same time, experiences 

drawn from the realities of the revolution in the city over the past 3 years, 

including some drawn from the realities of the more than 11 years that have 

been spent transforming and building the city as it advances to socialism in 

the initial stage of the period of transition. 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

HA BAC PARTY CONGRESS REVIEWS SHORTCOMINGS, SETS GOALS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 23 Oct 86 pp 1, 4 

[Article: "Ha Bac Party Organization Holds Congress") 

(Text) From 10 to 15 October 1986, the Ha Bac provincial party organization 

held its seventh congress of delegates to study and contribute ideas to the 
documents to be presented by the Central Committee at the 6th National 
Congress of the Party, review the performance of political tasks during the 

recent term and decide the tasks and goals for the years 1986 to 1990. 

Some 345 delegates representing more than 70,000 party members throughout the 
province attended the congress. 

The delegates were very pleased to receive a telegram from Truong Chinh, 
general secretary of the Party Central Committee, wishing the Ha Bac 

provincial party organization congress fine success and stating that he had 
received the invitation to attend the province's cco gress but was unable to 

attend due to the very urgent nature of his work. 

Le Quang Dao, Party Central Committee secretary, attended the congress. 

For nearly 2 months before the congress, in a spirit of responsibility and 
with a desire to build the party, the party organizations from basic units to 

the districts, towns and cities and the party committees directly subordinate 
to the province engaged in serious discussion, contributing 55,123 ideas to 
the draft of the Political Report of the Party Central Committee, the majority 
of which concerned the evaluation of the situation in every field, and 

expressing supplemental ideas and proposals from basic units concerning 

guidelines, tasks, goals and measures in the upcoming 5-year plan that are 

consistent with the new views that have been adopted. 

During the past several years, Ha Bac has attached very much importance to 

applying technical advances, establishing production standards and selecting 

and introducing high yield crop varieties suited to each season, such as 

varieties of rice, peanuts, soybeans, corn, western potatoes and tobacco, 

thereby making it possible to develop winter and summer crop production in all 

three zones of the province. Compared to the period from 1976 to 1980, grain 
output has increased by 12 percent and pork output by 38 percent. A gradual 
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shift has been made in the local economy from subsistence production to 

commodity production. The volume of agricultural products produced has 
increased, whole peanuts by 24.2 percent and tobacco by 40 percent. The value 
of exported ag*icultural products has increased 2.27 times. Although 

difficulties are still being experienced, the standard of living of the people 
at many places is stable and quotas on the mobilization of grain for the state 
have been met and exceeded. Industry, small industry and the handicraft 
trades have made many efforts to develop local sources of materials, produce a 
number of goods supporting agriculture, export activities and everyday life 

and introduce a number of new products. 

Importance has been attached to party building and the basic organizations of 

the party at many places have been strengthened. During the 3 years from 1983 
to 1965, 3,542 new party members were accepted. At the same time, 
disciplinary action was taken against 5,392 party members, 2,302 of whom were 
purged and expelled from the party. 

The congress harshly reviewed existing shortcomings and weaknesses: the 

failure to thoroughly develop the potentials of a midland province; the 
failure to concentrate on key economic zcnes and issues; the rate of economic 
development has still been slow and some areas o¢ the economy are weak; and 

many socio-economic goals set by the 6th Party Organization Congress have not 

been met. 

Efforts have not been focused to a higr degree on the agricultural front. 
Grain and food product production have not been stable. The output of 
agricultural products and exports is small ana not commensurate with 

potentials. The results of afforestation have been low and the forests have 

not been protected well. A rational agricultural-industrial structure has not 
been established within the province or on the district level. State-operated 
industry is still weak. Small industry and the handicraft trades have stood 
still. Some traditional trades have eroded. Economic management and social 

management are still weak in many areas and have stagnated in some areas. The 

causes of this situation are the lack of thoroughness and attention to detail 

in the leadership and guidance provided by the various party committee 

echelons. The ability to organize implementation is still weak. The style of 
leadership has been improved slowly. Efforts to build the party and 

strengthen the administration and mass organizations have not been closely 

tied to the performance of political tasks. Importance has not been attached 

to training and revamping the corps of cadres, particularly economic 

management cadres. 

In keeping with theviews of the party, the Ha Bac provincial party 

organization set the following guidelines, tasks and goals for 1986-1990: 
truly considering agriculture to be the front of foremost importance with the 

aim of fully resolving the grain and food problem; strongly developing 

industrial crop production as the leading sector in the development of a 

diversified agriculture; closely combining agriculture and forestry; expanding 

the processing industry, rapidly increasing the output of agricultural 

products and goods and creating sources of main export goods. 



An effort will be made to achieve an output of 650,000 to 670,000 tons of 

grain, including approximately 120,000 tons of subsidiary food crops in paddy 

equivalent, for an average of 320-335 kilograms of grain per capita. To meet 

this target, the amount of area under the cultivation of relatively stable 

rice crops must be stabilized at 178,000 to 180,000 hectares with an average 
yield of 30 quintals per hectare. Efforts must be concentrated on practicing 

intensive cultivation on 62,000 hectares of rice fields that produce two 

Stable crops per year and for which effective irrigation and drainage are 
provided in order to achieve an average yield of 4 tons per hectare per 
season. In conjunction with rice, importance must be attached to subsidiary 

food crops. The decline in subsidiary food crop production must be corrected 

and these crops must be reallocated in a way that is rational. It is 
necessary to increase the amount of area under the cultivation of corn and 

western potatoes and intensively cultivate these crops to heip solve the 

problem of grain for humans and feed for Livestock and create sources of 
exports. The corn yield target is 20 quintals per hectare. The potato yield 
target is 120 to 150 quintals per hectare. It is necessary to stabilize the 

amount of area under the cultivation of cassava and sweet potatoes and 

intensively cultivate these crops. During the next 5 years, Ha Bac will 

quickly increase the production of annual industrial crops, mainly peanuts, 

soybeans, tobacco and jute, to 13 percent of the total amount of area under 

cultivation. In the hills and mountains, the production of perennial 

industrial and fruit crops, mainly tea, T'ung trees, Lichee and pineapples, 

will be steadily dev«loped. Together with strengtheing and expanding the tea 

growing areas of ..° Dong, Luc Ngan and Luc Nam Districts, tea growing areas 

will be developed in Tan Yen and Yen The Districts at the rate of 200 new 

hectares of tea per year, for a total of 1,500 hectares by 1990. Livestock 

production will be comprehensively developed in all three sectors, the 

household, collective and state-operated sectors. As regards forestry, 

development will mainly take the direction of attaching importance to the 

regrowth and protection of existing forest resources. The parcelling of land 

and forests will be improved and the movement to establish forest orchards and 
forest farms will be expanded. Industry, small industry and the handicraft 

trades will be developed, mainly in the direction of supporting agricultural 
production, producing consumer goods and processing agricultural-forest and 

food products. 

The congress decided the measures that must be taken to meet socio-economic 

goals in the years ahead. Most importantly, it is necessary to establisha 

rational economic structure within each zone, within each district and 

throughout the province, improve the quality of production relations and 

revamp the management mechanism. I[t is necessary to truly respect and uphold 

the right of collective ownership and tap the initiative and creativity of the 

ethnic minorities within the province. Efforts to build the district Level 

must be intensified and the quality of national defense and security work must 

be improved. 

Addressing the congress, Le Quang Dao praised the advances made by the 

province during the past 3 years and applauded the serious attitude with which 

the party organization and provincial party committee reviewed their 

shortcomings, particularly in economic leadership. He also clearly analyzed 

the causes of weaknesses and suggested to the congress a number of points to 



which attention must be given in order to develop potentials well. He 

Suggested that the various party committee echelons and party organizations 

continue to study and gain a deep uncerstanding of the new views of the 
Political Bureau concerning the economy and apply them to the conditions of 

the locality in order to bring about a strong change for Ha Bac Province in 
the years ahead. 

The congress elected the new executive committee of the party organization, 
which consists of 45 official members and 11 alternate members, 25 of whon, 
44.04 percent, have a college education and 48 of whom, 85.71 percent, have a 

middle school education. The committee's average age is 45.7 years, 2.2 years 

lower than the average age of the previous executive committee. Nguyen Thanh 

Quat was elected provincial party committee secretary. The congress also 

elected the delegation that will attend the 6th National Congress of the 

Party. 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

DRAFT REPORT OF HOANG LIEN SON PROVINCE FOURTH CONGRESS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 8 Oct 86 p 3 

[Text] The draft report of the Fourth CPV Congress of Hoang Lien Son Province 
contained the following items: 

General Situation in Past 5 Years 

Overcoming many difficulties and challenges, various levels of party committees 
in Hoang Lien Son Province relentlessly carried out party lines and policies in 
harmony with the peculiarities of the province. With unshakable unity, dili- 

gence, and courage, with the wholehearted support of the central government, 
and with the encouragement from sister cities and provinces, the peoples of 
all races achieved significant success in the execution of the two strategic 
objectives. 

Production was restored and developed at an encouraging speed, primarily in 
agriculture. The output of agriculture and forestry recorded an average annual 
increase of 7.3 percent, the two-crop rice yield went up from 4.5 tons to 5.48 

tons per hectare, grain output increased from 233,000 tons (converted to the 
rice equivalent) to 269,000 tons, and the annual grain allocation per capita 
of 269 kg was jacked up to 309 kg. All those achievements exceeded the plan 
formulated by the congress of the provincial party committee. Industrial 

crops continued to develop: 1,654 hectares of new tea plants, 2,800 hectares 
of cinnamon, and an additional 3,00 hectares of short-term crops were planted. 
The output of fine-leaf tea reached over 20,000 tons, and that of cinnamon 400 

tons, both surpassing the objectives set by the party congress. Animal hus- 
bandry was developing vigorously and herds of domestic animals such as cattle, 
horses, hogs, goats, and poultry increased from 3.2 to 13.7 percent, chiefly 

the herds of hogs, cows, and goats. Per-capita distribution of domestic 
animals recorded was one hog for three people and one water buffalo or cow for 
six people. The tonnage of hogs coming out of the stalls for sale went up 
drastically. In terms of forestry, 136,000 hectares of forest lands were 

assigned to collectives and families for exploitation, much effort was made 
for afforestation and forest exploitation, forest fires were reduced to a mini- 

mum, multi-purpose businesses were started for the exploitation of forest pro- 

ducts, and 2,000 households were resettled in forest lands. 
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industry and handicrafts, which suffered heavy damage due to enemy sabotage, 

were restored and developed. Four new enterprises were made operational and 

started production: ceramics, cement, tea processing, and canned fruit for 

export. The facilities introduced new products to the market, one of which 
was granted the Category I quality seal, and the overall quality of all pro- 
ducts increased by 6.4 percent every year. Large central-level enterprises 
such as the enterprise for the exploitation of apatite, the electric machine 
enterprise, and the tea-processing enterprise always completed their annual 
plans and have started a program of support for the local economy. The produc- 

tion of export goods doubled the norms set by the congrees of the party organi- 

zation. 

With regard to circulation and distribution, many problems still lingered, but 
simnificant efforts were made, chiefly in the purchase of local goods, which 

recorded a whopping 49 percent annual increase. The purchase of grain 

increcsed by 11,000 tons, of pork by 1,100 tons, and of locally managed fine- 
leaf tea by 3,000 tons. The delivery of goods and material supplies to the 
central government, including 80,000 cubic meters of unsawed lumber and 2,500 

tons of export tea, was made according to set rules and in full compliance 
with annual norms. Owing to its steady efforts in production and purchasing, 

in the past 3 years the province was able to balance its needs in grain. 

In terms of the three revolutions, Directive No 100 of the Secretariat General! 

of the CPV pertaining to product contracting in agriculture was carried out by 

516 out of the existing 619 cooperatives in the province, significantly con- 

tributing to the development of agricultural production. By the same token, 

ccoperatives in the province were strengthened further. In the area of state- 

operated businesses, the management structure was renovated in accordance with 

Resolutions No 6 and No 8 of the CPV, and bureaucratic and overbearing styler 

were gradually eliminated while the socialist method of accounting and busi- 

ness was carried out. Due to those measures, production was developed, more 

jobs were offered, and better living conditions prevailed in spite of the 
lingering problems. The individual economic ventures, primarily those belong- 

ing to certain minorities in the highlands and those involving handicraft 

workers and family participation, smoothly developed. District building was 

boosted and all districts were most active and resourceful in all fields of 

activities. 

The application of scientific and technological progress was stepped up with 

hundreds of initiatives and applications in the fields of production and 

management, enhancing product quality. 

Information, propaganda, press, and art and culture activities continued their 

steady develooment. The number of students enrolled in general schools kept 

increasing. There was ® marked effort to improve health activities and the 

supply of common medicine was satisfactory. Cultural activities were intensi- 
fied to address the needs of the people better. 

In the field of security and national defense, many drives were launched to 

invite participation in the building of districts and villages to turn them 

into fortresses for the protection of the fatherland, and to ‘nduce the people 
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to build strong political bases and national defense projects and to strengthen 

defense lines. Meanwhile, armed forces and security forces were strengthened 

and a people's war and people's security pattern was created to protect terri- 

torial sovereignty aad security and order. 

the above successes were due to the thorough understanding and execution, by 

the party organization, cf the two strategic missions and of the four objec- 

tives set forth by the Fifth Party Congress. In their leadership and command 

actions, party committees and government levels showed a relentless spirit of 

initiative, resourcefulness, and unity, and developed the role of the people's 

collective ownership and the management role of various levels of government. 

On the other hand, the assistance given by the central government and et ourage- 

ment from sister provinces and cities were instrumental. 

However, the picture was not all rosy: there still are many lingering problems 

and weaknesses. Many rich potentials were not developed and exploited. Pro- 

duction development was slow and not total, only a few products were made, and 

the economy was still precarious and suffered many imbalances. As many as 

150,000 people still practiced itinerant farming, and hundreds of thousands 

of others were nomadic. The forest resources were severely declining and 

goods production was inadequate. The bureaucratic style within the a ul- 

tural cooperatives was dismally Lingering. The effectiveness of the state 

operated economy was marginal and many units still suffered losses. Circula- 

tion and distribution were untidy, state-operated and collective commerce were 

unable to control the market, and negativism was rampant. 

The leadership capabilities and combativeness of the party organization leave 

much to be desired: many important tasks were not thoroughly understood and 

carried out well, ideological work was loose and untimely, cadre work was 

still impeded by many shortcomings, and thought and behavioral improvement was 

slow. 

Major Tasks and Objectives in the Coming Year 

i. To stabilize and develop production resolutely, with priority for a total 

development of agricultural and forestry production; to reorganize and exploit 

in depth the industrial bases; to develop smal! industries and handicratts 

aiming at best supporting the total development of agriculture; and to increas 

rapidly the rate of production of consumer ind export goods and, on this basi 

and with adequate control of circulation and distribution, to stabilize and 

gradually improve the livelihood of the people. 

To place agriculture on the forefront of economic activities; to make every 

possible effort ! the production of grain and food (but not to destroy 

forests) by interes. cultivation, interspersed pianting, crop increases, and 

concerted agriculturai-forestry exploitation; and to step up land reclamation 

in support of resettlement. 

To make direct investments for 10,000 hectares for concentrated rice planting; 

to develop intensive cultivation in the entire province; ¢t escablish man 

large fields and smaller lots to plant high-yield rice; t bring the average 



two-crop rice output up to 6.35 tons per hectare and the corn output to |.5 

tons per hectare; to reach a grain general output of 340,000 tons; to pay 

better attention to the production of secondary crops, which must reach a 

ratio of 41 percent; to reach a per-capita annual average grain allocation of 

350 kg; and to meet the local needs in grain and to constitute a grain reserve. 

To develop short-term industrial crops, such as peanuts, soybeans, sugarcane, 

lemon grass, and pharmaceutical plants; to develop the intensive cultivation 

of the tea plant to reach an annual output of fine-leaf tea vf 30,000 tons in 
1990, to develop cinnamon planting vigorously to reach an area of 15,000 
hectares; to restore and develop the planting area fur “so and aleurites 

triloba; and to develop the betel and “do” piants. 

To develop vigorously the breeding of domestic fowl, cattle, and fish in all 

three family, collective, and state-operated areas; to step up fish breeding, 

primarily in Thac Ba Lake; and to concentrate on solving the matters of 

breeder, feed, and veterinary services well in order to achieve local self- 

sufficiency in meats. 

To rehabilitate the forests by making a threefold effort to foster, protect, 

and restore them; to puc an end to forest fires; to reduce to a strict minimum 

the destruction of forests; to ensure the observance of the plans and other 

specifications in exploiting the forests; to step up afforestation and the 

synthesized exploitation of the forests and forest lands; and to strive to 

reach a 55 percent vegetal coverage of the soll. 

Under various forms, to settle $0,000 people, and to transfer 10,000 laborers 

to new economic zones. Resettlement and forest restoration are two urgent 

tasks which are related to each other and bear a deep historical, economic, 

and social meaning. 

To make investments resolutely and in depth, and to solve the problems of raw 

materials well in order to boost to the fullest extent the existing industrial 

production capabilities. Meanwhile, to step up labor distribution to develop 

handicrafts vigorously, to build additional processing facilities and mineral- 

extraction enterprises, and to apply scientific and technological progress in 

order to enhance quality and efficiency rapidly. To strive to make the best 

efforts in operating central-level economic units and to make any necessary 

economic linkages to support the development of the local economy. 

lo develop communication lines at the borders, river communications, and dis- 

trict and rural communication lines, and to use rudimentary means of transpor- 

tation effectively. 

In order to gear production development in the right direction, to concentrate 

investments for intensive cultivation and for resettlement, to expand indus- 

trial crops and afforestation, and to build border defense lines. 

To reorganize the state-oeprated and collective businesses and apply economt« 

accounting, to rearrange small businesses, and to eradicate resolutely the 

hoarding, smuggling, and siphoning of state goods to the free market. 
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to cultivate honesty, responsipdility, and discipline; to eliminate any lite- 

style that is inappropriate to the morality and quality I cadres ana part 

members; and to get rid ot degraded and depraved party members re iuteiv. 

r 

T . ] _ es SC Lee ~~ ‘ ; : s . . ee, 
To raise the combativeness i Dasic party unlts 1s an urgent task. iti 

; : 577 —INe ] iy . ; ¢ . vr} the merit of allowing all cadres and party members 

and policies thoroughly, primarily the resoiution of the Sixth Party Congress, 

re ce — 
— 

~ rw . 
4 

r 
j 

aud to make the words and deed Cacgres and party embDeYrs ivree and tollow 

- . . . . } : 4 : . — : : 1 } : ati ominm 
exactly party poiic les and Ci ncept . 4 make sure that the ruies POVeETTNIMNM: 

the activities otf party chapte! De bserved and help raise the quality 

those chapters, and to uncover the good element ior turther education ‘ 

enrollment as party members, keeping an eye on workers doing direct produc- 
; . ; ] , : aman 1 ; ; nafs _ . ] . tion work, industrial workers, women, and minoritice ind paying pecial atten- 

tion to where there are oniv a tew percty members. 

To improve the operational and leadership activities, and tor each period o! 
8 an . mar 1, y ] on < ‘ ~ } 1 : , 5 ; — 4 ’ ; 
ime, tc determine the central! issions, the Key Dyjectives, and the peci 

-- lan . - ~ —_ ~~ 

1 . - | _ ] oo . 
tasks in order to marshal the necessary means for impleme 

trigger vigorous changes. Important tasks such as resettlement, intensive 

cultivation, development of handicraft production, development of the produc- 

tion of export vy ods, reorganization | the commerce ector, | improvement 

of the economic management structure msut be translated int the tors i 

projects and specialized plans supported by concrete implementation plar 

including organization, distribution of resources, and lerdership actions. 

Leadership and implementation procedures must be appropriate to the local 

conditions of each region: the delta, the mountainous areas, and the borders. 

Better attention must be paid to research, summaries, and from thi 

experience. Inspection work must be strengthened with more in-depth evalua- 

tion, careful control, and speciti nclusions and recommendatior tor the 

inspected units. 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

VINH PHU PROVINCE REVIEWS SOCIOECONOMIC TASKS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 21 Oct 6 p 3 

[*Party Construction’ column: “Socio-Economic Situation and Mission of Vinh Phu 
Party Organization" | 

[Text] The draft report of the Vinh Phu Party Organization Executive Committee 
at the Sixth Congress of the Party Organization cvaluated the socio-economic 
situation and mission during the past 5 years as follows: 

With a thorough understanding of the Resolution of the Fifth National Party 
Congress and the Resolution of the Fifth Party Congress of the Provincial Party 
Organization, the party organization and people of Vinh Phu made efforts and 
struggled to overcome many difficulties, endeavored to apply the line and 
policy of the Party Central Committee to the specific situation of the local 
area, overcame the decline of the 1976-1980 plan period, and achieved higher 
norms than the previous 5-year plan period. 

On the agricultural production front, the most important victory was surpassing 
the grain production objective, achieving 398,000 tons compared with the nori 
of 380,000 tons. Compared with the previous 5-year plan, the annual average 
increase was 38,000 tons, an annual average rate of increase of 6.3 percent. 
For the first time, the two rice crop yields reached 5.2 tons per hectare 
throughout the province. The 1980 collection level of 40,000 tons rose to 
75,000 tons in 1985, nearly a twofold incre 

Industrial crops, the strength of the province, were restored and developed. 
The area of annual industrial crops reached 10,960 hectares, twice the 1980 
level, There are presently 15,026 hectares of perennial industrial crops and 
fruit trees, a 29 percent increase over 1980. There are 1,868 hectares of new- 
ly cultivated tea and fine-leaf tea production during 1985 reached 13,894 tons, 
a 31 percent increase over 1980. With 1,471 hectares of newly planted lacquer 
trees, production during 1985 reached 286 tons, a 78 percent increase over 
1980. An exception was the pineapple cron with only 1,600 tons of a 5,000-ton 
planned level achieved. 

In stock raising, the hog herd reached 779,000 head, an increase of 20,000 over 
1980; although the increase in number of animals was not great, the proportion 
of crossbred hogs swiftly increased and there was a fair weight increase in 
hogs leaving for market. By the end cf 1985, the total numisr of buffaloes and 
cattle rose to 192,000, an increase of 23,000 head over the planned level; and 

the cattle herd was doubled. The fishing trade, especially the raising of fish 
in small ponds and lakes, continued to develop. 
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Forestry producticn began to develop along a coordinated agricultural-forestry 
course and to imrlement intensive cultivation of pulpwood forests in concen- 
trated cultivation areas, achieving 16,648 hectares compared with the norm of 
10,000 hectares. 

In industrial and small industry and handicrafts production, primary products 
continued to develop and there were additional new products such as white ce- 
ment, patterned facing brick, roasted phosphate fertilizer, alum, means of 
water transportation, rust-resistant paint, mosquito net cloth, stencils, bi- 
cycle frames and sprocket wheels, plastic goods, etc. Laborers engaged in 
small industry and handicrafts during the past 5 years increased to 10,000 
people and the number working in manual trades rose to 30,000. 

Goods transportation increased at an annual average of 5.1 percent in tons and 
7.5 percent in ton-kilometers, ensuring the transportation of primary goods and 
properly serving the needs of national defense. Water transportation developed 
fairly rapidly with an increase in total tonnage from 8,000 tons in 1980 to 
16,000 tons in 1985. There was a fair increase in the volume of procured com- 

modity products; 329,000 tons of grain during the 1981-1985 period, an increase 
over the previous 5 years of 119,000 tons; 26,000 tons of pork, an increase of 
119,000 [sic] tons; 19.8 tons of peanuts, an increase of 15,000 tons; 43,000 
tons of fresh fine-leaf tea, an increase of 500 tons; 21,000 tons of bananas, 

an increase of 15,000 tons, etc. Nearly all the industrial and handicraft 

goods were procured and distributed by state-operated trade. 

Exports during 1985 were double the 1980 level and there was a fair increase in 
goods such as: dried fine-leaf tea, bananas, pepper, peanuts, corn silk car- 
pets, bamboo shades, jute carpets, lace embroidery, etc. Through exports, ad- 
ditional material supplies and raw materials for production have been imported. 

Although there are still many difficulties in the economy, an additional number 
of important material facilities have been created during the past 5 years for 
development of the economy and society. To the present time, an electric power 
network nearly 800 kilometers long has been formed with 215 transformer sta- 
tions of all types and a capacity of 127,600 kilovolt-amperes, and 12 of the 13 
districts and cities have high-voltage lines. In water conservancy, the low- 
land region has basically achieved total fresh water irrigation; and efforts 
are being concentrated on resolving the drainage and irrigation problems in the 
hilly and mountainous regions. During the past 5 years, the area of irrirated 
land increased by 7,000 hectares and drained land by 3,000 hectares, raising 

the total irrigated area to 50,000 hectares and the drained area to 80,000 hec- 

tares. 

The communications network, epecially rural communications, developed rapidly, 
in 5 years adding another 360 kilometere with most of the small bridge and cul- 
vert systems rebuilt, forming a system of vehicle roads reaching all villages 
throughout the province (except for two in the highlands). 

The technical service facilities have been strengthened and there are presently 
nearly 30 scientific and technical research and experiment facilities of the 
central government and local area, consisting of research institutes and tech- 
nical stations and farms supporting agriculture, forestry and industry. There 
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is an agricultural technical service network made up of rice propagation farms 
and stations, and hog and fish breeding farms and stations. There are 11 plant 

protection stations, 14 veterinary stations, 4 hog and cattle insemination sta- 
tions, and 7 tractor stations with 184 large tractors, 320 small tractors and a 
plowing and harrowing capacity of 23,000 hectares. 

The material lives of the people have been basically stabilized. Generally 
speaking, their requirements in food, clothing, housing and travel are being 
met better than before. There is a fairly large volume and rapid rate of hous- 
ing construction among the urban and rural population. 

Nevertheless, the achievements above or not yet firm or uniform, some objec- 
tives have not been met, and some aspects are still substandard or have de- 
clined compared with previous levels. These deficiencies are due to objective 
causes originating from the overall difficulties of the entire nation but the 
subjective causes lie in the leadership responsibility of the Provincial Party 
Committee Standing Committee and the Provincial Party Committee, the operation- 
al responsibility of the Provincial People's Committee, and the achievement 
organization responsibility of all echelons and sectors. The most common 
shortcoming of all party committee and administrative echelons and sectors from 
the province to the basic level is in the organization and achievement of reso- 
lutions. Many resolutions are issued but substantiation in organization, 
achievement and inspection is extremely weak, and disciplined compliance with 
resolutions is not strict. Leadership and supervision behavior is still bur- 
eaucratic, separated from reality, and not closely coordinated with lower 
echelons or basic units. Within the scope of the entire province and within 
each sector, district and basic unit, a broad and deep mass movement has yet to 
be created. 

The draft report presented the following primary socio-economic missions for 
the 1986-1990 5-year period: 

Originating from the objective requirements and specific situation of the local 
area, the primary mission course of the 1986-1990 socio-economic development 
plan of Vinh Phu is: 

1. Based on production and labor assignment rearrangement and reorganization, 
develop current potential capabilities and strive to promote agricultural, for- 
estry and industrial production, including a high degree of concentration on 
the production of grain, food and raw materials for industry, lavor tools, con- 
sumer goods and export goods; simultaneously reorganize circulation and distri- 
bution; and strive to stabilize the lives of the cadres, workers, armed forces 
and the lives of the laboring people, ensuring sufficient food and clothing and 
further improvements in housing conditions, medical treatment, education and 
travel. 

2. Conduct in-depth and synchronized investment and properly use all current 

material facilities in supporting and developing production, and create sources 
of capital from each ec»nomic unit and each local area to expand investment; 
and widely apply scientivic achievements and technical advances, considering 
this an important motive force for stimulating socio-eonomic development and 
increasing production and business effectiveness. 
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3. Strengthen and raise the quality of socialist production relations, renew 
the management mechanism, form a new management system among the state-operated 
and collective economic units, improve organization and cadres, resist bureau- 
cratic centralism and state subsidization, reduce staff organizations, and 
raise the ability, quality and efficiency of all material production, distri- 
bution and circulation, and administrative and vocational sectors, and all 
cultural and social activities. 

4, Development must be accompanied by consolidating and raising the quality of 

cultural, public health, educational and athletic activities to increasingly 

better answer the spiritual requirements of the people. Emphasize education to 
build the new man and the new socialist life. Properly implement social poli- 
cies. 

5. Ensure national defense requirements concerning the local area, teach a 

national defense of all the people, especially regarding the youths, properly 
fulfill military obligations, build a powerful mobilization reserve force and 
self-defense militia force, construct a strong rear area, and be prepared to 
support national defense requirements. Organize a movement of all the people 
to protect political security and maintain social order and safety, and stru-g- 
gle to resist every negative action, making clear chanees in the secvrity and 
order situation. 

Strive by 1990 to achieve the fc ‘owing primary objectives: 

An average annual rate of agricultural production development of &%.5 percent, 
including 4 percent in grain crops ‘an annual increase of 17,000 tons). By 

1990, achieve 480,000 tons in grain production with state collection of at 
least 90,000 tons during the final years of the plan period. Meat output of 
all types, 30,000 tons, with 6,000 tons of fish. Reforestation of 18,000 
hectares (including 6,000 hectares of intensive cultivation). Raise the area 
of perennial industrial crops to 14,000 hectares, including 11,000 hectares of 
tea (including centrally-operated enterprises), and the area of annual indus- 
trial crops to 19,000 hectares. Increase the average rate of local industrial 
development to 12 percent, and achieve a total output value of 1.3 billion dong 

(in accordance with 1982 prices) by the end of the plan period. Reduce popu- 
lation development to below 11.9 percent. Transfer 20,000 laborers to build 
new economic zones. 

Concerning the primary methods for achievement organization, the draft report 
stated: 

1. Promote district construction, strengthen the basic unit and streamline the 

economic and technical sector. 

a. During the next few years, continue to promote district construction and 
strengthening the district level in every aspect in order for the district to 

become a total planning and management echelon; develop the autonomy and crea- 
tivity of the district and basic unit, strongly conduct the three revolutions, 
reorganize production, circulation and distribution, and labor redistribution, 
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and establish a new economic structure consistent with the characteristics of 
each district; and regarding development of the educational and cultural pro- 
fession, public health and athletics, properly organize material and cultural 
lives, build the new rural area and the new laborer, and firmly ensure national 

defense and social order and security. 

b. Along with district construction, continue to promote and strengthen the 
village and subward basic level following the five basic requirements of: total 
economic and cultural-social development; a strong and stable party organiz- 
ation; an effective administrative apparatus; mass organizations engagei in 
good activities and respect for the collective ownership rights of the people; 
and a firm and stable cadre rank. Concentrate on strengthening weak basic 
units and strive to build many basic units meeting strong and stable standards. 

c. In conjunction with building the district and basic level, streamline the 

economic and technical sectors along an arranged course, and simplify the ap- 
paratus; clearly stipulate the responsibilities and rights of each organization 
and individual; select and correctly use the cadre ranks, including the leader- 
ship, management and technical cadres; strengthen the systems of discipline and 

responsibility; clearly stipulate the relationship between the party leading, 
the masses controlling and the administration managing; and clearly define and 
properly coordinate the economic and administrative management functions and 

the production and business management functions of each sector. 

2. Rearrange to effectively use material and technical facilities while simul- 
taneously and rapidly introducing technical advances to production. 

Within the scope of the entire province and in each district and village, it is 

necessary to reexamine, supplement, strengthen, perfect and formulate plans for 
the effective use of present material and technical facilities; and only build 
additional material and technical facilities along a course of investing in 
depth, carefully selecting investment objectives, and formulating accurate 
plans for concentrated and totally complete construction to produce quick re- 
turns while resisting pretentiousness and formalism. During the next 5 years, 
strive to perfect and increase the capacity of the water conservancy and arri- 
cultural and forestry production support systems, communications networks, 
transportation means, warehouse and store systems, and material supply systems; 

and invest in further strengthening the output of leading industrial products. 
Emphasize investment in technical renovation and the application of technical 
advances. 

Formulate and promulgate policies to strongly encourage the introduction of 
technical advances to production, especially the production of grain, indus- 
trial crops, and crops for making export goods and primary industrial products 

aimed at improving productivity and quality and reducing product costs. 

3. It is necessary to create increasingly larger sources of budget capital for 
the province and district and sources of capital for expanding the production 
and business of economic units. 

To develop production and promote cultural and social activities, the province, 

district, village and each production and business unit must swiftly create a 
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source of capital with money and grain stocks. The course of capital creation 
must be based on rearranging production, redistributing labor, and effectively 
exploiting currently available labor, land and material and technical facili- 
ties; promoting production to raise the productivity, quality and effectiveness 
of production and business; properly conducting circulation and distribution; 
and accelerating exports and imports. 

Mobilize all five sources of capital for production and cultural and social 
activities: budget capital, independently acquired capital, assistance capital, 
bank loan capital, and mobilization of cadre, worker and public manpower. 

4, Renew economic management along a course of eliminating the bureaucratic 

centralism, administrative and state subsidization system; and establishing and 
forming a new management mechanism, shifting to economic accounting and social- 
ist business practices, and creating a strong motive force within production 
labor as well as circulation and distribution. 

Properly achieve the principle of democratic centralism; and actively create 
autonomy in the production and business of basic economic units. Implement 
clear but firm labor division and decentralization; and coordinate mangement by 
sector with administrative and economic management. Coordinate economic, edu 

cational and administrative methods with emphasis on economic methods; and 
hold discipline and the economic legal system. Connect responsibilities and 
obligations with rights and benefits. 

Use the plan as the central issue and properly apply commodity-monetary rela 
tions, closely connecting the plan with the market and with economic auditing 
and socialist business practices. 

Perfect the state agency apparatus and raise the achievement organization 
abilities of all echelons and sectors. Systematize the mechanism of the "Party 
leading, the people controlling and state managing,” and clearly define the re- 
sponsibilities, rights and relationships between the party committee, director, 
workers and civil servants within each enterprise. 

5. Train and select cadres: To successfully achieve the missions, the role of 
the cadre has a decisive significance. 

On the basis of reevaluating the ranks of key leadership, management and 
technical cadres, formulate plans and have programs for training, selection, 
arrangement and use from now until 1990, and in preparation for the next 5-year 
plan. Emphasize the elementary and advanced training and selection of resident 
cadres while simultaneously and properly implementing the transfer of cadres 
from the top down and from the bottom up. It is necessary to renew the method 

of looking at cadres precisely in keeping with their actual qualities and capa- 
bilities, resisting every tendency toward prejudice and intuition. Introduce 
young cadres to training and challenge and promote them to key posts; and reso 
lutely replace cadres in charge who are lacking in ability and quality, avoid 
responsibility and create a stagnate situation. 
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6. Launch seething emulation movements among the cadres, party members and 
masses, strive to overcome difficulties, strive to advance, employ creative 
initative, and successfully achieve the plan of each sector, local area and 

basic unit. 

Party organizations, agency and unit commanders and individuals responsible for 
mass organizations must realistically and effectively emphasize the organiz- 
ation of emulation movements, emphasize the wide propagation of advanced models 
and introduce the assault movements of the youth to every field of activity. 

7300 
CSO: 4209/169 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

QUANG NAM-DANANG PARTY CONGRESS SETS GOALS "OR 1990 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 23 Oct 86 pp 3, 4 

(Party Building column: "The Situation and Tasks cf the Quang Nam-Da Nang 
Party Organization” } 

(Text] Editorial Note: the following is the report of the executive 
committee of the provincial party organization at the 14th Congress of the 

Quang Nam-Da Nang Party Organization on the province's socio-economic 

Situation during the past 5 years: 

The Situation During the Past 5 Years 

Despite many difficulties and complex problems and a number of mistakes and 
shortcomings on our part, several steps forward were taken in the socio- 

economic development of the province during the 5 years from 1981 to 1985. 

1. In agricultural production, forestry and fishing, the entire province 

continued to promote the intensive cultivation movement, particularly the 

intensive cultivation of rice, achieved better uniformity of rice yields among 
the various rice growing areas and expanded the production of industrial and 

export crops. Buffalo, cattle, hog and poultry production increased, mainly 
as a result of the development of new breeds. The market weight of hogs 

increased significantiy. 

Four districts continuously recorded rice yields in excess of 10 tons per 
hectare per year and 104 of the 267 cooperatives achieved yields of 8 tons per 

hectare per year or more. 

As a result of the victory won on the agricultural front, the province 

virtually met its need for grain. The supply of such food products as meat, 
vegetables and beans increased. Additional raw materials were supplied to 

industry and sugar production increased. The production of exported 

agricultural products developed quite well. 

In the tree planting movement, both the planting of forest stands and 

individual trees, the people planted from 20 million to 30 million trees each 
year. Positive steps are being taken to implement the policy on the 
parcelling of land and forests: 210 cooperatives and 54 agencies have 
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received more than 100,000 hectares of bare land and barren hills to use for 

commercial purposes or plant with forests. The burning of forests has 

markedly declined. 

During the past 5 years, the province harvested more than 214,000 cubic meters 

of timber and 83,000 steres of firewood. It processed 41,000 cubic meters of 
finished lumber and more than 6,000 cubic meters of exported flooring boards. 

Norms on deliveries to the central level were met. The needs for lumber in 

construction, production and everyday life were met better. 

In the fishing industry, considerable development occurred as a result of 
shifting to different types of fishing, equippir z with nearly 100 additional 

purse-seine nets and 800 electric frames, moving to different fishing grounds 

and beginning to reorganize production and revamp the management mechanisna. 

The fish catch increased from 24,000 tons in 1980 to 38,000 tons in 1985, 11.4 
percent more than planned. Some 20,000 tons of fish were procured in 1985, 

twice as much as called for under the norms set by the 13th Congress. More 
attention was given to the cultivation of marine products. 

However, the development of agriculture, forestry and fishing has been slow in 

recent years, has not been commensurate with potentials and has not met needs. 

Grain output has increased slowly and has not been stable. The necessary 

g@ra.n reserves have not been estabiished. Agricultural land has not been 

managed well and the amount of area under the cultivation of rice has been 

decreasing. Subsidiary food crop production has been declining in terms of 
both the amount of area under cultivation and output. 

Specialized farming areas have not been established for industrial or export 

crops so that these crops can be intensively cultivated, consequently, yields 

have been low. A serious decline has occurred in the cultivation of 

mulberries. Many areas that have the necessary conditions still have not 

moved away from the monoculture of rice. 

Livestock production has yet to become a main production sector. Collective 

and state-operated livestock production has declined. Science-technology and 

industry have not been introduced in the areas of breeds, feed and veterinary 

care in order to accelerate the development of Livestock production. 

Generally speaking, investments in agriculture, particularly investments of 

science and technology, have not been strong. The use of "non-specific" 

contracts has been widening and the new production relations have not been 

consolidated. 

In the forest industry, the random harvesting of wood, forest products and 

special products remains widespread, thereby causing a serious decline in 

forest resources and causing major environmental harm throughout the province. 

The results of afforestation have been lcw. Land and forests have been 
parcelled out slowly. The province has also been slow to assign forest 

management responsibilities to the mountain districts. Efforts have not been 

focused on investing in or guiding the districts in building a mountain 
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economy that combines forestry, agriculture and industry. This includes 

implementing the policy on the settlement of nomads among the ethnic 

minorities. 

In summary, the destruction of forests in the mountains has continued to 

outstrip the planting and repair of forests. Harvesting has been random but 
appropriate investments have not been made. The major policy of the party 

concerning the fraternal ethnic groups has not been seriously or effectively 
implemented. 

We have been slow to set guidelines, define the structure of the sector, 
reorganize and make strong investments in order to accelerate the production 

of the fishing industry. Rear area support and the services are not well 
balanced or coordinated. State-operated forces have been developing slowly 

and are very small, accounting for only 4 percent of the output of the entire 
secto’. From the building and repair of ships and boats and the production of 

fishing gear to fish-finding technology, fishing technology and processing, we 
have failed to gradually industrialize the sea economy in order to achieve 
higher efficiency. Our major shortcoming has been the exceedingly slow 
development of the cultivation of shrimp and fish. 

The shortcomings in agriculture, forestry and the fishing industry are the 

resuit of not having a thorough understanding of the party's view that 
agriculture is the front of foremost importance. Because of this, we have 

failed to combine labor with arable land, the forests and the sea to create 
new production forces and meet the three major requirements of meeting grain 
and food product needs, supplying raw materials to industry and creating 
sources of export goods. 

2. As regards industrial, small industry and handicraft production, the 
provincial party committee and its standing committee made important decisions 

at an early date defining the industrial-agricultural structure of the 
province and the agro-industrial structure of the lowland districts. They 
approved the master plan and the planning of a number of industrial sectors. 

They focused on providing guidance to and resoiving the difficulties and 
problems of a number of sectors while attaching importance to transformation 
and the gradual revamping of the management mechanism within this important 

economic field. 

As a result, industrial, small industry and handicraft production continuously 

developed. The value of total output rose at the average annual rate of 14.5 
percent (1981: 216.6 million dong; 1985: 375.2 million dong). We have now 
established a system of nine industrial sectors consisting of units of the 

provincial, district and basic levels, units that have developed increasingly 
close ties amongst themselves. 

The province took the initiative in coordinating with the power sector to 

maintain and increase electricity sources. A rnuader of small hydroelectric 
power plants, such as the Phu Ninh, Duy Son, Dai Quang and other plants, have 

been developed and are operating effectively. 
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The output of some primary products was quite high: fuily assembled bicycles, 

electric fans, laundry soap, plastic goods, bricks, civilian porcelain, lime, 

paper, sugar, face towels and thread. 

Therefore, although the majority of its products were goods produced under 
contract and delivered to the central level, the industrial, small industry 

and handicraft sector still managed to produce goods supporting production, 

consumption and export activities within the province, carried out capital 

formation and provided jobs for tens of thousands of laborers. 

However, the scale and rate of development of industry, small industry and the 
handicraft trades were still small and slow. Although the issue of 

reorganizing production was raised at an early date, there has been a lack of 

determination to meet this requirement. As a result, we have not developed 

the existing potentials of the industrial, small industry and handicraft 

sector well. At the same time, we have not selectively upgraded equipment in 

order to achieve higher productivity, quality and efficiency. 

There is no comprehensive or long-range policy concerning raw materials in 

order to insure the stable development of industry, small industry and the 

handicraft trades. 

Industry, in general, and the machine sector, in particular, nave not 

supported agriculture well or actively contributed to retooling the national 
economy. 

There are no policies on protecting goods produced within the province; 

encouraging the «evelopment of the trades within agricultural cor ~eratives; 

and developing small industry and the handicraft trades within the household 
and private economies. 

The 13th Congress pointed out that "product quality is a matter of survival in 
production.” To date, however, the quality of many products remains poor and, 

on the market, cunfidence in some products, including exports, has been lost. 

Because it has not made industrialization the central task throughout the 

period of transition, the party organization has not concentrated on leading 

and guiding the development of industrial production in order to effectively 

support agriculture and produce many consumer and export goods. At the same 

time, it has not laid sufficiently strong foundations to prepare for socialist 

industrialization in the years ahead. 

3. As regards circulation and distribution, although we have been greatly 

affected by the serious mistakes made in the implementation of the resolutions 

on prices, wages and money since the end of 1985, circulation-distribution 

activities have, generally speaking, produced certain results. 

The state-operated commerce and marketing cooperative networks have been 

expanded and attention has been given to improving the quality of their 
service through the movement to following the example of Duy Hoa. Rather good 
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results have been achieved in the mobilization of grain and efforts to control 

meat, sugar and a number of industrial, small industry and handicraft 

products. 

During the past 5 years, the local budget was balanced. Necessary 

expenditures were met and some capital was allocated for capital construction 

and expanded reproduction. 

In monetary and credit activities, many efforts were made to meet the needs of 

production, everyday life and the operations of the state during the year's 

from 1981 to 1985. A cash surplus was maintained. Credit cooperatives were 

expanded. Rather good results were achieved in the sale of bonds and the 

savings campaign. 

Attention has been given to guiding prices. Prior to September 1985, prices 

changed little on the market and had the effect of encouraging production and 

Managing the market. 

Export-import activities have developed rapidly. Exports increased from 4.2 

million rubles-dollars in 1981 to 45.3 million rubles-dollars in 1985. As a 
result, we were able to import significant quantities of fertilizer, petroleum 
products, cement, fiber, plastic granules, pharmaceuticals, spare parts and s0 

forth to support production and a number of consumer goods. However, as is 

the case nationwide, the circulation-distribution front in our province is 

still constantly marked oy disorder and issues of burning importance. 

The commerce sector has been plagued by bureaucracy and state subsidies and is 

making the shift to socialist business practices slowly. Investments have aot 

been concentrated on production anc economic contracts have not been used to 

effectively control sources of goods. The organization and management of the 
commerce sector are stili marked by many weaknesses. The establishment of 

many corporations on the district level that are independent of both the home 

trade and foreign trade sectors was incorrect and created conditions that have 

led to competition in procurement and sales, collusion and the siphoning of 

goods to private merchants and internal distribution. During the past year, 

due to confusion in many areas of its operation, state-operated commerce has 
abandoned many positions ana has not controlled many goods. At the same time, 

the commerce sector and many units that do not have a commercial function have 

been taking advantage of differences in prices for the same goods, thus 
creating more disorder and many more negative phenomena. 

The organization of supply operations is still decentralized in many centers 

and levels. Supplies are not delivered in a timely and well coordinated 

manner directly to basic production units. 

Financial work has not focused on creating large sources of revenues, 

particularly in production. 

Price guidance has not fully reflected the spirit of the resolution of the 8th 

Party Plenum. As a result, we have failed to achieve the combined impact of 



reducing production costs, lowering expenses, increasing the formation of 

capital and encouraging production while stabilizing the market and standard 

of living. 

The leadership and guidance of export-import activities nave been marked by 

serious shortcomings. Incentive has not Deen provided to those persons who 

directly produce export goods. Investments have not been focused on 

accelerating the production of export goods. Gathere< and picked products 
still account for a high percentage of export goods. No main export goods of 
high quality that generate large economic returns are being produced in large, 

Stable quantities. Lax management has allowed extensive waste and 

embezzlement to occur and, in particular, allowed private merchants and 

"manipulators" to serve as procurement agents and contractors for the 

production of export goods. Some goods that have been imported were 
unsuitable and were distributed in a haphazard fashion that allowed the 

foreign trade sector to assume special rights and privileges, which have 

Caused many negative phenomena, corrupted some cadres ard caused indignation 

among the masses. 

4. As regards the building of the material-technical bases of socialism, 

nearly 300 million dong in capital from the local budget, capital of the 
collective economy and capital of the people (the capital provided by the 
people has yet to be fully counted) were invested during the past 5 years. 

This figure does not include the capital from the central budget that was 
invested in the province. 

Of the 145 million dong invested in capital construction under the local 
budget, 80 percent was invested in the material production sector. Major 

investments were made in the construction of water conservancy projects (to 

increase the amount of area under the cultivation of rice for which there is 

effective irrigation to 106,000 hectares), the power sector (hydroelectric 
power stations, diesel generator sections and power lines), additional means 

of river and sea transportation, the construction of roads and bridge, the 

developmerit of forest resources and the construction of the Da Nang commerce 

and service center. 

Some 20 percent of the capital allocated under the local budget was invested 
in the non-material production sector and used to build public projects, 

schools, hospitals, theaters and so forth. 

Gur major shortcomings in this area were the decentralization of capital and 
the low returns from irvestments. Although our capital and materials were 

limited, we invested in too many projects instead of being determined to 

concentrate our invescments in material production un.cs that yield high 

economic returns and quickly recover capital. Practically all projects have 

taken a long time to build and many remain unfinished, thus tying up and 

wasting much capital. On each project, investments have not been well 

coordinated and finishing work has been completed slowly. Survey and design 
costs have been high but work in these areas has not met requirements. 

Construction work has often far exceeded budget estimates, sometimes by dozens 

of times. Management and transformation within the capital construction 
sector have been lax and many supplies and raw materials have been lost. On 
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more than a few projects, the quality of work has been poor and costs have 

been high. These projects nave nct been accepted and the accounts concerning 

them have not been completely settled. 

The people and cooperatives have very much capital and the districts and many 

basic state-operated economic units have acquired very much capital on their 

own but this capital has not been managed or used well. Many unnecessary 

installations, such as larze meeting halls and large agencies, have been 

constructed and ostentatiousness has caused waste. 

5. As regards socialist transformation and the strengthening of the new 
production relations, the provincial party committee and its standing 

committee gave attention at certain times in their ieadership and guidance to 

continuing socialist transformation. Agricultural cooperatives were regularly 

strengthened. At many advanced cooperatives, advances were made in management 

and accounting, material bases were further strengthened, the use of "non- 

specific" contracts" was stopped and the right of ownership of cocperative 

members was respected. 

A number of small industry and handicraft cooperatives and production 
cooperation teams were strengthened. 

In the fishing industry, the majority of fishermen were brought into 

production cooperatives and five fishing cooperatives were established. 

In the forest industry, the system of sawmills and all types of oxvarts were 

brought into the state-operated sector. 

Cooperative businesses were established in commerce and the services. Small 

merchants were reorganized in teams by product sector at outdoor markets. The 

campaign to shift small merchants to production was steadfastly maintained. 

However, we failed to fully realize that socialist transformation is a 
Struggle between the two paths that takes place throughout the period of 

transition. As a result, we were impetuous, impractical and wanted to work 

quickly, considering transformation to be a goal that had to be quickly met, 

regardless of actual results. We sometimes chased after achievements and 

placed heavy emphasis upon form and satisfied ourselves with the figures on 
the number of basic production and business units that had been transformed 

without seeing the phenomena that were eroding or changing production 

relations: the fake collectives monopolized by exploiters and persons who 
earn their livings illegally; the negative phenomena within state-operated 
commerce; and the guild character of some enterprises, particularly in 
distribution. The consequence of this situation was resolutions that 
forcefully dealt at great length with transformation but could not be 
implemented, thus giving rise to confusion, ineffectiveness and laxity in 

transforming and managing the market, which allowed the number of private 
merchants to become far too large. After being transformed, some bourgeoisie 
in commerce continued their former activities in many different ways, 
including infiltrating cooperative businesses. A number of new bourgeoisie 

have emerged. Our basic shortcoming in socialist transformation has been our 
failure to closely tie transformation to construction, with primary emphasis 
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upon construction. State-operated industry has not played the dominant role it 

should be playing. We were slow to concretize and flexibly apply during each 

period the policies concerning the different segments of the economy. 

Firmly maintaining the dictatorship of the proletariat and squarely facing 

facts, we still must do much, even start over at some places, in order to 
complete socialist transformation. 

The report set the socio-economic guidelines, tasks and targets and major 

socio-economic measures for the years 1986 to 1990 as follows: 

Socio-Economic Guidelines and Tasks for the Years 1986-1990 

To successfully carry out the two strategic tasks, to provide a thorough 

understanding and organize the successful implementation of the resolution of 

the 6th Congress of the Party and on the basis of the actual state of the 
province's economy, the guidelines and tasks of the party organization and 

people of the province during the 5 years from 1986 to 1990 are: 

We must mobilize the entire party, all the people and all the armed forces to 
uphold their traditions of loyalty, bravery and tenacity andthe right of 

collective ownership; intensify the socialist emulation movement; develop the 
potentials of the provinces four strengths asbest possible; expand the 
application of scientific-technological advances; reorganize production and 
revamp the management mechanism; focus efforts on developing a diversified 

agriculture (including ‘ishing, forestry and the processing industry), with 
agriculture truly being considered the front of foremost importance; strongly 

develop the production of consumer and export goods; restore order on the 
circulation-distribution front; resolutely carry out socialist transformation; 
improve the quality of the new production relations; and continue to 

selectively build material-technical bases--all with the aim of stabilizing 

the socio-economic situation, stabilizing and improving the standard of living 
of the people and creating the conditions for socio-economic development in 

subsequent years. 

The 1986-1990 Five Year Plan is of decisive significance in the successful 
performance of the socio-economic tasks during the remaining years of the 

initial stage. Therefore, the entire 5-year plan must focus on bringing about 

& new change, stabilizing the situation, effectively overcoming recent 
mistakes and meeting the pressing and essential needs of society while making 

preparations for the acceleration of industrialization in the next stage. 

Structuring Production and Investments Correctly 

We must concentrate on leading agricultural production, considering 

agriculture to truly be the front of foremost importance, and must make every 

effort to develop a diversified agriculture. In the supplying of capital, 
materials and energy, priority must be given to agriculture. Industry, 

communications-transportation, circulation-distribution, science-technology 
and cultural-social work must focus on supporting agriculture. 
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To develop a diversified agriculture, deve:op agriculture in the direction of 

large-scale production with an increasingly large commodity output, it is 

necessary to shift away from monoculture and to a general business and closely 

tie production to processing and export activities within each cooperative and 

within the scope of the district. Research must be conducted into shifting 

from the cultivation of three consecutive wet rice crops per year over a 

period of many years to the cultivation of three rotation crops or two high 

yield wet rice crops per year. Together with building production forces, we 

must apply scientific-technical advances, review and improve the contract 

mechanism and improve the quality of the new production relations. Three 

targets must be met: producing sufficient grain and food products to meet the 

needs of society and establishing reserves; supplying raw materials to the 

processing industry; and rapidly increasing the sources of exported 

agricultural products. 

Investments in water conservancy must be increased in an effort to provide 

effective irrigation for 120,000 hectares of wet rice by 1990. Importance 
must be attached to both building new projects and repairing, maintaining and 

utilizing the full irrigation capacity of existing projects. Policies must be 
adopted that provide incentive for the production of fertilizer and lime for 
fields. In addition to the quantities received from the central level, the 

province must take the initiative and import addition nitrogen fertilizer and 

pesticides. The mechanization of agriculture must be increased. We must 

build and strengthen basic units that repair machines and produce common and 

improved farm implements suited to each area. 

On the basis of the requirement of developing a diversified agriculture, we 
must endeavor to achieve an output of 480,000 tons of grain in 1986 and from 
520,000 to 540,006 tons in 1990, with 420,000 tons being in the form of paddy 
and the state controlling 130,000 tons each year, thereby virtually meeting 

the needs of the army, manual workers, civil servants, policy recipients and 

non-agricultural forces and establishing grain reserves on three ievels: the 
provincial level, the district level and at cooperatives. 

Livestock production must be upgraded to a main production sector. By 1990, 

we must be producing at least twice as much pork as currently. Hog, buffalo, 

cattle and poultry production must be developed in all three sectors, the 

household sector, the collective sector and the state-operated sector. We 
must try to achieve an average of three or more hogs per hectare under 

cultivation, each with a market weight of 50 to 60 kilograms. Cooperatives, 

particularly those in the midlands and mountains, must strongly develop cattle 

and buffalo production. The exper! ce of Duy Son and Duy Trinh in dairy 
cattle production must be reviewed so cwhat it can be applied elsewhere. All 

districts must strengthen their crop and livestock services corporations and 

build a number of livestock feed processing enterprises of appropriate size. 

We must adopt a policy that encourages livestock production; provide an 

adequate supply of raw materials for the production and widespread sale of 

much feed; provide an adequate supply of good, young livestock and organize a 
widespread veterinary network. 

A vigorous shift must be made to the production of industrial and export 

crops. Specialized farming areas must be established and strong investments 
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must be made in intensive cultivation based on scientific-technical measures 

in order to create stable sources of raw materials for the processing industry 

and increasingly large sources cf exports. We must expand the large-scale, 

specialized cinnamon and T'ung tree production areas in Tra My, Phucoc Son, 

Hiep Duc, Tien Phuoc and the western portions of Nui Thanh, Tam Ky, Thang Binh 
and Que Son Districts. The planting of pitch pine in the area of the Hai Van 
Pass and western Hoa Vang and Duy Xuyen Districts must be expanded. The 
planting of cashews and coconut trees must be expanded in the sandy, coastal 

region of the province, primarily through the garden economy. We must 

strengthen and develop the mulberry growing area so that we have 2,000 
centrally located hectares under cultivation producing from 1,100 to 1,200 

tons of cocoons and 90 to 100 tons of raw silk. We must establish specialized 
farming areas producing beans, pineapples, tobacco and sugarcane and a 

vegetable growing area in the outskirts of Da Nang. 

The structure of the labor force at agricultural cooperatives must be 
reorganized by gradually reducing the amount of labor engaged in crop 

production and increasing the amount of labor working in the trades and 
livestock production. Cropland must be closely managed in coordination with 
improving fields, planning population centers and gradually building the new 

countryside. 

During the next 5 years, efforts must be focused on building forest resources 
and protecting headwater forests and natural forests. Bare land and barren 
hills must be quickly covered with vegetation. We must reorganize the 

forestry sector along lines that combine production and a general business, 

must coordinate planting, cultivation, conservation, harvesting and processing 

and must strictly comply with technical standards and norms. The cutting and 
burning of forests must be stopped. The province's federations of forestry 

enterprises must have a suitable amount of land. Their land must have 

specific borders and be large enough to enable them to operate a general 

business on a long-term basis. The assignment of forestry management 
responsibilities to the districts must be completed by 1987. On this basis, 

the mountain districts must establish production and business organizations 

that are strong enough to carry out economic development along lines that 

combine forestry, agriculture and industry. 

The forestry production and business organizations of the province (those 

located in the mountains) and the mountain districts must consider the 

settlement of nomads to be an important task. The lowland districts must 

organize forestry enterprises or forestry sites and only combine agriculture 
and forestry within individual cooperatives. In 1987 and 1988, districts must 

complete the parcelling of land and forests to villages, cooperatives, 

agencies, units and the people for use in production and business under the 

direction of the forestry sector. Someone or some organization must be in 
charge of each piece of land that lies in forest. We must endeavor to plant 

3,000 hectares of forest and have the people plant 30 million individual trees 
in 1986. By 1990, we must plant 10,000 new hectares of T'ung trees, 10,000 
new hectares of cashews and 2,000 new hectares of cinnamon. The state- 
operated sector must harvest 25,000 cubic meters of wood and 20,000 steres of 

firewood each year. 
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In the fishing industry, we must make full use of all bodies of water and step 

up the cultivation of shrimp, fish aud other types of aquatic products by 

families, collectives and the state and through cooperation with foreign 

countries. 

The marine products sector must reorganize its production and management and 

coordinate and balance all aspects of the sector: rear service support, 

fishing operations, processing and marketing. It must manage and make 

efficient use of the province's fleet of new and modern ships. Positive steps 

must be taken to mobilize each source of capital in order to develop those 

fishing trades that are highly productive: fishing with purse-seine nets, 
fishing with hooks and the harvesting of special products for exportation. 

The sector must organize and successfully guide the rapid introduction of 

scientific-technical advances and industry in fishing at sea; efficiently 
combine the different types of fishing within a fleet of ships and boats in 
order to achieve higher productivity and save on fuel; and move to fishing 
grounds where fishing operations can be carried out throughout the year. Cham 
Thanh Island must be developed into a full-scale rear service center 

supporting production, processing and repair work and recreational and 

entertainment needs. 

Full importance must be attached to combining the economy with national 

defense in building and developing the sea fishing industry. 

We must endeavor to produce 40,000 tons of marine products in 1986 and 50,000 

tons in 1990, with the state mobilizing 50 percent of this output. We must 
produce 450 tons of frozen marine products for exportation in 1986 and 800 
tons in 1990. Fish sauce production must reach 10 million liters per year. 

We must be producing 10,000 tons of salt per year by 1990. 

We must re-examine and supplement industrial, small industry and handicraft 
production planning along lines that focus efforts on stepping up the 
production of consumer goods, meeting the essential needs of the people, 
effectively supporting agricultural production, rapidly increasing the output 

of exports and helping to provide jobs to laborers in the city and the 

countryside. The sector must develop at the average rate of 10 percent per 

year. 

We must reorganize the production of and closely combine central state- 

operated basic units, local state-operated basic units, the collective economy 

and the other segments of the economy. We must concentrate on mobilizing 

every available potential for the purpose of selectively upgrading and 
modernizing equipment, which is the most important factor in productivity, 

quality and efficiency. A comprehensive, long-range policy must be adopted 
concerning raw materials, one that encompasses everything from cultivation, 
conservation and harvesting to collecting and making full use of discarded 
materials, establishing trade ties and importing raw materials to insure the 

steady and stable development of industry, small industry and the handicraft 

trades. Policies must be enacted that protect goods produced within the 
province, provide incentive for the development of small industry, the 

handicraft trades and the household and private economies and accelerate the 
development of the trade sector at agricultural cooperatives. 
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As regards electricity, we must take the initiativ: in coordinating with the 
power sector .o improve maintena.ce, management and distribution, increase and 

make effective use of electricity sources and continue our work to complete 
unfinished hydroelectric power projects. 

The entire province must be mobilized to contribute manpower and money to 

accelerate the construction of the An Diem hydroelectric power plant. 

With regard to coal, increased investments must be made in the Ngoc Kinh Coal 

Mine so that it is producing 20,000 tons per year by 1990. The extraction of 

peat for agriculture must be well organized. 

We must expand the Bong Mieu gold mining operation and build the Pu Mep Gold 
Mine in an effort, to achieve an output of 20-25 kilograms of placer gold per 
year by 1990. The operations of stone and kaolin quarri«. must be 
reorganized. A quarry producing granite for exportation must be o, * 

Additional equipment must be supplied to the leading basic units of the 
machine sector. The weaknesses in production--the production of blanks 

(forged, cast), mold making, heat treating and plating--must be corrected so 
that units are strong enough to repair, maintain, restore and supply various 
types of machinery to the economic sectors within the province. We must begin 
producing 12 horsepower diesel engines. At the same time, we must produce 

looms, build new ships, boats and autobuses and produce some spare parts, 

particularly for internal combustion engines. The machine repair and 

maintenance network must be organized well. 

We must reorganize the textile sector, supply it with additional matched 
equipment and improve the quality of cloth so that cloth can be exported. We 
must produce 12 million meters of cloth in 1986 and 20 million meters of 
cloth, 20 million face cloths and from 1.2 to 2 million knitted shirts in 
1990. We must promote the reeling of silk and the production of silk cloth 
for exportation. We must expand the ready-made clothing and export contract 

sewing sector in the municipality and cities. We must unify the management of 
the leather sector within the province and step up the production of leather 
goods for domestic consumption and exportation. 

Product groups must be organized within the metal consumer goods sector. The 
bicycle and bicycle parts production group and the electric fan and electric 
appliances production group must be upgraded to primary production groups 

producing 15,000 to 20,000 products of each type by 1990 and the quality of 
these products must be improved so that they can be exported. 

We must complete the construction of the 5 million liters per year brewery in 
1988. 

The production of paper pulp and paper of all types must be strongly 

developed. 

In the ceramic, porcelain and glass sector, we must expand glass enterprises 
and concentrate on increasing the output and quality of thermos bottles and 
containers of all types. We must strengthen porcelain enterprises and improve 
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the quality of civilian forcelain, porcelain art products and electric 

insulators. 

In the building materials sector, we must improve the quality of bricks, 

tiles, cement and lime and rapidly increase the output of unbaked building 
materials. We must be producing 170 million bricks, 30 million tiles, 15,000 
tons of local cement of all types and 80,990 to 90,000 tons of lime per year 

by 1990. 

In the grain and food product processing sector, we must increase the milling 

of grain, the extraction of oil and the processing of subsidiary food crops, 

sugar, tobacco, wivie, fresh water, vegetables, fruit, meat, fish and so forth 

while improving the quality of products. Urgent steps must be taken to build 

warehouses, including refrigerated warehouses in Da Nang. 

In the handicraft art products sector (which includes wool rugs, bamboo 

blinds, rattan products, embroidered goods and lace, lacquerware paintings, 

rush and reed products...), special attention must be given to creating stable 
sources of raw materials. The market and consumer tastes must be researched. 

Many new sample products must be created and developed and product quality 

must be improved in order to retain the confidence of the consumer and the 

international market. 

The chemical, rubber and plastics sector must work closely with units of the 

central level located within the province to accelerate the production of 
automobile and bicycle tires, water pipes, cord rope, soda, chlorine, laundry 

soap, toothpaste, various types of plastic products, clogs and sandals, 

plastic containers, handbags and so forth to meet local needs. 

We must complete the planning, reorganization and restructuring of the 
communications-transportation sector. New ships and boats must be built. We 
must increase our waterway transportation and maintenance capacity and 

gradually replace highway transportation equipment. Mechanized and 

rudimentary transportation and cargo handling forces in the districts must be 

strengthened so that they are fully capable of providing the needed support 

within the district. We must expand the communications network and continue 
to invest in the gradual construction of communication lines to the mountains. 

Roads in the countryside and sandy areas must be repaired and maintained. We 
must strengthen the sector's management apparatus, make the best possible use 

of existing capacity and take determined steps to eradicate negative 

phenomena. 

We must try to implement a passenger transportation plan and provide 

convenient and safe transportation. We must complete the plans for the 
transportation of goods and materials supporting production, construction, 

export activities, everyday life and national defense. 

We must strengthen material-technical bases, insure uninterrupted 
communications in every situation and direction and expand tne telephone 
network in Da Nang and from Da Nang to the districts, villages and 
egricultural cooperatives. We must complete the telephone lines from Da Nang 
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to Kien and Phuoc Son. The postal service must provide rapid and safe 

delivery from the province down to the districts and villages and vice versa. 

Establishing a correct struct ire of investments, increasing the returns from 
investments and building the material-technical bases of socialism are one of 

the tasks of both basic and pressing importance. However, in the years ahead, 
because we must focus on targets that pertain to the standard of living, 
investments must be selectively rearranged and based mainly on sources of 
borrowed capital (while mobilizing all capital in the form of capital 
depreciation). 

During the next 5 years, about 80 percent of capital must be invested in the 
material production sector: 

In agriculture, forestry and fishing, investments must be made in water 
conservancy, the improvement of fields, the planting of whole forests, the 
planting of industrial and export crops and the expansion of the cultivation 
of aquatic products on a large-scale. We must buy and build a fleet of ships 
to harvest marine products for exportation. Refrigerated warehouses and 
processing enterprises must be built. Labor must be sent to build new 

economic zones. 

In industry, investments must be made in expanding the mining of coal; 

building the brewery; building hydroelectric power projects, expanding the 

production and improving the quality of textiles, bicycles, electric fans, 

pharmaceuticals, machinery and so forth. 

In communications and transportation, we must invest in additional means of 
river and sea transportation and open and complete a number of roads to the 
mountains. 

An appropriate amount of capital must be allocated for research projects in 

the application of scientific-technical advances. 

All newly constructed as well as transitional projects must meet standards. 
We must improve the management of everything from surveys and design work to 
construction and the certification of project quality, increase the returns 

from investment capital... 

Restoring Socialist Order in Circulation-Distribution 

Socialist commerce must stick to its tasks of supporting everyday life and 
stimulating the development of production. It must control products at their 

source by signing economic contracts with basic production units at the very 

start of seasons or the production cycle. Basic economic units must fulfill 
their obligation to deliver products in exact accordance with plans and 

economic contracts. 

We must reorganize the commerce sector and reduce the number of corporations 
on the district level. State-operated commerce must unify the management of 

marketing cooperatives. State management decisions concerning commerce must 
be strictly implemented. Agencies and units that do not have a business or 



service function must not engage in business or service activities. 

Determined efforts must be made to put an end to competition in procurements 
and sales, taking advantage of differences in prices for the same goods, 

distributing goods and revenues from price differentials internally and the 

other negative phenomena. We must constantly increase and tightly manage the 

supply of goods and insure that goods are distributed as planned, distributed 

to the correct person and distributed directly to the consumer, thereby 

helping to achieve social fairness. We must constantly strengthen the 

management of the market and harshly punish acts of economic sabotage, 

speculation, blackmarketing, conspiracy, theft and the siphoning of state 

goods to private merchants. Private merchants must be prohibited from doing 

business in strategic materials and goods managed exclusively by the state. A 

policy must be enacted that encourages farmers to bring their agricultural 

products into Da Nang for sale. Prices must reflect the combined application 
of laws, including the law of value, and take into consideration the 

purchasing power of the cong and the relationship between supply and demand, 

as stated in the resolution of the 8th Party Plenum, with the aim of 
encouraging the development of production and providing incentive for laborers 
and basic production units to produce many products and reduce their 

production costs. At the same time, we must audit and closely control 

revenues from differences in prices for the same goods and effectively deal 
with changes in prices. We must correct the problems of allowing prices to 

float and not complying with price discipline as well as the phenomena of 
setting and managing prices ina rigid manner. In the immediate future, an 

effort must be made to reduce the inflation rate and eventually stabilize 
prices. 

Continuing To Promote Socialist Transformation and Improving the Quality of 

the New Production Relations. 

We must continue to promote socialist transformation and consolidate and 

strengthen the new production relations so that production relations truly 
stimulate the development of production forces. In transformation, we must 
adhere to the guideline of "combining transformation with construction, with 

primary emphasis upon construction." The most important guideline is to 

strengthen the forces of socialism so that the state-operated economy and the 
collective economy play the dominant role within the national economy. 

Through the management of production and distribution, we must consolidate and 
perfect the socialist production relations at cooperatives and cooperation 

teams and eliminate those forms of collectives that are collectives in name 
only. As regards the ethnic minorities in the mountains, production 
collectives, mainly hamlet-size production collectives, must be organized in 
order to achieve cooperation and mutual assistance in labor. 

Bourgeoisie must be removed from commerce. Small and medium-size merchants 

who possess capital and skills and cannot be replaced by the activities of 

socialist commerce must be transformed, restructured and reorganized in teams 
by product sector. Their business activities must be managed and directed in 
exact accordance with policies and state law. Tnese merchants must gradually 

be shifted to production and the services. 
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Policies must be adopted that encourage the long-range development of the 

household economy and the private economy in order to create jobs and create 

income for the laborer and wealih for society. 

We must observe the guideline "transforming small-scale bourgeoisie so that 

they can be utilized, utilizing small-scale bourgeoisie so that they can be 

transformed better" and encourage them to invest capital in the development of 

consumer goods production in exact accordance with the policies of the state. 

Efforts must be concentrated on strongly developing export activities in the 
years ahead. Each year, an appropriate amount of capital must be invested in 

the cultivation and harvesting of marine products, the planting of T'ung 
trees, cashews, cinnamon, mulberries, peanuts, pineapples and sesame, the 
excavation of granite and the production of handicraft art products and 
industrial goods. Importance must be attached to increasing the value of 

export goods through processing and packaging. 

Priority must be given to providing the supplies, energy, raw materials and 
fuel needed for production and to procuring export goods. 

Economic contracts must be signed at the very start of the season with those 

basic units which raise annual crops that are exported in order to control the 
sources of exports. 

We must restructure export-import organizations, centralize them in one 

entity. strengthen their management and combat negative phenomena. 

Activities that generate foreign currency revenues must be increased: ship 

services, tourism, overseas Vietnamese activities, the contract production of 

export goods and transportation. 

The provincial people's committee must closely guide import activities. 
Imports should consist primarily of means of production and only those 
consumer goods that are essential. The importation of luxury items must be 
prohibited. 

We must successfully implement the economic cooperation programs and expand 

the friendship activities between our province and the three brotherhood 
provinces of Saravane and Xekong in Laos and Battambang in Cambodia. 

Revamping the Economic Management Mechanism 

The goals of revamping the economic management mechanism must be: tapping the 
force that is ownership exercised by the laboring people; heightening the 
responsibility and authority of basic units and of all levels and sectors; 
accelerating the three revolutions; developing production and business ina 

way that yields increasingly high productivity, quality and efficiency; 
practicing frugality; strongly developing and effectively utilizing the 
capabilities and potentials of the national economy and the factors of growth 
in breadth and depth. The basic thinking behind this effort to revamp the 
Management mechanis@ is: dismantling bureaucratic centralism and state 
subsidies; shifting entirely to economic accounting and socialist business 
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practices; and shifting entirely from guiding the economy primarily by means 

of subjective desires and administrative orders to guiding the economy by 

correctly applying objective laws and correctly utilizing economic levers in 
a manner closely combined with education and the law. 

We must implement the principle of democratic centralism in eccnomic 

management correctly, that is, in a way which guarantees the autonomy of basic 

economic units in production and business while increazting the leadership 

effectiveness and strengthening the centralized, unified management provided 
by state agencies. We must clearly distinguish between administrative- 

economic management functions and production-business management functions. 

We must make the plan the center of operations and implement economic 

accounting and socialist business practices. Objective laws that have an 
impact upon the economy, particularly the law of value, must be correctly 
applied through well-coordinated, appropriate economic policies and economic 

contracts. 

Authority must be closely tied to interests, responsibility to obligations. 

The three interests must be combined in a way that is well balanced. The 

principle of distribution in accordance with labor must be observed. 

The different types of measures must be combined in management, the basic ones 
being economic measures. We must develop the important role of political and 
ideological education, promote socialist patriotic emulation and emphasize 

discipline and the law, particularly economic law. 

Management by sector must be combined with management by locality and 

territory. State administrative management must be combined with production- 

business management. The management of the state-operated economy and the 

collective economy must be combined with the management of the other segments 
of the economy. 

The most important element of the new mechanism are guaranteeing independence 

in production and business and establishing the financial autonomy of the 
basic unit. Basic units must operate in accordance with the principles of 
recovering capital on their own and being responsible for their profits and 

losses; independently formulating their plans through the signing of supply 
and product marketing contracts and by expanding their economic ties and joint 
business; independently carrying out capital formation and utilizing the 
various sources of capital and funds in the most effective way possible; and 

independently organizing labor and arranging wages and bonuses in a manner 
consistent with the requirements of production and business and in exact 

accordance with the financial policies and principles of the state. 

As regards the organization of the economic management apparatus, it is 
necessary to restructure the system of basic production and business units in 
conjunction with restructuring the administrative-economic management 
apparatus, streamlining the administrative-economic management agencies on the 
various levels and reducing the size of administrative staffs so that 
management becomes more cffective and efficient on all levels. The planning 
committee and the combined economic management agencies must resolve problems 
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concerning planning and plans, the structure of the economy, the economic 

Management mechanism, systems and policies, organization and cadres without 

directly intervening in the day to day production and business operations of 
basic units. 

Revamping the management mechanism is a major undertaking, one that must be 
carried out in a well coordinated manner. In the immediate future, efforts 
must focus on continuing to conduct pilot projects, reviewing the pilot 

projects that have been conducted and gaining experience in order to implement 

Political Bureau Resolution (draft) 306 throughout the province. 

As regards improving the leadership ability and increasing the fighting 
strength of tiie party, we must improve the skills and revolutionary qualities 
of the corps of cadres and party members and struggle against negative 

phenomena within the party. We must increase the fighting strength of the 
organizations of the party at basic units in a way closely tied to building 

district, city and municipal party organizations and the party organization 
directly subordinate to the provincial level that are solid and strorg. 

Revamping the corps of cadres is a pressing requirement and constant task that 
must be plannea and carried out tn a serious and well coordinated manner in 

every area from building the pool of prospective cc“*res and selecting cadres 

to training cadres, rotating cadres and so forth, all of which must be backed 
by an investment policy and thorough inspections and management. 

We must firmly adhere to the principle of democratic centralism, intensify 

inspections and improve the style of work. 

Determined, urgent steps must be taken to restore order and discipline within 
the party and the state apparatus. There must be strict compliance with lines 

and policies and the discipline of the party must be obeyed. 

Conducting inspections is *he work of all party committee echelons and party 

members, of the entire purty and not one organization of the party, not one 

cadre is immune from inspection. During each period, the standing committee 
of the provincial party committee and the various party committee echelons 
must adopt inspection programs that focus on important areas of work and key 
units. We must strengthen and revamp the inspection committee and inspection 
work and closely combine inspections by the party with investigations by the 
state and inspections by the people. Inspections must result in clear 

conclusions concerning what is right or wrong, insure that strict, just and 

fair disciplinary action is taken and insure that mistakes are effectively 
rectified. 

Our work in the areas of ideology and theory must be strengthened: 

This work must help to heighten the working class character and vanguard 
character; overcome the thinking of small-scale producers, bourgeois thinking, 
the cultural remnants of neo-colonialism and feudal thinking; provide basic 

and dynamic knowledge concerning scientific socialism; build a tenacious will 
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and unshakeable determination; and cultivate the necessary standards of 

knowledge while changi-g the concepts and thinking of the entire party 

organization, of each cadre and perty member. 

Ideological work gust be improved in many areas: content and fora; 
orgarization and sethois; personnel and gweans. Bureaucracy, dogmatisa, 

rigidity and the practice of not doing what we tell others to do must be 
eliminated in ideolcgical and theoretical work. 

We must build stronger unity arid consensus throughout the party organization. 

In ideological activities, it is necessary to harshly criticize individualiss, 
localism and factionalisa, which are the causes of a lack of unity. At the 

Same time, we must always be vigilant against the schemes of the enemy and 

undesirable elements to divide us. 

In particular, we must concern ourselves with gaintaining unity and consensus 

within the various party committee echelons, as though they were "the apple of 
our eye," and, on this basis, must build stronger unity and consensus within 

the party. 
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PROBLEMS OF WOMEN WORKERS NEED GREATER ATTENTION 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 21 Oct 86 p 3 

[Article by Cao Van Hai, Ministry of Labor: “Assignment and Use of Female Labor 
in Our Country” ] 

[Text] At the present time, our country has nearly 16 million women working in 
production units, accounting for more than 50 percent of the total saccial labor 
force. From now until the year 2000, it is estimated that an annual 509,000 to 
600,000 women wiil reach working age. The female labor problem has long re- 
ceived wholehearted attention from our party and state. Nowadays women parti- 
cipate in nearly-every sector of the national economy, workers in some sec*ors 
are primarily women, and they have and are creating many products for society. 
Therefore, not stopping simply at the struggle to liberate women in general, of 
greater importance is the more effective use of more than one-half the labor 
source of society. 

Outstanding development in the quantity and quality of working women hes caused 
our country to become one of those using the most women in social production 
(more than 50 percent). The average use level in the world at the present time 
is a little more than 33 percent. Nevertheless, the quality of female workers 
in our country is generally still lower than that of men. Women occupy 4 per- 
cent of the techni~>i worker force, 51.5 percent of vocational middle schools, 
31 percent of colleges and above, 2.8 percent of Level I teachers, and 4 per- 
cent of Level II teachers. The reason is that all at the same time, female 
laborers are responsible for their jobs and for being a mother, and women have 
many difficulties in study time to raise their standards higher than those of 
men. Moreover, the backward custom of “male superiority” must be mentioned. 
A 1983 sociological study indicated that only 8 percent of female workers and 
civil servants raised their standards after marriage (while the number of males 

was more than 20 percent). 

The picture, general distribution and use of female labor in our country are as 
follows: 

At the present time, women make up more than 60 percent of the agricultural 

labor source. The nature of agricultural labor, contrary to a number of common 
viewpoints, has a high level of heavy work (with an energy expenditure measured 
in agricultural labor units in some jobs 1.5 to 2 times those in industry). 
Women in the rural area of our country seasonally often work 6 to 7 hours for 
the collective economy and 4 to 5 hours for the family economy in 1 day. About 
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40C ,000 people leave agriculture annually, including about 30 percent who are 
women, and there is therefore a tendency for the number of women engaged in 
agriculture to increase. This is a problem worthy of attention in management. 
At the present time, developed countries have had a significant decrease in the 
women engaged in agriculture to below 10 percent, and conversely a rapid in- 
crease in the number of females working in the service area to more than 65 

percent. 

In the industrial sector, women account for nearly 50 percent. A number of 
trade sectors appropriate for males have a fairly high proportion of women: in 
the metallurgy sector, females make up 30.5 percent of the labor force (10 per- 
cent in the Soviet Union). In the machine manufacturing sector, 24 percent are 

women (15 percent in the Soviet Union). The chemicals sector has 51.4 percent 

women (in the Soviet Union, the proportion is extremely low). 

Thus, industry in our country has attracted women at nearly the same level as 
men. Nevertheless, trade sectors should be reexamined for suitability to the 

psysiological characteristics of women. 

In forestry, the proporticn of women engaged in direct production is also near- 
ly 52 percent. In the various steps, women account for 20 percent of the labor 

force in felling, 80 percent in afforestation, 40 percent in forest machinery, 
70 percent in road construction and 17 percent in management. Clearly, women 
make up a high percentage of those engaged in heavy jobs while conversely con- 
prising a small percentage of administrative jobs. One of the main reasons is 
that their cultural levels are still low, with more than 70 percent less than 

Level II. Besides that, forestry is conducted over a broad area in distant and 
remote locations by primarily women and the family issue has therefore become a 
fairly serious and foremost problen. 

In actual labor management, sectors and echelons have given concern and atten- 
tion to gradually resolving the female labor problem within their own sectors 
and echelons. However, along with the achievements made, there are stili no 
small unresolved problems in the aspects of female labor protection, the work 
time system, the female cadre froblem, etc. From the reality above has been 
achieved a course for totally and strictly studying and evaluating the female 
labor problem in our country, demanding greater concern from party committee 
and administrative echelons and mass organizations from the central to the 
local area and each basic unit for this great undertaking. 

We are presently lacking occupational nomenclature for female labor--a prere- 

quisite for selection and training of a directional nature to ensure the women 
the capabilities to work in trade sectors and jobs suitable to their inherent 
physiological characteristics. Consequently, a situation exists in which women 
are doing men's work and men are doing women's work. The study and formulation 
of this nomenclature must rely on a basis of classifying the labor, trade sec- 
tors and psychological and physiological characteristics of Vietnamese women, 
emphasizing manpower reproduction, and avoiding the adverse effects caused by 

heavy and dangerous work to the vodies of the women and their children. The 
superiority of socialism wil) allow us to liberate women from heavy and danger- 
ous work while simultaneously not restricting them to a number of narrow trade 
sectors. Thus, the most important theme of a nomenclature list is a "Nomencla- 
ture of production sectors, trades and jobs with heavy and dangerous labor con- 
ditions forbidding the use of female labor." Due to the varied and coordinated 
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nature of trade sectors in each region and even each enterprise (in our country 
there are about 280 trades), it is necessary to subsecuently stipulate a “Nom- 

enclature of priority trade sectors for the use of women and coordinated inter- 
mediate trade sectors.” 

After acquiring a trade nomenclature, the next problem is training: how should 
training be conducted to resolve the long-term contradictions of female cultur- 
al and professional levels which are still much lower than man; increasingly so 
at the higher levels where there are few women. Annually in our country, 9 
percent of the general school graduates receive higher-level training, of which 
25 to 35 percent are women, and therefore the separation becomes increasingly 
larger. This phenomenon does not exist solely in our country. Industrial sta- 
tistics from a number of countries in the CEMA show that women in a series of 
trades are all lower than men by one grade and in addition are less active in 
creative activities and production rationalization. The experience of social- 
ist countries also indicates that it is possible to gradually narrow the separ- 
ation in cultural and occupational levels between males and females through 
educational and training reform during each period of economic development. 
One of the courses that must be applied in the years to come is the use of 
recruiting standards slanted toward women in trade sectors suitable to them 
with the purpose of gradually raising the proportion of trained women compared 
with men. 

Besides that, attention must be given to the retraining issue. Because they 
must fulfill the functions of child bearing and raising, the bodies of women 

change a great deal and at times are no longer consistent with the jobs they 

are doing, especially in manual labor activities. 

In our trade sectors, it is clearly seen that women engaged in weaving at ‘he 

age of 40 often suffer failing eyesight, slow reflexes and declining produc- 
tivity. This is a hard to solve problem in our textile mills at the present 
time. In this case, retraining is necessary and if they are transferred to 
another trade for which they are still suitable until retirement, the problem 

will arise in which sectors should be selected that are appropriate for them 
when their health has suffered a significant decline. The direction of concern 
of party committee and administrative echelons in many enterprises is achieve- 
ment of a closed production line and the development of secondary production. 
One good experience was organization of an integrated shop in the &-3 Textile 
Mill which attracted more than 400 women of declining health in sewing with the 

fully utilized raw materials of primary production. 

The work system and time period of female labor is presently also a concern of 
all sectors and echelons. According to this concern, the retirement age of 
women should be stipulated differently depending on each type of trade (those 
engaged in heavier and more dangerous work would be able to retire earlier, and 
conversely), not absolutely when reaching 55; and this procedure would reduce 

trade selection ideology. To create conditions for women to properly carry out 
both their family and social functions, a study must be made on applying versa 

tile forms of labor utilization organization such a permitting women to work at 
home in sewing tasks, letting out work and delivering products following the 

contract level of each mill. This would reduce travel time and fully utilize 



the female labor in the family. To reduce the factor of physical strength in a 
number of jobs using both men and women, the norms of women should be reduced 
by 10 to 20 percent. The system of preferential treatment in work time is also 
urgent concerning the 300,000 women presently working in distant and remote re- 

gions in our country. 

The final problem is: if preferential treatment in the rational interests of 
women is achieved, basic units with many women and difficulties will meet in- 
creasingly greater difficulties because they must self-resolve a major portion 
of the difficulties in accounting conditions at the present time. Improvements 
generally speaking will shift the load to the basic units. Not a few locations 
have refused to recruit women even though they have sufficient professional 
conditions and work requirements. Consequently, it is necessary to create 
conditions for assisting these basic units, from the assignment of plan norms 
to a reduction in state collections and an increase in profits to compensate 
them for lost production time because they are using many women and because of 
these women having and rearing children. This means there must be conditions 
to prepare for the better use of female labor compared with men. For example: 
compensation for the enterprise production time fund due to a woman giving 
birth and taking 6 months off that does not stop at a social insurance subsidy 
equal to 100 percent of her wages but provides an additional profit which they 
can earn if they do not give birth, with this portion deposited in the enter- 

prise fund. 
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